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ABSTRACT 

An increasing number of Thai uniwrsities arc using information and communication 

technologies to support virtual education delivery (VED}. The main purpose of this 

study wa> to examine the strategies med by Thai universities to adopt the concept of 

''virtual education delivery" as an education tool. The study attempted to determine 

the critical factors that influence success in implementing Thai VEDs, and identified 

the ways to facilitate such adoption. These factors were synthesised with Thai 

environmental and cultural factors to develop a strntcgic fi:runework which can be 

used to assist universities in Thailand to achieve more effective implementation of 

VEDs. 

The conceptuEII research framework was derived from knowledge gleaned from a 

review of previous resccrch studies. The literature suggested some understanding of 

the "what" and "how" factors influencing VEDs, but contributed generally rather 

than specifically to the Thai cultural environment. This framework enabled the 

researcher to contextualise issues and to determine factors influencing Thai VEDs. 

This was used to develop the domains of the research quc:;tions which were 

examined through case study analysis of four Thai universities. 

A multi-method research approach including quantitative and qualitative methods 

was chosen because of its suitability to this problem. Tho contexts in determining 

critical factors influencing the success of Thai VEDs were examined through a 

~urvey and case studies. The questionnaire survey was developed from relevant 

research and based on the theoretical framework. This was administered to 240 

students in four Rnjabhat Institutes. 167 v~lid responses were received which was a 

response rate of 69.5 percent. Multiple regression analysis was used to test the 

relationships between the dependent variable and the independent variables. The 

dependent variable was the success ofVED interpreted in terms of the effectiveness 

of quality, productivity and the student perception of their VED courses. The 
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indcpcndent variables were resources, computer literacy, perceived value of 

computer-based infonnution, culture and infonnution culture. It was discovered that 

resources, perceived value of computer-based infonnation, culture lllld infonnation 

culture were significllllt inftucnces on the success of Thai VED. 

In order to identifY recurring themes that could enable the interpretation of IUlother 

setting, multiple case studies through structured intCJViews were utilised. This was 

examined tluough analysis of four Rajabhat Institutes utilising VEDs. The results 

from intCJViewing instructors and administrators who were involved in VED were 

analysed by using a conceptual cluster matrix and cross case analysis to addr<l.'ls the 

similurities and differences across cases. The results of this stage of analysis 

concluded that poor computer literacy, negative perceived value of computer-based 

infonnation and infonnation culture (ofboth studeats and instructors) were inhibitors 

to the success of VED. Further, some characteristics of Thai culture: high power 

distance, high 1mccrtainty avoidance, and collectivism were founded to be critical 

bnrriers to knowledge sharing, essential for collaborative: learning in VEDs. 

Finally, the results have significant implications for administering and implementing 

VED. These suggested that there are four coping strategies to enhance VED 

implementation: 

I) improving technologies and providing technical support; 

2) increasing IT/IS competency and skills of students and instructors; 

3) changing students and instructors' attitude to accept usefulness ofVED; and 

4) enhancing the members' cooperation and commitment. 

In order to apply these findings in a practical setting an Audit instrument has been 

developed to allow continuous self-evalnntion of the effectiveness of VED in Thai 

institutes 
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CHAPTER! 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH 

The competitive environment of the 21" century is rnpidly becoming more complex 

Md filled with uncertainty. Many organisations have adopted the strategic concept of 

the 'virtual orgllllisation' as an alternative model to gain competitive advantage 

(Goldm1111 eta!., 1995; Graenier and Metes, 1995; Mowshowitz, 1997; Venkatraman 

and Hendernon, 1998; M=hall et a!., 1999; Leimeister et al., 2001). Global 

competitiveness and advanced infonnation and communication technologies (ICT) 

not only impact businesses but olso educatiomll institutions such as universities. The 

benefit for ICT enabled universities, lies in economies of scale by sharing intellectual 

and physical capital to provide virtual courses without time and border limitations 

(Castells, 1996). As the emergence of increasingly higher perfonnance ICT such as 

Intranet and Internet becomes more available to students and instructors, they can 

learn from the experience and knowledge of other group members. 'This 

collabomtion across various groups can enhance their abilities to solve problems in 

real situations (McFndzcnn and McKenzie, 2001). There are many universities in 

Australia, UK and the US that have begun to realise the benefits associated with 

virtual learning and thus use it as an alternative tool for delivering material in an age 

that demands flexibility. One example is, Fathom {http://www.fathom.com), an e

lcaming portal in USA formed by a group of leading universities and cultural 

institutions comprising Columbia University, London School of Economics, 

Cambridge University Press, the British Library, Smithsonian Institution's National 

Museum of Natural History, and the New York Public Library. This provides e

lcarning over a variety of subjects to serve the need for life-long learning. A second 

example is the University for Industry (Ufi) <httn:/lwww.ufiltd.co.ukQ, a portal 

promoting lifelong ]earning and e·leaming to enhance individual skills and improve 



the business competitiveness of UK industry. The learning senrices Me provided 

through Jearn direct over 1000 learning centres. A third example is u flexible on-line 

learning portal at Macqunrie University, Australia (www.international.mq.edu.au). 

Macquarie University provides students with university courses through on-line 

distance mode in a variety of locations such as Singapore, Japan, Hong Kong and 

Mexico. The last example is i-globnl, an Australian based e-leaming venture owned 

by UTS Sydney, it offers a range of courses :from several universities and private 

companies in a full suite of e-leaming content and SetVices to partner organisations. 

Davies (1998) suggests that we are moving towards a learning society in which a 

knowledge worker is recognised as a crucial driver for higher economic performance 

and improved well being. This has accelerated the dem:md for mass higher education 

thus driving universities to investigate alternative modes to their traditional 

classroom setting (West and Horc, 1989). Most universities realise that the traditi<>na\ 

classroom setting, where the instructor and learner meet at the same time and place to 

exchange information and pursue activities to meet agreed learning objectives, is 

insufficient to meet the modem demand for education (Peraya, 2001). Long distance 

education is being used to service this demand such as by sending educationnl 

materials through the postal service, television, radio and establishing regionnl study 

centres associated with educational institutions throughout the countty for providing 

infonnation to individual students (Sheny, 1996). However, traditional long distance 

mode has obvious limitations and cannot service the increasing demnnd for education 

(Bates, 1993). This has motivated universities to embrace the opportunity to deliver 

information to the students when nnd where they want irrespective of distance by 

using the Internet. The Internet has b!lgun to have a huge influence on education, 

since access to cyberspace is not restricted by distance and time boundaries (Gaspar 

and Thompson, 1995). 

The rapid development of IT and the reducing costs of IT facilities are similarly 

leading Thai based companies and universities to use computers and Internet for 

education and training. In 2001, according to the report of the National Electronics 

and Computer Technology Centre (NECTEC), the population in Thailand was 62.1 
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million. Among these there are 4.8 million who hnve accessed the Internet ll!ld the 

estimated number of Internet users in 2003 will grow up to 6.0 million (NECTEC, 

2003). Although most Thai people still have limited access to the Internet, the 

growing number of Internet users may have an enonnous impact on Thai society 

(NECTEC, 2003). The Internet has become more socially significllllt, in particular, it 

is being used as an educational media to trnnsfonn infonnation transfer via the 

network (Tao, 2001). 

Since tho usefulness of Internet web based learning has been recognised by Thrti 

universities, tho degree of competition among universities providing on-line 

education has grown. There are a number of Thai universities such as Chulalongkom 

University, Ramkhamhacng University etc., which have begun to investigate VED 

systems as a channel for providing education in support of their organisational 

mission. The VED orgllllisational model is an instructional model that allows the 

instruc!o!S, learners, and contents to be located in different non-centralised locations, 

using JCT facilities and co\labomtivc networks linking people, assets and ideas. The 

use of a collaborative team of partners nllows VEDs to provide effective and flexible 

education delivery. However, there arc some major issues related to the management 

of the system as lUI educationul tool and these critically influence success in 

implementing virtual education delivery in Thai universities. 

This research aims to detennine the factors that lead to success in the implementation 

of Thai VEDs in four universities. This is measured against three criteria: improved 

quality, enhanced productivity of learning and perceived success of VEDs. It nlso 

investigates how effective the facto!S are in facilitating the success of Thai VEDs. 

From this we develop an appropriate model for the implementation of Thai VEDs 

which can be used to assess the fit with their existing culture and identify dfective 

strategies for VED. 
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1.2 RESEARCH PROBLEM 

This study focuses on Thai VEDs in Rnjabhnt Institutes. These lrutitutes have been 

forced to reconsider how they can serve the demands of an increasing number of part 

time students who nrc in ful! time employment, and who do not fit the typical student 

profile. Moreover, tighter budgets from the Thai government have seriously 

impacted financial support in all Rajabhat Institutes. Consequently, they lack the 

funds to increase resources such as lecturers and buildings to accommodate tile 

increased nurnber of students. It is therefore hardly surprising that they are looking 

for alternative means ofinfonnation transfer to replace tr~ditionallectures. They sec 

VEDas the solution of choice, although there seems to be no denr understanding of 

what comprises VED. Mo~t Rajnbhat Institutes appear willing to adopt this approach 

to provide their educational services despite the lack of guaranteed success. The 

reasons why some of these attempts have been successful or not, and how to be 

successful, need to be examined. It appcar:s that most Rajnbhat Institutes, who have 

adopted VEDas an alternative tool, have focused on the technology implementation 

and neglected other factors specific to the Thai environment. In order to determine 

the significant facilitators !illd inhibitors of success and thus enable the development 

of a comprehensive framework for Rajabhat Institutes, three research questions are 

addressed: 

1. What ore the factors influencing effective implementation ofVEDs in Thailand? 

2. How do these factors focilitate successful implementation? 

3. How can these be incorporated into strategies for implementation in the context 

of Thai environment and culture? 

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this research are to identify the factors that influence the 

implementation ofVEDs in Rajabhnt Institutes as follows: 

I) dctcnnine the factors which impact on the success ofVED systems in 

which the quality, productivity, and image of educational delivecy in Thai 

VEDs are improved; 
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2) determine the c)[!en! to which implementation strategies need to be 

uligncd witirin the Thai culture specilicully in relation to knowledge 

sharing; 

3) design and develop a framework which Cllll be used to identify more 

effective strntegies for implementing VED systems in Thai univer:sities. 

1.4 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

According to Thai government policy, IT has played a vital role in economic 

development particularly in the education arena. The government established a 

national policy culled " e-Thailnnd" and a part of this policy has determined e

lcarning as an important strntegy to improve the effectiveness of education Eli services 

(NECTEC, 2003). As a result, Internet web-based learning has emerged in a number 

of Thai universities. However, to embed Internet web-based learning as nn 

educational tool requires high investment costs in initial hardware and continuing 

software nnd human ware. While univcr:sitics are energetically leveraging the Internet 

as a learning space with more advanced technologies, their core capabilities are still 

entrenched in the traditional education and training models. Many universities lack 

resources nnd strategies to develop the extensive services required for effective 

online learning. (Clarke and Hennens, 200I). This can be levelled as an obvious 

criticism of Rujabhat Institutes in their attempt to implement VED systems ns their 

education tool, however, there is no research directed towards the real reasons for 

success or failure. The purpose of this research is to determine the significant and 

dominant facilitators and inhibitors brued on Thai culture for VED implementation. 

The fmdings from this research will be used to develop strntegic guidelines for the 

improvement of the effectiveness ofVED in Rajabhat Institutes. 

1.5 DEFINITION OF TERMS 

The liternture concerning the provision of on-line education bas little consistency in 

the usage of the term ''virtual education delivery''. On-line Education is an 

instroctional model that allows the instructor, learners, and contents to be located in 

different non-centralised locations so that instruction and learning can occur 

concurrently yet independ-ent of time nnd place. This can be a supplement to the 
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traditional classroom/lecture model, a self-access learning model or completely 

independent course or program of courses (Fang, 1999). However, most education 

providers who are making learning materials available via the Internet do so within a 

rigid hierarchical command and control structure. The instructors issue commands, 

the students respond by following the specified tasks. The prescriptive norm is a 

package of information that is transferred from the instructor to the student and 

represents information dissemination rather than knowledge creation (Foreman, 

1998). 

A "virtual organisation" has become an accepted business model to stimulate 

cooperation. This facilitates collaboration around core competencies by using ICT to 

dynamically link people, assets and ideas (Goldman eta\., 1995; Gracnier and Met!lS, 

1995; Mowshowitz, 1997; Marshall eta\., 1999). Most universities have recognised 

the prominence of this organisational model to increase their competitiveness 

(Davies, 1998; lung and Rha, 2001) and funned partnerships with other universities, 

Internet providers or business companies to create a VED cnvirorunent. From these 

two sets of definitions we can arrive at a clearer definition ofVED as below: 

Virtual Education Delivery is an instructional model that allows the instructors, 

learners, and contents to be located in different non·ccntraliscd locations so that 

instruction and learning can occur independently or conCUI1ent1y regardless of time 

and place. This is implemented by using the factlities ofiCT to promote networked 

collaboration. It creates additional value for the students and /or institution pnrtnern 

b~ enabling them to disseminate and gain knowledge and information over the 

Internet at any location. The virtual education envirorunent can easily support a 

collaborative learning process in which the students and the instructors are active 

participants sharing ideas and knowledge to apply concepts and techniques to the 

solution of problems in the specific area (Hiltz, 1994). 

Successful Virtual Educarion Delivery has tile following ass11mptions: 

In collaborative VEDs, participants seek the knowledge they need and solve 

problems together in a virtual envirorunent. How well the knowledge and 

information between students and professionals flows depends on how much 

knowledge sharing and capacity the VED has (Hiltz, 1994). According to Alexander 
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and McKenzie (1998), the characteristics ofsuo::cessful VED, can be classified into 3 

categories: improved quality of learning, enhanced productivity of learning, Wid 

improved lecturer Wid student attitudes towards teaching Wid learning. The three 

indicators used to determine the success ofVEDs nre summarised in Table I. This 

combination of successful ehnrncteristics of VEDs CWJ enhm~ce the student's 

experience ofVEDs, and ultimately enable Thai universities to realise its particular 

vision for VEDs. 

Table I Indicators used to determine the success ofVEDs. 

Characteristics of successful VEDs Indicators used to determine the success. 

• A variety of lemning style• thot meet •tudents' 
needs (Bortbiek ond Jones, 2000), 

Quality oflell!lling • Ability to move thtnugh learning mnteriols thnt 
mcels studonts' needs (Bortbick Ulld Jones, 2000). . AdcqiUlte inf<>lllllltion Md contents thnt meet 
studonts' needs {Dulworth, 1996). 

• Accessibili to lenmin 

• Creation 1111d sboring of new knowledge (Ale•lll!der 
lll!dMcKew;ie, 1998). 

Productivity of! earning - provide collnborntive tocbnologies " share knowledge 

- enoournge lecturem ond 1tuden1S to •bMC 
idea• and irui bls. 

Positive Lecturer and student attitudes • Perception.< 0' loot= Md students • M 

to teaching and learning 
interactive VED wurses (Ale• onder and McKenzie, 
1998. 

1.6 METHODOLOGY 

The research methodology description in this section is provided only as n sunumuy, 

with a more detailed description of the methodology provided in chapter 3. 

Multi-Method Approach 

The purpose of this study is to identitY the signifiCWJt and dominant fncilitators and 

inhibitors for Thai VEDs 1111d identitY VED adoption strategies. Following a review 
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of the field of knowledge, .an exploratory study is conducted through a combination 

of surveys, interviews and case studies. The study first used a survey to discover the 

factors influencing Thai VEDs from the perception of students involved in VED 

courses. The second part of this study used interviews and case studies to gather in

depth infonnation, new ideas and fresh insights from instructors, managers and 

administrative staff. Titis allowed the researcher to gain data from many sources and 

enabled confinnation of multiple sources via triangulation. 

Survey 

A questionnaire survey was developed to investigate factors which affect the success 

of Thai VEDs from the student perspective. The survey was administered to 240 

students in four Rajabhat Institutes. There were 167 valid responses received, for a 

response rate of 69.5 percent and these were the subject of data analysis. Data 

analysis began with a detennination of the research hypotheses in which the 

dependent variables were the quality, productivity and student perception of their 

VED courses, the independent variables were resources, computer litemcy, perceived 

value of computer-based information, culture and information culture. Multiple 

regression l!llalysis was conducted to test whether there were relationships between 

the dependent variables l!lld independent variables. 

Case Study and IDtervie~ 

The case study phase of the study involved structured interviews at four Rajabhat 

Institutes. 1111. interviews were developed from the literature review and the 

theoretical research framework to determine the relationship lll!d patterns of the 

factors that surround VED events. Two case studies were located in Bllllgkok, 

Thailand and the other two were in Pathumthani and Chachoengsao province 48 lll!d 

82 kilometres from Bangkok respectively. The focus of the case studies was on 

determining how Rajabhat Institutes implemented VED and what factors facilitated 

or inhibited success from the instructor and administrator perspective. Transcripts of 

the interviews were analysed by using a conceptually clustered matrix and cross case 

analysis to address the similarities and differences across cages. The data from both 

parts of the study provided input to a new framework fnr strategic success and a self· 

assessment audit for effective VED implementation. 
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1.7 OUTLINE OF THE STUDY 

Chapter One of the study provides an ovetview of the research, including the 

background to the research, a summary of the key arens of the rest of the study and 

overview of the integration of the various sections into an overall research 

framework. 

Chapter Two outlines the review literature relevant to VEDs and specific 

background to this study. The issues in this area are discussed in the context ofThai 

society and the way it adapts to the usc ofVEDs. The findings form the bnsis for the 

research framework and methodology that arc outlined in chapter three. 

Chapter Three describes the methodology used in both phnses of the study: a 

quantitative approach through questionnaire survey and a qualitative approach 

through interviews and case studies. The research placed an equal emphnsis on both 

in order to obtain both a generalised view from students and in-depth details from a 

distinct group of managers, instructors and administrators. 

Chapter Four discusses the data analysis process for the survey instrument. This 

chapter begins with descriptive statistic to 1111alysc the demographic information of 

the respondents, then Multiple Regression was used to determine the association of 

the success of Thai VEDs and several independent variables. 

Chapter Five presents the results of interview and ease studies. The plUpOse of this 

chapter is to examine the research sites as four separate eases. The background 

information and the rclatiollllhip 1111d patterns of the factors that surround VED events 

are summarised in the form of a conceptunlly clustered matrix. Then cross case 

analysis is examined in order to address the similarities and differences across cases. 

Chapter Six sununarises the conclusion to be gained from the study and outlines the 

limitations of the research. Included in this chapter are emergent research issues. A 

strategic frumework and checklist arc developed in order to act as a guideline for 

implementing successful Thai VEDs. 
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CHAPTER2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter outlines the review literature relevant to VEDs and then describes how 

ICT impacts on the learning process from traditional distance learning to VEDs. 

Further, the chapter outlines a theoretical framework to be used for the remainder of 

the study. 

Section 2.2 provides background infonnation on how VED emerged from distance 

learning and is divided into two sections: the reasons long distance education bas 

evolved into VED, and the types and benefits of virtual learning. Section 2.3 

discusses the research on successful implementations ofVED to support education Ell 

service in regard to various approaches: technology, social psychology, human 

relations and cultural context. This leads to a discussion of the research examining 

how the implementation ofVED best practice is developed. Tiu: factors influencing 

the success of VEDs arc then further expanded in section 2.4. The main factors are 

found to be adequate ICT .and supp()r! reEources to service a large market but also 

several humnn-related factors such as the value of computer literacy, perceived 

positive value of computer-based information, cultural context, information culture 

and task interdependence. The cultural context is distinguished from other factors 

nnd we e~nmine Thai culture particularly in the context of knowledge sharing in 

section 2.5. Section 2.6 discuss this together with a thooretical framework which is 

discussed 1111d examined in the context of Thai society 1111d the way it adapts to the 

uae of VEDa. This becomes the basis for the research questions that frame the 

research methodology outlined in chapter 3. A flow chart of the logical development 

of this chapter is shown in figure 2.1. 
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2.2.1 Fr(lm Distance Learning !(I Virtual EduCIItion Delivery 

With increased mobility between work JX>Sitions in recent times, the labour market 

has changed rapidly, increasing the need for training and retraining. Reasons thnt 

education providers are offering long distance education are given below: 

The economic and social contexts have changed 

The number of unemployed workers is increasing with the need for retraining 

Knowledge has become one of the most important economic forces 

• Knowledge is rapidly C)l:panding and the lifetime of its usc is becoming 

increasingly shorter 

To survive in the market, companies need to change, to train and retrain their 

employees 
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Investing in hwnan resources seems to be the only wny for sustainable 

development (Peray!l, 2001) 

Trnditional long distance education is based on teaching through mass media 

communication such as postal service, broadcast television and/or radio, which is 

mostly charnctcrised by a one-way communication mode. The education system is 

now focused on learning rather than teaching. Learning is the process of providing 

knowledge constructed through action, communication and reflection (Davies, 1998). 

Learners need instant intcrnction or discussion with imiiuclors and classmates or 

others. Moreover, they require access not only to a wide range of media, but also to a 

range of sources of education (Bates, \993). 

The emergence of advanced technology has enabled universities to provide a variety 

of educational services. Technology has an enormous impact on learning, In his 1999 

Comdex keynote address, the Cisco CEO, John Chambers, remnrked "The biggest 

growth in the Internet, and the area that will prove to be one of the biggest agents of 

change, will be in on-line tmlning, or e-LeEU11ing" (Fitzwater, 2000). In addition, 

economies, which arc driven by the use of knowledge and infonnation, have come to 

play a dominant part in the creation of wealth (http:lfwww.dti.gov.uk). Therefore, a 

paradigm shift has occurred in the way education is viewed and delivered toward a 

continual learning process rather than a distinct event (Tongdhamacbart, 2002). For 

these reasons long distance education has evolved into VED. This enables self-paced 

learning supported by teacher advice and enhances efficiency of teaching-learning by 

utilising media and knowledge repositories on the Internet. Further, it reduces the 

gap between urban and rom! students by al!owing equal opportunity access 

(Tongdhamnchart., 2002). 

2.2.2 Types and Benefits of VIrtual Learning 

• Types ofvirtualle11ming 

The key enabler in virtual learning environments is Internet technology, which can 

be classified into two broad application categories: (I) computer communication and 

conferencing (2) information access, retrieval, and use (Agarwal and Day, 1998). 

Computer communication and conferencing is a provider-initiated communication. 

The information provider, who specifies the receiver and controls the information 
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content, initiates this communication. The information receiver cannot 'Jbtnin the 

information if the provider does not start the transmis~ion (HUMg, 1997). Examples 

of provider-initiated communication ore e-mail, mniling Jist, news groups, interactive 

messaging or chat sessions lltld video conferencing.lnformation access, retrieval, and 

use is a receiver-initiated communication: the information providers place 

information in the form of text, data, graphs and pictures on File Tnmsfer Protocol 

(FTP), Telnet, Gopher, nnd the World Wide Web ryiWW) or other information 

servers and wait for information seekers to retrieve it. The information receiver, who 

decides when, where and how to receive information, actually initiates the 

communication (Huang, 1997). Most universities providing educational services 

today have focussed on receiver-initiated communication. This application can match 

a variety ofleruning activities as shown in figure 2.2. 

E-maUQ&A 

VlrtuRI Education 

~~,~~~·~7f~~.-'. 

Online <bot and 
dbouulon wltb 

ln•truotor 

Monitor and 
partldpateln onUnt 

dlocunlon 

Onilne 
simulation of 
laboratory or 

bands on practice 

Onlltle 
homework and 

praoUoe 

Figure l.l Virtual Edut:~~tlon DeUv•ry matoblng !be learning activity (fongdbomaohart, 2002). 

• Benefits of VIrtual Education Delivery 

}> Cost saving and productivity increase 

The reasons most frequently cited for selecting VED solutions are cost saving 

and higher productivity. Collaborative technologies enable education 

providers to deliver instruction (training) or information at lower costs. This 

cuts travel expense, reduces time, and significantly reduces the need for a 

clllSSrOom, instructor and infrastructure (Dulworth, 1995). 
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~ Enhancing business responsiveness 

The increasing rate of change in business also impacts on the move to VED. 

There are a number of factors that cause business ~ycles to shorten such as 

the trend towards globnlisation, the shift to e-busincss and shorter product life 

cycles, etc. (Perayn, 2001). To swvive in business and gain a competitive 

advantage, nn organisation needs to re-skil! employees to operate effectively 

in the new environment 11nd VED can ~erve those needs (allowing staff to 

study while working). It is clear that the trnditional teaching/learning methods 

can no longer keep pace with this demand (Trondsen, 1998). 

~ Providing a variety of learning styles 

Me.<lsages are consistent yet customised to learners' needs. VEDs allow 

learners to access instructions in a more comfortable manner (Dulworth, 

1996}. 

:o> Content is more timely and dependable 

Based on a collaborative and continuous process, VEDs c-:n easily be 

updated, making the information mor~ accurate and useful. Learners can 

access anytime and anywhere. Flexible education delivery can meet the 

demands of knowledge workers who cannot join in the traditional classroom

based Icamlng (Trondsen, 1998). 

~ Knowledge creation 

The collaborative network in VEDs enables instmctors and learners to share 

information and idc.as. Knowledge sharing among people in eommunities is 

the fundamentn! requirement of knowledge creation. Community knowledge 

enables people to gain better practices and outcomes (Alexnndcr and 

McKenzie, 1998). 

~ Scalability 

VEDs can be provided to an unlimited nwnber of learners as long as they 

have the infrastructure ln place. Programs can increase customers from 10 to 

100 or even 1,000 with little increasing cost (Alexander and McKenzie, 

1998;Trondsen,l998). 
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Virtual education delivery therefore provides greater nwnber of students with more 

flexible, comprehensive and dynamic eommunicution tluough the available 

technologies of videoconferencing, live broadcasting and Internet based virtual 

learning. This wide range of learning flexibility offered by these virtual 

environments can sctve the individual needs and arc regardless of space and time. 

2.3 THEORETICAL UNDERPINNING OF VEDs 

2.3.1 The Conceptual Background 

Universities today compcote in offering learning opportunities for mass higher 

education. Education has become a vnlue good that people seek to invest in for 

economic performance and: wc!l being (Davies, 1998). Therefore, most universities 

are increasingly providing higher education through distance methods, and using new 

communication techniques, such as the Internet, sa!dlite broadcasting, video 

conference and so on. Universities realise that the traditionnl classroom in which 

students arc required to physically meet in a classroom or laboratory is limited in 

tcnns of space and time, and is no longer feasible. The role of instructors has 

changed as they now direct students' learning by &>iving directions and reinforcing 

students' under.;tanding. 

There are pros and cons to this method of teaching and learning. One argument 

suggests that this new method may discourage students' curiosity (McFadzean, 

2001). To achieve the aim of education, that is, assisting learners to achieve self

learning, it is essential for students to have positive attitudes towards learning. 

Therefore, a teaching centre in which instructors are only sources of information and 

knowledge may not be suited to active learning (McKenna, 1995). 

There is also the positive side to the argument. A virtual learning environment for 

participants who work together via the Internet, can cncournge students to learn from 

the experience and knowledge of the other group member.;. Further, this 

collaborative learning environment cnhanct.-s the ability of students to solve real 

problems that occur today (McFadzean, 2001). In this way, "the irutn1clor is no 

longer there to ins/met but to facilitate learning, offer advice and assist the group 
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with its learning process. Communication, therefore changes fram a one-way 

insrructar to student ralatfonslu'p to an all-round relationship where students 

communicate with one another and are also helped and supported by the facilitator" 

(McFadzean, 201}] p. 57). 

Given the perceived usefulness and increased nffordability of education and training 

among people who seek higher education, universities ore moving towards adopting 

VED ns an alternative tool for providing educational services. However, the 

"acceptance" or "success" ofVED is questionable, and it is hard to ascertain whether 

it has beneficial effects on learners, and will result in productivity enhancement for 

universities (Hiltz, 1994). This leads to the question, "What constitJtes successful 

implementation of VED to support educational service, and what factors determine 

this success?" These issues need to be considered in the context of ~tudying the 

perception, problems and solntions of VED when implemented as an alternative 

educational service. 

2.3.2 VED In the Thai Context 

Global competitiveness and advancement of ICT impact not only western 

universities, but also Thai universities in their adoption of VED ns an alternative 

mode for providing educational services. The issue of the use of VED was the 

subject of an interview with a Thai university administrator. He provided the reasons 

for Thai universities to implement VEDas follows: 

"In order to bridge the gap between rapidly increasing number of students yet, a 

constant number of instructors, our university has a policy afimplementlng VED to 

support teaching and learning. This can help us to reduce instructor's teaching load 

and at the some time it helps smdcnts with independent study anyw!,ere and 

anytime" 

This view shows that Thai universities arc keen to adopt VED II.S an alternative 

educational service. Although many Thai universities see VED as a potential 

solution, they do not seem to have a clear understanding of what comprises VED. 

Naturnlly, they consider VED to be a very powerful and essential tool for 

transmission of knowledge and infonuation to their students. However, the use of 

lCT with VED originated in the west; other regions of the world have been seen 
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more as recipients rather than creators of new ideas and information (Thong, 1999). 

Thus, the key variables to successful implementation of VEDs in developed 

countries may be different from those in developing countries. Tiris is confinned by 

Hallingcr and Kenneth (1996), Ballinger and Kantamara (2001), and Mornkul and 

Wu {2001) who claim that culture could impede the implementation of!CT because 

of differences in the way th-e systems arc interpreted and understood. 

This may be the case when Thai universities adopt VED as an alternative way of 

providing educational servic-es. Facilitators or inhibitors of successful VED in Asian 

countries may differ from those in western countries. For example, students arc more 

likely to want personal contact rather than self-learning, or they need the regularity 

ofn well structured and timetabled class to keep them motivated (Nunn, 1998). 

There is a need for a conceptual framework to help place the overall VED research 

framework in context. The factors influencing the successful implementntion of 

VED are examined by Hiltz {1994). He summarises the four major approaches 

involved in the success ofVED: technological dctcnninism, the social psychology of 

users, human relations in organisation and the context of culture. 

• Technological determinism 

This approach emphEJSises the chamcteristics of hardware-software that 

universities use to pwviclc VEDs. The efficiency and effectiveness of the system 

design and implementation will directly influence efficient and effective user 

behaviour {Mowshowitz, 1997). The resources including hardware, software and 

the design and implementation skills of these technologies could be important 

factors affecting user accessibility and reactions to particular aspects ofVEDs. 

• The socinl-psycbologicalnpproach 

This approach points to attitudes and capabilities of student~ end instructors when 

using new technologies. An attitude is a state of mind involving cmotio!lS and 

expectations or beliefs, such as the pre-use expectation about a VED course that 

could affect the use of and reactions to VED. It must be noted, however, that 

students' and instructors' capabilities, such as typing skills or previous use of 

computers, also affect the success of VEDs. To apply this approach in 

determining the success ofVED, the social-psychologicnl attitude of students end 

instructors can be classified as: 1) the perccivcd value of computer-based 
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infmmation, 2) computer literacy. Both factors are accepted as important factors 

influencing the success of VEDs (Hiltz, 1994; Lar:;on and Bruning, 1996; 

McCollum, 1997; Winter eta!., 1997; Jarvenpan and Staples, 2000). 

• The human relations approach 

Titis approach focuses 011 the collaboration between university members to work 

within a group setting. The existing relationships and interactions among 

instructors and students could be a significant facilitator or inhibitor to teaching 

and learning in VEDs. Implementing successful VEDs requires task 

interdependence in which agreement !llld collaboration of members is necessary 

in each major unit. It is essential that members are comfortable with open 

discussion of and decision making related to VEDs (Hiltz, 1994; Clavcr et nl., 

2001; Haghirian, 2002). 

• The cultural context 

There are a number of ways in which culture influences the use of information 

techv.ologies. For instance, the cultural background of students influences the 

way they adopt and use ICT in their learning styles and their interactions with 

instructors or other students in their groups. Collaborative learning has bC'!I\ 

accepted ru an effective lenming style that can enhance students' and instructors' 

ability to create knowledge and develop understanding (McLoughUn and Oliver, 

2001). In the learning process, the cultural context involves the way people think, 

act and communicate, and it can support or inhibit the success of VEDs. The 

elements of the cultural contelt that affect the success ofVEDs are information 

culture and national culture. Information culture refers to the chnmcteristics of 

education administrators, students and instructors in the usc of collaborative ICT 

for knowledge sharing (Davenport, 1997; Jarvenpna and Staples, 2000). National 

culture refers to "the collective programming of the mind that distinguishCB the 

members of ane group or category of people from another" (Hofstede, 20(}], 

p.9). This collective programming of the mind consists of a patterned way of 

people thinking, feeling and reacting, acquired and traru:milted mainly by 

symbols which are based on their traditional ideas and values (Hofstede, 2001). 

The na\ionll! culture chnmctcristics, which can be viewed as the influencing 

factors on knowledge sharing in VEDs, are power distance, uncertninty 
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avoidance, individualism/ collectivism and masculinity/femininity. This will be 

discussed in detnillater in this chapter. 

The success of VEDs can be measured from both students' and faculty members' 

perspective by using educntional outcomes as indicators. The outcomes of VEDs 

can be categorised under three headings: improved quality, enhanced productivity of 

learning, and overall perception of effectiveness of VEDs. The quality and 

productivity of learning provided by VEDs can be measured by the degree to which a 

student accesses, learns, retains, and integrates critical knowledge building 

information (Hiltz, 1994; Dulworth, 1996; Alexander and McKenzie, 1998; Borthick 

and Jones, 2000). The perceived usefulness of teaching and learning in VEDs can be 

measured through the perception of students and instructors in reg11rd to the success 

of VEDs (Hiltz, 1994; Alexander and McKenzie, 1998). These indicators: quality, 

productivity and perception of VEDs used to determine the success of VEDs 11re 

mentioned earlier in Table I of Chapter 1. 1be four major approaches influencing 

the success ofVEDs are summarised in the model ofVED in Figure 2.3 
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2.4 FACTORS AFFECTING THAI VEDs 

The next section cxpnnds upon these factors in the Thai context. 

2.4.1 Technologknl Determinism 

• Resources 

Quality and reliability of technology are important detcrminants of the 

effectiveness of VEDs (Haghirinn, 2002). Technology supporting collaborative 

learning requires both asynchronous and synchronous communication 

technologies {Seng and Al-Hnwlll11deh, 2001). 

Synchronous communication refers to "real time" electronic discussion that takes 

place via the Internet eg. live audio-video conferencing and chat rooms. 

Asynchronous communication, on the other hand, is time delayed or a time 

differed computer mediated mode of delivery, eg. electronic mail WJd discussion 

forums (Seng and Al-Hawlll11deh, 2001). Both synchronous and asynchronous 

communication technology are used for different purposes. The former is 

normally designed to provide face-to-face interaction among instructors and 

students, such as videaconferencing. They can interact in real time and share 

useful information to enhnnce effective learning. However, this media requires 

significant support including high-tech equipment such as a high Internet 

bandwidth or ISDN connection and experienced IT support teams to operate real 

time lecture trmsmission. The latter, asynchronous communication technology 

requires reliable nnd accessible communication technology. Instructional 

resources arc mostly accessed via the World Wide Web; thmefore, the Internet 

becomes the technology of choice because of its ready availability, low cost and 

ease of use. 

Although the Internet has been around since the early seventies in the US, it was 

introduced to Thailand only in 1987 at the Asian Institute of Technology {AIT). 

AIT hnd a UUCP connection to the Univer:sity of Melbowne, University of 

Tokyo and UUNET. In the early stages of the Internet in Thailnnd it was made 
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available only for education and research. By 1995 the usage had expanded from 

the academic arena to general use (Pa!nsri et at., 1999) Nowadays, many Thai 

universities, including Rajabhat Institutes, use the Internet to provide their 

educational services. There are severn] factors that facilitate the successful use of 

VED. First, a quality Internet Service Provider (JSP) is required for Int~met 

access. Second, integrnted suites of on-line applications are needed. Third, 

readily configurable on-line environments and facilities to support learning on

line, such as computer laborotorics, :md network bandwidth, need to be 

embedded in the Sy:<!tcm. Lastly, technology standw-ds, which facilitate 

compatibility :md usability of VED products, are essential to the whole process 

(Urdan and Weggen, 2000). All of these issues may present a significant problem 

in the Thai contCltl. Budget limitations and costly technological facilities may 

prove to be severe inhibitors to the success ofVED implementation in Thailand. 

2.4.2 Social Psychology Approach 

• Compnter literacy 

Learning productivity is increasingly dependent on the computer literacy of 

usern. The ability of ~tudents to usc compntcrs effectively is critical to the 

effectiveness of ·•irtual learning. Students who have a good understanding o! 

computers should be able to use their computer systems in an effective way to 

achieve their tasks [Winter et al., 1997). 

Computer literacy is defined as the knowledge of computers and how they work 

in our daily lives. Fenske (1998) suggests that computer literacy courses should 

be incorporated in the general education curriculwn at two levels. The first 

purpose of a computer literacy course is to provide an introduction to ba<;ic 

computer skills, including an understanding of hardware components and 

software programs, which means at least being able to operate and use n 

computer to perform basic tasks. The second purpose is to generate a competency 

level that rcfen; to the ability to use various software productivity programs and 

the ability to usc telecommunication software, eg. E-mailllfld discussion boards. 

The sucx:ess of conveying knowledge via the Internet is ba<;ed on how effectively 

students use computers. Research shows that learners must have both concrete 
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and abstract knowledge of computers and need to be able to apply their 

knowledge to new systems and new situations with minimum retraining (Winter 

et al., 1997). 

Computer literacy obviously impacts on the ability of Thai students to learn on

line effectively. According to the National Electronics and Computer 

Technology Center (NECTEC.) the number of Internet users is estimated at 4.8 

million (data at 03/2003 ). Thailand is falling behind its neighbors when it comes 

to using technology in business, schools and in society. Comparative statistics of 

the international population that uses the Internet are shown in Figure 2.4 . 
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Figure 2.4 Percentage of total population using the Internet (source 

wwn .nua.net at 03/2003) 

The survey shows that only 5.6% ofThailand's population is reported to use the 

Internet. The reason for this low percentage most likely has to do with the fact 

that so few people are computer literate but also, of course, the limited 

availability of Internet resources. Most universities realise that low computer 

literacy has an impact on their student learning via VEDs and so provide 
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infrastructure, including n help desk, an information centre, a staff team to IISsist 

end-users, or a software library Wid training to enhance students, in using ICT 

(Winter et nl., 1997). Training is the best-accepted method to develop student 

knowledge in the use ofiCT to fadlitate their learning on VEDs. However, there 

is no guarantee that a student who has passed training courses can use a computer 

effidently. Success in students using computers to perfonn their tasks also 

requires a well-p!Wllled and user-friendly design interface to fit their learning 

styles (Davis and Bostrom, 1993). 

• Perceived value (If computer-based information 

Education providers enthusiastically accept computer-based learning as it offers a 

potential solution for flexibility in delivery mode and location. Although it cnn 

enhance the quality of learning, there are some problems involved, such as 

Jenrners having low skills in using it and fear of technology or language harriers 

(Eveland, 2003). This is obviously seen as a potential barrier to learning. Thus, 

appropriate and useful technologies need to be selected and justified. 

The perceived value of computer-based information has long been recognised as 

an important influence on knowledge creation. The key to success of VEDs is 

positive perception of participants, including ndministrntors, in~tructors and 

students. Administrators have a vital role in mElking decisions when 

implementing VED, particullllly in Thai universities which tend to have a highly 

centrnlized structure. Administrators with more knowledge of technological 

innovation and the benefits oflS are more willing to adopt a VED (Thong, 1999). 

Thus the perceived value of computer-bllSed information of administrators is 

critical in the decision of what and how VEDs 111e implemented in Thai 

universities. 

Instructors and students should realise that ICT provides them with more 

accurate, new and up-to date information, convenient data access and the ability 

to IISsimi!ate and usc information more effectively (Jarvenpaa and Staples, 2000). 

Cox eta\. (1999) investigated the factors contributing to the use of ICT by ICT 

teachers who usc it in their teaching. The result of this study showed that the 

regularity of usc of ICT by instructors and their perCllption of its usefulness 
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influenced the VED implementation in a positive way. Further, students who had 

more positive perceptiolls of computer-bnsed information were more effective in 

learning on the Web (Larson and Bruning, 1996; McCollum, 1997). 

Brown (2002) argues th~t in a developing country context, perceived ease of use 

hns been the predominant influence in adopting rather than perceived value or 

usefulness. He concludes that perceived ease of use hns significant impact on 

both usage and perceived uo;efulness, pnrticul.xly in cultures with high 

uncertainty avoidance. This is supported by Arbaugh (2000) who purports that 

the ability of software packages to facilitate the design and delivery ofVEDs nlsa 

requires much less technical sophistication. Thus, students can perceive 

usefulness of instruction where they can pay attention to the learning context 

rather than technological issues. 

2.4.3 Size of Market 

There is ongoing competition between institutions that provide VED in order to 

maintain or augment their share of the market in education services (Bodain and 

Robert, 2001). Providing VED has become increasingly more sophisticated and 

requires the use of high cost integrated technologies. However, this has an impact on 

the cost of the project.!l and drives the provider to look for rulditionnl students to gain 

sustainable profit. A significant student enrollment is needed to provide sufficient 

financial return to maintain and upgrade the coursework to a level of high quality and 

relevance. They therefore need to commit resources to continuous improvement for 

course content and new approaches to learning on-line. Currently, most education 

providers are under severe oompetitive pressure from increasir,g demand, particularly 

from working professionals rather than from full time students. Providers who do not 

maintain a viable competitive on-line program are left behind (Groen, 2000). 

These four factors: resources, oomputer literacy, size of market and perceived vnlue 

of oomputer-based information appear to be important factors affecting Thai VEDs. 

First, resources are the main vehicles for the trnnsfer of knowledge in a Virtual 

Learning Environment. Thni universities oommonly employ ICT in the fonn of 

networked oompulers, the Internet, e-mail and computer-based presentations. 

How.,ver, there are problems with infrastrocture designed to accommodate effective 
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VEDs when universities have little experience of delivering VEDs. It is of utmost 

importance that they understand the issues surrounding this mode of educational 

delivery and plan their strotegies to achieve their goals. Second, computer literacy is 

also a component factor that assists stud~nts in learning on-line effectively. In 

general, Thai students have less knowledge and background of computer usage 

because they luck adequate training from schools and have insufficient computers for 

use at home (Eveland, 2003). Univer:sities need to be made awme of the appropriate 

troining needed to ensure that students arc given every opportunity to succeed in 

learning through VED. Third, participants' perceived value of computer-based 

information is critical to the success of implementing VED. The reality for Thailand 

is that there still exists n sub-conscious keybonrd phobia, and language barriers often 

present n major problem (Eveland, 2003). Titese might all be inhibitors preventing 

Thai students from shllfing ideas Md knowledge and to search for infonnation on the 

Jnt()!llet. Fourth, due to the cost ofiCT facilities required for VED implementation, a 

higher student enrollment is required for Thai universities in order to gain sufficient 

finandal return for ongoing projects. Targets for university positions are not only 

secondary school students, but also knowledge workers from the public and private 

domain. This issue has to be considered within the contextual environment of eaclt 

university as the pressure to increase student enrollment might cause some 

wriversitics more problems than profits. 

There me also some other major elements specifically related to the Thai VED 

environment. These an: discussed within the human relations approach (section 

2.4.4) and cultural context {section 2.4.5) as described below. 

2.4.4 Human ReJatlons Approach 

• Task interdependence 

In order to increase access for students and to improve the quality of education, 

adVWJced technology such as a comprehensive e-mail software progr1110 or a 

software program to trnnsfonn learning contexts into a dynamic web-based 

teaching and learning are required. This technology milS! be designed and 

developed to fit with the task of on-line education (Jarvenpaa and Staples, 2000). 

Forexllftlple, a web-based design is available for two-way communication, where 
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the lecturer is only a facilitator of knowledge, supporting student collabomtion 

and problem-solving processes (MeFadzean and McKenzie, 2001). This requires 

agreement of members, including academiCll, in each college nnd each major 

unit. 

This agreement and cooperation can be achieved through members understanding 

that VEDs can enhance educational services and lend to oompetitive advantage 

for universities. Motivation and reward policies are necessary to obtain the 

cooperation for using this tool (Ciaver et a.l., 2001; Haghirinn, 2002). Such 

policies must be seen to benefit staff rather thEI!l to load them with additional 

burdens. 

1.4.5 Cultural ContCit 

• Culture in knowledge sharing 

There arc three sets ofhumEIIl factorn which may be seen to affect the success of 

VED in relation to th!l education administrators, students and instructors. In the 

Thai context, there is a high power distanc!l which is defined ns "the ex/e.~/ to 

which the members of a society accept that power in institutions and 

organizations is distn'buted unequally" (Hofstede, 1985, p.347). Education 

administrators play a vital role in providing virtual education delivery. This is 

generally accepted in hierarchical orgwrizationa where administrators have a 

strong sense of leadership, and subordinates apprcciatll a hierarchical order 

(Vance et a\., 1992). Consequently, ideas and knowledge are rarely shared 

between administrators and subordinators. There may be a misunderstanding of 

how to adopt and implement VED between administers and instructors or the 

people who take responsibility for the technical infrastructure. For example, 

those who control the resources may hav!l no awareness of its value added 

features, or may hav!l inadequate knowledg!l and competence in providing VEDs 

(Simons, 1998). Thlly control or make decisions without sharing views Wid 

knowledge with instmctora or technicians who are the key to success in the 

implementation stage. Thus, the mo~t significant factor that influences success in 

running VED is having administrators who have adequate knowledge and are 

also willing to share the:ir competencies with peers and subordinates. 
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In addition, there is high power distance between instructors and students. Most 

Asian students are normally expected to give respect to ancestors, tradition, 

authority, parents, and elders (Triandis, 1995). If they want to have a hnnnonious 

relationship, students are more likely to accept what instructors say. As a result, 

instructor-centered teaching is more acceptable rather than a learner-centered 

style (Hofstede, 2001). 

Tho second factor influencing the success ofVED is uncertainty avoidance and is 

related to the student group. VED provides accessible and flexible courses which 

students can access through the WWW from anywhere at any time. However, it 

is a double-edged sword: it does facilitate their participation, but it also limits the 

direct interaction that students have with instructors and other students, which 

may result in loss of motivation and immediate feedback (Bodain and Robert, 

2001). With such delays in two- way communication, some students find it 

difficult to develop a dynEllllic and interactive on-line discussion. This isolates 

students so they fail to receive the information and reject the communicating or 

sharing of ideas on-line. (Bollen, !998). 

In a successful VED learning environment, students have bll.'lic skills and a 

positive attitude, and are self-disciplined, mature and motivated to share 

knowledge and learn from each other (Volery and Lord, 2000; Haghirian, 2002). 

In this learning environment, the instructors need to assist and motivate students 

to active participation rather than to perfo!lll as information broadcasters. Any 

evaluation of learning ~ucccss in VEDs should focus on student problem solving 

skills rather than their content memory (Seng and Al-Hnwamdeh, 2001). In this 

way, the instructors use the computer interfal:f' not only to deliver a "lecture" 

which supplements text-based documents on-line or provides the instructor's 

interpretations, but also to conduct scrninru: discussions on key course issues. 

Students must know what to learn, how to learn and develop tl1cir collaborative 

skills in knowledge sharing by using ICT to enhance their critical thinking and 

knowledge creation (Seng and Al-Hawamdeh, 2001). 

However, most often the VED learning environment is based on the experience 

of developed country instructors and students. So how well do students from 

other cultural backgrounds do in such an environment? For example, Asian 
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countries in which the level of uncertainty avoidance is high in a society arc more 

susceptible to being affected by the structure of the teaching process (Hofstede, 

2001). Asian students are much more familiar and comfortable with a didactic 

type of learning style a:; they expect their instructors to be the experts who have 

all the answers (A!Idon and Rabb, 2001; Hofstede, 2001) 

The third factor relates to instructors. Effedive learning in VEDs is based on the 

positi.ve attitude of instructors to technology and skiHs in using technology to 

transform their materials into an interactive tenchingileaming style and guide 

students in remote classrooms when they face teclmicnl problems (Valery and 

Lord, 2000; Haghirian, 2002). Some instructors may have problems in using 

techn•.1logy. May, (1997) states that instructors in IT and computer science are 

more experienced and are f!lllliliar with IT -mediated technology than others are. 

However, there is a need to have technology experts and instructional designers 

to assist all instructors to utilise equipment and identify methods to deliver their 

education material effectively. 

• Information culture 

Infonuation culture is .an integration of two concepts: information systems and 

organisational culture (Clnver eta!., 2001). Infonnntion systems in education is a 

process of using ICT to collect, record, store and rearrange data on the operations 

of the learning process. Information and data are the output and input of these 

systems Md require IT supporting elements. The IT supporting dements include 

hardware, database, softw111e networks and other resources which are suitable for 

information processing (C!aver et al., 2001). 

However, information processing is not the only key to success in knowledge 

creation; people that control and use lCT are important when processing 

information. This can be described as the organisational culture. According to 

Chanin and Davenport (1993) and Nonaka (1994), it is important to look at the 

infonnation user in a cognitive perspective when the organisational information 

culture is examined. The organisational culture is a cognitive system explaining 

how people think, reason and make decisions. It exists at the deepest level and is 

represented by a set of values, assumptions El!ld beliefs that define the ways in 
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which organisations conduct their operations (Pettigrew, 1990). The concept that 

integrates resources (IT) and capability (IS) into organisational culture is 

identified as "Information culture." This refers to the values and attitudes about 

information processing, publishing, and communication that instructors and 

students have in order to enhance the effectiveness of learning. 

The influence of infunnation culture on the thinking and behaviour of 

administrators, instructors and students are shown in many ways. For example, 

many administrators think they leverage instructors and students by using ICT to 

deliver infonnation. However, effective information management is how people 

use information, not machines. IT is just a part of the information culture; values 

and attitudes towards infonnation and how they use infonnation to perfonn their 

competencies arc still the key success factors to knowledge creation (Davenport, 

\994). Another example can be seen in the hierarchical university; the 

implementation of IS may create "techno-stress" as they worry that the result will 

not satisfY their superiors (Claver eta\., 2001). There might also be a negative 

feeling among instructors if they lack commitment, motivation and satisfaction in 

use of!TIIS. In their views students are more likely to depend on IT/IS, and then 

the instructors are no longer so important to the students (Clnver et al., 2001). 

Factors affecting success and failure of Thai VEDs can be summarised in Table 2.1 

below. 
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Tablc2.1 ldentlfitatlon of Thai VEDs facilitating and inhibiting factors. 

Market raetoro lnflucnrlng Jmplomentallun of Thai VEDs 

Facilltallng factors Inhibiting faetors 

. Advonced t.,;hnologies ll!ld skills to create . '"w lwei of tcehnologies lll!d skills to 
nnd mnnoge VEDs. cronte nnd mnnage VEDs. . Sufficient computer literacy. . losufficiont computer litcrncy . . Positi•·• perteption 0' oomputer.based . Negative perception of computer· b~~Sed 
infonnation. infonnation. . Adequate siz:: of marko~ . lnodoquate size of morl<tt. . Adminislnlto,.-,, instructors 8IId students hove . Adminisltato,.-,, instructo,., and students 
ndequote knowledge nnd willingness to sharr: bave inndequate know lodge Md reluct8IIce 
their competencies. to shore their oompetoncios. 

• Positive values nnd attitudes in VED • Negative values nnd nttitudes in VED 
environments. environments. . Coopcmtion nnd commitment of university . Lllck of collnbonuion ofuniv,..ity 
meml>ers to provide VEDs. membors to provide VEDs. 

2.5THAI CULTURE 

Knowledge sharing is accepted as n key to success in the process of knowledge 

creation (Davenport and Pruzak, 1998). Many still believe that accumulating 

knowledge is power to gain a competitive advantage for example; the users of 

Eureka (knowledge transfer between people in organisation) at Xerox were 

recognised for authoring and validating useful repair tips. This type of opportunity 

leads to inlcrest in creating an environment that encourages knowledge sharing and 

VED learning has n critical part to play in this I!Iea (Khajanchi and Kanfer, 2000). 

For universities to be successful in a VED learning environment emphasis should be 

given lo knowledge sharing and knowledge creation, and the environment must be 

conducive for people to share knowledge. 
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Knowledge sharing is an interpersonal interaction involving two actions: 

representation and subordination. Representation is the transmitting fimction, which 

refers to the ability of an individual to introduce their ideas (knowledge) to others or 

students. Subordination is the receiving function, which refers to the ability to accept 

or absorb another's knowledge (Davenport and Pruzak, 1998; Erich and Williams, 

1998). Jarvenpaa 110d Staples (2000) also contend that knowledge will only grow at 

the rnte at which people in superior positions and those in subordination are willing 

to share their experiences, insights, and wisdom in their organisation and across 

organisations. However, the propensity to share will be weak in a strong hierarchical 

org110isation and a closed system. Therefore, the views and propensity to share in 

VEDs can influence the use ofiCT in facilitating knowledge sharing, such as when 

administrntors equate with representation and instructors or students play the 

subordination role (Shore and Venkatachalam, 1996). 

In the ThEli context, the degree of hierarchy in public organisations such as 

universities is high. Thai subordinates believe that people in a higher status have 

more expertise and knowledge to make the most efficient decisions (McKenna, 1995; 

Hallinger, 1996). Control by superiors or instructors have been accepted as nonnal 

by Thai students. To overcome this issue, the implementation should match this fonn 

of knowledge sharing and should address the cultural barriers in Thai universities. 

Some Thai cultural issues which can act as barriers to knowledge sharing are power 

distance, uncertainty avoidance and individualism/ collectivism (Hofstede, 2001) 

These cultural descriptions originated from Hofstede's work, the most widely known 

research which compares national cultures in terms of broad value differences. His 

research used a very Jnrge sample of employees from 50 countries within a single 

organisation (IBM) to e){amine the role of national culture in work-related activities 

and knowledge management. Hofstede's framework is constructed on a review of 

sociological nnd anthropologi011l theories and is divided into four dimensions: power 

distance, uncertainty avoid1111cc, individualism/collectivism nnd 

masculinity/femininity. Power distance refers to the acceptance by subordinates of 

unequal power. Uncertainty avoidance means members in organisations who feel 

threatened by uncertainty situations. Individualism stands for n loosely defined social 

structure in which people take care of themselves, and collectivism refers to a social 

structure in which groups take care of the individual in exchange for her or his 
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lifelong loyalty. Mnsculinity is nssociated with "a society in whicli social gender 

roles are dearly distinct: Men are supposed to be assertive, tough, andfocw;ed on 

material success; women are supposed to be more modest, tender, and concerned 

witlr the quality of life" (Hofstede, 2001, p.297). Femininity stands for" a society in 

which social gender roles overlap: Both men and women are supposed Ia be modes/, 

tender and concerned with the quality of life" (Hofstede, 2001, p.297). 

Hofstede's work provides and important framework in which to consider the effects 

of culture. From this research Thai culture is seen to be one with high power 

distance, high uncertainty avoidance and collectivism. Thailand hns low masculinity 

which portrays Thai society as respectful of the roles of men and women as equal. 

Therefore, this culture aspect is not seen ns n burrier against knowledge sharing. 

The three Hofstede dirncnsions influencing knowledge sharing in Thai people are 

defined relative to Thai culture as follow. 

2.5.1. High Power Distancf" Bhua khua" 

High power distance is the first cultural barrier to knowledge sharing for Thai people 

(Komin, 1990; McKenna, 1995; RohitrntanEI, 1998). Thais accept a hierarchical 

authority system with an emphEISis on status differentiation and uncqunl power 

distribution. They tend to preserve good relationships at every interaction level by 

working on nonns of friendliness nrd politcness (Rohitratana, 1998) This kind of 

relationship between those who arc in higher positions and their subordinates is 

cnl!ed " Bhun khun" well known to nll Thni people. The Bhun khun in Thai society 

can be defined as "rile psychological bond between two persollS: one who renders 

rhe needy help and favors auf of kindness and a/her's remembering of the goodness 

done and his ever-readiness to reciprocate the kindness, no/ bound by time and nor 

distance" (Komin, 1990, p.691). Thai subordinates usunlly give respect and feel 

obligations to their superiors similar to a father figure in their families (McKenna, 

1995). The Bhun khun concept is broadly accepted by the majority ofThni students 

nnd instructors. This might obstruct the process of tmnsfcrring knowledge through 

university networks, such llS e-mail, chat room or bulletin board since students nrc 

not encouraged to express their ideas in solving problems, nnd instructors are afraid 

to tell administrntors what they think. Moreover, instructors or administrntors with 

high stalu5 usually mnke all decisions as they have a role as controller rather than as 

a colleague (ThanEISankit, 1999). Therefore, without direction and guidance, the 
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ability to create knowledge and use it as a force to dev(·~op best practice in academic 

areas will be limited. 

2.5.2 Uncertainty Avoid~:"ICC" Krengjai" 

Researchers typically ehe .. :acterise Thni people as having a high uncertainty 

avoidance, which may impede the successful implementation ofknow!edgc shnring 

(Trompcnaars and Hampden-Turner, 1998). This culture can be expressed by the 

Thai word " Krcng jni ". This concept is cldiod as the need to avoid uncertainty 

which is associated with a reluctance to k 1-.~ r;ausc of discomfort to the feelings of 

others (Rohitratana, 19)1). In Thai cultJ:d, subordinates should be polite and 

accepting. Not surprisinr;y, they always •·.~ep their suspicions to themselves in order 

to maintain peace. They >ire afraid to mnke their superiors lose face in front of others. 

"Kreng jai" is an aspect of Thni culture that exists in general society. Due to this 

concept, there is a teudcncy in Thai culture for differences in opinions between 

individuals to be "met" rather than confronted. These emotions are regarded as an 

impediment to knowledge sharing because participants are uncomfortahlc telling 

others about what they think or feel. 

2.5.3 Concctlvlliml Individualism- "Kam lang jai" 

The characteristic of collectivist cultures is group identity and interdependence. The 

in-group members prefer hannonious relationships and hierarchical control. Each 

person has been taught to show respect for ancestors, tradition, authority, parents and 

elders (Triandis, 1995). This is obviously true in Thai culture which is charncterised 

by collectivism rather than individualism (Hofstede, 2001). The sense of collectivism 

in Thai poople is strong as a consequence of their living in extended families. In this 

situation children learn to think of themselves as part of in-groups rather than out

groups. The dependency relationship betwccn the person and the in-group is further 

developed and reinforced a\ school (Hofstede, 2001) For example, students in n 

collectivist society are more likely to fonn their subgroups based on clan 

backgrounds rather than joint tasks. This characteristic can be an impediment to 

knowledge sharing as they lack self-monitoring and arc reluctant to participate in 

out-groups. To encourage them to express ideas or participate in out-groups requires 

moral support from their social groups. This concept can also be expressed in terms 

of the Thai words "Kam lang jai" (spirit or moral ~upport) which refers to the 

participants showing strong loyalty to and gaining strong support from their social 
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group. They believe that these social groups can provide such support (Hilllinger and 

Kantamara, 2001). 

The highly collectivist nature of Thai culture shapes the context for the improvemr,nt 

of Thai VEDs by locating change in the social group rather than within individuals. 

In knowledge sharing environments, not siiiJlrisingly, students are more likely to 

''move in the direction of change" as a group rather than as individuals (Hollinger 

and Kantamarn, 2001). Thai students nre more likely to study in classrooms with 

their friends rather than study as an individual (Triandis, 1995). They usually hold 

views and opinions respecting the group and this plays a vital role in their learning 

styles. This spirit or moral support from their in-group encourages self-confidence in 

students, and affects Thai VEDs. Hence, without a sense of community spirit or 

moral support, students ere reluctant to ask questions or lack courage to present their 

new ideas and skills, which is fundamental to knowledge creation 

High power distance "Bhun khun", uncertainty avoidance " Krcng ja.i" nnd 

co\iectivism "Kam lang jai" in Thai culture w:~ the key inhibitors of effective 

knowledge sharing. Moreover, these cultural factors influence Thai values and 

attitudes about information processing, publishing nnd communication. 

Three Thai culture barriers to knowledge shnring arc sumrnnriscd in Table 2.2 below. 

Table 2.2 Summary ofTbal eu1ture barriers in term orHof&tcde'& dimensions 

Hofstede's dimo .. ionsof 
Thai culture bnrrien Inhibitor to Knowlodge Shnrin& 

national culture 

Pow<r disllmcc Bhun khun Unwilling to share id..u or 
knowledge contents 

Uncort.ointy nvoidnnce Krcngjai Reluclalll to be the CBuse of 
discomfort 

Collectivism Krun longjni Unwilling to nelliS individuals 

2.6 A MODEL FOR SUCCESS IN THAI VEDs 

The conceptual basis to measure the success of Thai VEDs has to be clarified as 

there are various contexts dealing with VED organisation such as design, 

development and implementation. This study spedficnlly explores successful 
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implementation of Thai VEDs from three viewpoints. First, the quality of learning 

should be improved for ellample, virtual courses should be provided in various 

learning styles m~d accessible infonnation and content should be easy to access and 

meet students' needs (Dulworth, 1996; Ale:~~:m~der and McKenzie, 1998; Borthick 

Wid Jones, 2000). Se<:ond, the productivity oflearning should be improved in which 

new knowledge is created Wid shElling ideas and insights between students and 

instructors should b!l encouraged by using collaborative technologies {Alexander m~d 

McKenzie, 1998). Third, instructors and students need a positive pen;eption towards 

interactive VED courses (Alexander Wid McKenzie, 1998). 

A thcoretiCBl research model, which incorporates the factors that facilitate the 

success of establishing and implementing of Thai VEDs, is shown in Figure 2.5. The 

main focus of this study is to investigate the factors that have a critical impact, and 

how these factors CWI facilitate the establishment and implementation of Thai VEDs. 

The theoretical framework shown as a research model in figure 2.5 is divided into 

four parts. The first part shews the independent variables that affect Thai VEDs 

implementation, including_ resources, computer literacy, perceived value of 

computer-based infonnation, characteristics of administrator, student Wid instructor 

in knowledge sharing, information culture and their task interdependence. The set of 

independent variables are influenced by the dependent variable: the success of Thai 

VEDs incorporated into Thai culture. 

The research will examine which factors show significant impact on Thai VEDs in 

which the quality, productivity of learning, ease of acce.<ls Wid also student m~d 

instructor perception in VED are improved. The intended outcome of this research 

will be to establish a strategic framework for effective implementation of Thai 

VEDs. 
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lndeDendent Variables 

> Resource~> > Cbaractcriitlcli of administrators, 
> 
> 
> 

TITM 

Market slze Students and lmtructors 
Computet' literacy > Information Culture 
Perception in the value of > Ta!k Independence 
IT -based information 

Vlnuol Educalfon llttlvtry 

Colb!>omivc t""';'~ 
Stu."'""""""' 
Shal<lo>owlodgo ond llcilb 

Suc-cess ofVED (to be measured by) 

• Improvod qu•Uty oflearnlng 

• Improved productivity ofleorniog 
• Improved po~~Joo ofllnlruclor 

•nd 51ndeot In teachlllg •od learning 

Establbhment of a strategic framework 
for Thai VEDs 

Figure 2.5 The ThC{Iretfeql Framework 

Note: Pt- P.means pru1icipant I to participant n 
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2.7SUMMARY 

This chapter has examined the previous literature and research issues associated with 

VED. Although most previous studies are based around westam VED, there are 

some significant ideas used as fundamental issues to determine which factors 

influence VED, particularly in the Thai context. The theoretical fr.unework for 

incorporating into Thai culture, based on the previous research, is developed in this 

chapter. This is used in the remainder of the study and becomes the b!ISis for the 

research questions that frame the research methodology outlined in chapter 3. The 

next chapter discusses the research methodology that is u~ed in the analysis of the 

research questions. 
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CHAPTER3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Tn th!l previous chapter, the literature review identified the factorn influencing Thai 

VEDs nnd from this we developed a theoretical framework used in the study. This 

chapter describes the logical basis of the methodology adopted for the research. This 

chapter is divided into three sections; the first discusses the rationale for m;ing a 

multi-method approach to the research. The second section outlines the case study 

approach where interviews are used ns a data collection tool, and the final section 

discusses the quEIIllilative approach using a questionnaire survey. The research 

methodology and its reliahility and vWidity are discussed and the limitations of th!l 

research methodology are also clarified in the last section. 

3.2 METHODOLOGY ADOPTED FOR THE RESEARCH 

The purpose of this study is to identify the significant and dominant facilitators and 

inhibitors for Thai VEDs and identify VED adoption strntegies. A combination of 

quantitative and qualitative data collection such as survey, interviews and case study 

is used to test the research propositiom. Both methods can be distinguished by the 

difference in the nature of data and paradigms. The fbnner, quantitative method 

attempts to explnin data on an interval or ordinal scale, whereas qualitative data are 

basically obtained from linguistic or pictorial representation, hence it can be difficult 

to mix these methods because of their different paradigms. Essentially, the 

quantitative method is a po0sitivist approach, whereas the qualitative method is an 

inte!prclivc approach (Yin, 1994; Mingers, 2003). 

Mingers (2003) surveyed IS articles that had been published in various IS journals 

both in UK and US. The findings showed that in the mnin journals only one in five 

papers Jmke use of multiple research method and this mte has not recently increased. 
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There are many barriers in term of philosophy, culture, psychology and practice to 

use mb:ed methods. However, a combination of quantitative and qualitative method 

can be used to ascertain the richness and increase validity of the results if the 

relationships between the research situation and task are specific and well defined. 

In this study, questionnaire surveys are typically used when the researcher looks 

through a specified set of variables (Brannen, 1992). These variables are associated 

with the theoretical framework and used to develop the research hypotheses. The 

primary purpose of the questionnaire survey was to collect general data from Thai 

students who were involved with VED learning in 4 Rajabhat Institutes. Given a very 

large nwnber of students a survey approach was obviously more pmctical than 

interviews. However, another stronger reason relates to the students' personal 

chamcteristics, Thai students are not normally comfortable expressing their own 

opinion through interviews. They tend to be reluctant to be the cause of discomfort to 

their instructor's feelings (Kreingjni, a Thai cultural aspect addressed in Cblpter 2). 

Therefore, an anonymous questionnaire survey is more suitable to allow them to 

fully express their views. Moreover, this quantitative approach means the findings 

can be generalised to be representative of the whole Rajabhat students. 

Interviews and case study approaches are used to search for a pattern of inter

relationships between a previously unspecified set of concepts (Brannen, 1992). 

The literature in the previous ch9pter suggested some understanding of the fcctors 

affecting the success of VEDs but contributed little to the development of the 

theoretical framework in the Thai VED mode in which Thai culture was 

incorporated. Using the interview and case study to collect data on distinct groups 

who were involved with VED management and implementation such as 

administrators, IT directors and instructors allows the researcher to gather in-depth 

and new information (Miles and Huberman, 1994; Cavana ct al., 20Cll). 

Therefore, to enhance the richness of the research and validity of the results, a 

combination of quantitative and qualitative approach was used as a methodology for 

this study. In addition, dalll from many sources enabled confirmation of each other 
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via triangulation and also provided new ideas and fresh insights (Miles and 

Huberman, 1994). 

The process of combining quantitative and qualillltive approaches can be viewed in 

three ways: qualitative work as a facilitator of quantitative work; quantitative work 

as a facilitator of qualitative work; or equal umphasis given to both approaches 

(Bryman, 1988). This research placed an equnl emphasis on quantitative and 

qualitative approaches. In the quantitative research design, dalll from questionnaires 

distributed to the student bodies of the 4 Rnjabhat Institutes were annlysed by using 

SPSS to test the variables influencing the success of Thai VEDs. The mellSIIIemcnt 

can be viewed as positivist applied to discover the ''real" factors influencing Thai 

VEDs. The dalll obtained from students was very important in ascertaining the 

student perception and identifying the facilillltors and inhibitors ofThai VEDs. 

The qualitative research design including interviews with insttuctors, administrators 

and IT staff was used to id-entify insights into relationships of the factors influencing 

Thai VEDs. The quantitative data provided genemlity of observation whereas the 

qualitative enhanced the exploration of in-depth details involving administrator and 

lecturer groups (Bryman, 1988; Cavana. et al., 2001). These groups provided 

bnckgrouad data, gathering much more information and investigating other factors 

impacting on VEDs. 

The research design, which involves a series of rational decision-making choices, is 

represented in figure 3.1. The various issues involved iu the research design arc 

shown in the frnmes below. 
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Figure 3.1 A summary of the rc~ea.-eh cycles (adapted from Cavana, 2001). 

3.3 JUSTIFICATION OF THE RESEARCH APPROACH 

The researcher was specifically interested in finding more detailed infmmation about 

the variables and indicators of possible relationships between the variables as 

identified in the thwreticul framework (Chapter 2). Accordingly, n combination of 

quantitative and qualitative approaches through structured interviews, case study and 

questionnaires Was used. Qualitative and quantitative approaches have their 

advantages and disadvantages. For example, while questionnaires can achieve 

generalisation, on the other hand it is not guaranteed to receive a high response rate 

where the area of research is sensitive. Qunlitatlve research can provide greater 

details on processes, which links the variables (Brannen, 1992). 
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In the traditional concept, research stmtegies wed relate to a hierarchical concept. 

For instllnce, case study is suitable for an exploratory phase of an investigation, and a 

survey is appropriate for the descriptive phase. According to Yin (1994) this 

hierarchical view is misconceptual. The appropriate view is the we of multiple 

resources of evidence as the way to ensure construct validity. To select which 

stmtegy can be used as an advantageous strategy, three conditioiiS should be 

considcrOO. These are the type of resem;b question; degree of disruption to the 

nonnal flow of work; and the degree of focusing on the current event rather than the 

historical event. 

The first condition that has to be considered is the type of question. As the objective 

of this research was to determine what factors influenced the success of VEDs, the 

theoretical relationships and generalisations could be made from a questionnaire 

survey. This also provided intemnl and externnl validity. The former was achieved 

tluough the theoty developed and datu collection and analysis to test those theories. 

The latter was gained from the geaeralisation (Yin, 1994). The second condition of 

the degree of researcher interference was minimised using structured interviews and 

questionnaires. And the third condition of this study WIIS to investigate the 

contemporary event against the historical event. Using different sources of data and 

melhods would help to prove the validity and the reliability of the outcome (Bryman, 

1988). 

3.4 QUANTITATIVE APPROACH 

In order to investigate what factors influence the success of Thai VEDs, the survey 

questionnaire was conducted in four Rajabhat Institutes. The questionnaire was 

designed in accordance with the research objectives and relates to the literature 

review. The research hypotheses were developed following the theoretical 

:framework. In this :framework, the success of Thai VEDs was dctennined by the 

dependent variable. This variable was broken down into three main categories 

following the characteristics of successful VEDs; improved quality, productivity and 

students' perception of VED courses. To investigate what factors affect the success 

of Thai VEDs :from the student perspective, four hypotheses were formalised. 

According to the hypotheses, five of the seven factors were determined as the 
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independent variables. These factors were resources, computer literacy, perceived 

value of computer-based information, characteristic of student culture and 

infonnution culture. TI1e selection of five factors was reasonable to determine the 

success ofVEDs from the respondent point of view of students involved with virtual 

courses. The other two factors: size of market and task interdependence was 

cx!lffiined from the perspective of three groups; administn11or, IT staff and instructor. 

3.4.1 The Research Hypothesis 

According to the theoretical framework and the research objective, a number of 

research hypotheses were developed. 

These were: 

I. The perception of students in YEO courses 

PI- Ho: The five factors; resources, computer literacy, perceived value of computer

b11$ed information, characteristics of student culture and infonnalion 

culture will not significantly influence the perception of Thai VEDs 

P 1- Ht: The five factors: resources, computer literacy, perceived value of compttter

brued informalir:m, characteristics of student crt/lure and information 

C!lilllro will significantly influence the perception of Thai VEDs 

2. ChWllcteristics of successful VEDs- Qunlity and productivity of\ earning 

2.1. Effectiveness of instruction 

?2.1- H0: T1re jive foctors: resources. computer literacy, perceived vairre of 

computer-based information. clraracteristics of student crriture and 

informatioll crt/lure will not significantly influence tire efftctivencss 

ofinstrrrction ofThai VEDs. 

?2.1- H1: The jive foctors: resources, computer literacy, perceived vairre of 

computer-based infomration, characteristics of student culture and 

information culwre will significantly influence tire effectiveness of 

ins/nrc/ion .of Thai VEDs. 
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2.2 Effectiveness of course content 

P2.2· Ho: The jive factors: resources, computer literacy, perceived value of 

computer-based information, characteristics of student cultr1re and 

Information cull!lre will nat significantly influence the effectiveness 

of cor1rse content ofT/Jai VEDs. 

P2.2- Ht: Tile jive focWrs: rescmrces, computer literacy, perceived value of 

computer-based information, characteristics of swdent culture and 

information crtltr1rc wi!l significantly influence the effectiveness of 

course content a/Thai VEDs. 

2.3 Effectiveness of outcome 

P2.3- Ho: The five factors: resources, computer literacy, perceived value of 

computer-based information, clwracterislics of student cultrtre and 

information culture will not significantly influence the effectlvencss 

of outcome of17rai VEDs. 

P2.3- Ho: 17re jive factors: resources, computer literacy, perceived value of 

computer-based information, clraracteristfcs of student culture and 

information cultr1re will significantly influence tire effectiveness of 

outcome ofThai VEDs. 

3.4.2. Questionnaire Survey 

In order to get accurate answers without missing any important details, the 

questionnaire Was first developed in English, then trnns!ated into Thai by a Thnl 

lecturer who is expert in qucsuonnnire design and also English. The researcher used 

personally administered questionnaires as the mode of data col!ection (Cavana. et al., 

2001). A questionnaire was developed in which we stated the purpose of this study, 

opinions were sought on tho research variables, which were presented as factors 

which influence successful Thai VEDs. Participants were requested to express their 

opinions on n four-item scale anchored by 1"' strongly disagree, 2"' disagree, 3= 

agree and 4= strongly agree. The four-item scale was specifically selected to prevent 

students from selection of the mid-point. Given their personal characteristics this 
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would prevent an easy "face saver" solution of mid-point for critical nnswers. The 

questionnaire comprised of the following sections: (s~ Appendix B for full 

questionnaire) 

I. Factors influencing VEDs. 

• Resources 

• Computer literacy 

• Perceived value of computer-based information 

• Culture 

High power distnnce 

Hight unr;ertainty avoidance 

Collectivism 

• Information culture 

2. Chnmcteristics of successful VEDs 

• Quality and productivity ofleaming 

Effectiveness of instruction 

Effectiveness of course content 

Effectiveness of outcome. 

8 Perception of student ofVEDs 

3. General comment 

4. Backgro1111d ofp;nticiplltl\S, 

The aim of section one, resources, computer iiterncy, perceived value of computer

based information, characteristics of student culture and information culture were 

detennined as factors influencing the success of Thai VEDs. This section was 

divided into five parts. 

The purpose of the first part is to obtain information about the hardwnrc, software 

and network that their university provides for collaborative ]earning as quality and 

reliability of technologies influence successful VEDs (Haghirinn, 2002). 

The second part of this section is to Jet respondents indicate their experiences 

associated with the usc and implementation of I CT. Thus the questions asked about 

the knowledge of computers and their use critical to the success ofVEDs. 

Then the perceived value of computer- bllSed information was exEUDincd in the lhird 

part. These questions were designed to obtain the scale in relation to the respondents 
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current feeling about using computers such as whether they are considered 

stimulating, fun, useful and so on. 

The pUipose of the fourth part was to capture the charncteristic of respondents in 

regard to knowledge sharing with the use of synchronou~ and asynchronous 

communication technologies eg. e-mail, bulletin board. These questions were 

designed based on the culture ofhigh power distance, high uncertainty avoidance and 

collectivism incoqmrnted into Tha.i student characteristics. 

The fifth part was used to gain an idea as to how the respondents collect, record, 

rearrange infunnation and funnalise their koowledge such as enjoying reading 

material content on-line rather than listening to instructor:s in classroom. This related 

to inf0111lation culture as a factor that could facilitate and inhibit the success of 

YEDs. 

The first part of section two was sets of items that indicated quality and productivity 

of learning from the respondent point of view and defined the effectiveness of 

instructions, cour:se contents and outcomes. The second part of section two was 

focussed on the respondent perception ofVEDs. The questions were designed to let 

them indicate how much lliey agreed or disagreed that their virtual courses were a 

valuable experience. All of the questionS in this section used interval scales in order 

to compute the means and the stnndard deviations of the responses on the variables. 

The third section enabled students to provide opinions or comments which were not 

rnised in the above questions. This allowed the researcher to obtain other points of 

view which the first section overlooked. 

The Ins! section of the questionnaire survey was designed to obtain demographic 

infunnation about the respondents. This included background; age, n'Jillber of years 

studying, faculty and mode of studying were all addressed here. These questions 

used nominal scales in order to ru;sist in frequency counts. 



3.4.3 Sample 

'This study utilised a cross-sectional study, where data was gathered to meet a 

research objective only once accOrding to the researcher's limited time and costs 

(Cavana. et al., 2001). There are three groups that influence the successful outcomes 

of VEDs. These arc administrator and IT staff, instructor and student groups. The 

sampling framework for the survey was based on the student group. The point of 

views of students who were learning in VEDs could be represented as the 

meas·JreJnent of its success. The sample size was 240 students involved in virtual 

cournes. 60 questionnaires (translated into Thai) were sent to each of four Rnjabhat 

Institutes. These are Rajabhat Institute Phranakhon; Rajabhat Institute Suan Dusit; 

Rajabhat Institute Petchburiwittayalongkom; Rajabhat Institute Rojnnagarindra, 

representing 240 in total. Respondents were assured that responses would be 

anonymous and confidentiEil. The questionnaire was conducted by using per:sonally 

administered questionnaires through disproportionate strotifk'll random sampling. Of 

the total 240 questionnaires distributed, 167 questionnaires were returned 

representing a respond rate of69.5 percent. 

3.4.4 Data Analysis 

Data artalysis of the surVey stage of the study is diseuSJI~d in detail in the next 

chapter, and the information included here is only an overview of the process. 

Descriptive statistics were used to assess the demographic characteristics of the 

respondents. These included frequency counts, which provided the background of the 

respondents. The next stage of analysis was to determine whether the above research 

propositions were supported. A hierarchicEil multiple regression analysis was 

conducted. Multiple regression analysis is the appropriate method of analysis when 

the research problem involves a single metric dependent variable presumed to be 

related to one or more metric independent variable (Bryman and Cramer, 1999). 

Further, the basic rationale for using hierarchical multiple regression is to allow the 

researcher to know whether a set of independent variables wonld significantly add to 

the variance explained in the dependent variable (CavWJa et a!., 2001). The 

dependent variables were the effectiveness of instruction, course content, outcome 

and the student perception in their virtual courses. Where the independent variables 

are five factors including resources, computer literacy, perceived value computer-
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based information, culture (high power dist!lllce, high uncertainty avoidnnce !llld 

col!ectivism.) and information culture. 

The result of this stage of Mnlysis indicated what variables had significant 

explii!Uitions for the variation in the success of Thai VEDs categorised as follows; the 

effectiveness of insbuction, course content, outcome and the student perception of 

learning in VEDs environment. 

3.5 QUALITATIVE APPROACH 

3.5.1 Case Study and Interviews 

The case study investigated which factors influence Thai universities providing 

VEDs as !Ill educational tool in a real-life context (Yin, 1989). It could be used to 

answer ''how" and "why" these factors facilitated or inhibited Thai VEDs. The aim 

of the case study was to provide a multi-dimensionnl picture by interviewing 

administrative staff and insbuctom. This can provide the resenrcher with in-depth 

information on distinct groups (Cavana. ct a!., 2001). To s:rengthen this, the study 

was designed to use multiple-case studies. According to Yin (1994) the use of 

multiple-case studies in the range of four to six case studies could produce 

comparative results and be generally accepted as a theoretical replication. Thus, four 

case studies were selected based on their VED capability. As a result of gaining data 

from various sources of evidence, the case study could be used to detennine the 

relationship and patterns of the factum that surround VED events to apply strategies 

for success in implementing VEDs. If nil case studies produced similar results then 

we would have strong support for the effectil'eness of the framework. If there were 

some contradictory results, the initial framework would be reconsidered and adjusted 

to accommodate all cases (Yin, !994). 

Bas•!d on the existing literature reviews and theoretical framework, 7 factum were 

jdentified as key indicators. Thus, the structured interviews were conducted with a 

list of predetermined, standardised questions based around these 7 factors which 

were carefully ordered and worded in a detailed interview schedule. There were 2 

sets of structured interviews: one was used to interview the adminislrlltor, IT director 

and implementor groups and the other was used to interview the insbuctor group. 
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Each target group was asked exactly the same questions, in exactly the same order 

and the content oftlie questions was used to manage the direction of the intetView. 

3.5.2Intervlcw Structure 

Interview for administrators 

The interview has four sections. The first section comprised demogrnphic questions 

and simple questions concerning the university such as intetViewee status, 

responsibility, year of experience, and etc. The second section comprised of 

questions that relate to four factors, affecting the establishment of Thai VEDs. These 

questions are designed to obtain information about how the administrators orgElllise 

resources and increasing number of students, computer literacy and how they 

perceive value of computer-based information to facilitate VED \eamillg 

environments. Problems with VED management were also addressed in this section. 

The purpose of questions in section three are to examine a series of cultural contexts 

with regard to knowledge sharing of administrators and their opinion about 

cooperation and their plan to encourage members to have a commitment in providing 

VEDs. 

The measurement of success in VED is examined from their personal assessment in 

the last section. In this section participants were requested to express their opinions 

on a five-item scale anchored by I= very dissatisfied, 2= somewhat dissatisfied, 3,. 

neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, 4= somewhat satisfied, nnd 5'"' very dissatisfied 

(see section I in Appendix C for full interview questions) 

Interview for instructors 

The structure of interviews was developed in five sections. The first section has 

demographic questions and simple questions concerning the university such as 

gender, age, faculty, and years of experience. The second and the third section are 

composed of questions that relate to four and three factors respectively, affecting the 

establishment and implementation of Thai VEDs. Additionnlly, the assessment of 

the sm:c<rnsful VED by the interviewees is examined in the last section.( see section IT 

in Appendix C for full interview questions) 
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3.5.3 Procedures 

InteMews were conducted with three groups based on their responsibilities from 

four Rajabhat Institutes. This included the administmtors, IT staff and instroctors 

involved with VEDs courses. Letters explaining the purpose and background of the 

research were sent to the presidents in four Rajabhat Institutes. After getting 

pennission to gather data from the presidents of four Rajabhnt lrutitutes, all 

inteMewccs were contacted by telephone to make an appo;ntment for the interviews. 

The structure of the intetView was designed in two sections, In the first section, all 

interviewees were asked questions by the researcher. A tape recorder was used to 

record the interview where the interviewees granted their permission. In the second 

section, they were asked to evaluate the success of their VEDs. 

The interviews were conducted by the researcher in Thai. In order to get accurate 

answers without missing any important details, a second bilingual person who grew 

up in Thailand and migrated to Australia and obtained her degree and job at Edith 

Cowan university for many years translated the Thai back into English. Data was 

translated to text and analysed by using content analysis in an attempt to identifY the 

insights and relationships of the factors influencing the success of Thai VEDs. The 

results from the structured interviews provided a detailed understanding that came 

from directly observing administrative staff and instructors and listening to what they 

said and how they felt about their VEDs. 

3.5.4 Sample 

There are three groups that influence the success of VEDs, administrator, instructor 

Wid student groups. The interview was conducted face-to-face with one president and 

three vice presidents who were representative of administration in academic affairs. 

The second group was composed of four JT directors who had resp<Jnsibilities in 

managing VEDs and four IT staff who had a vital role in producing VED systems. 

Thll 18.'lt group were twelve instructors from four Rajabhat Institutes who provided 

educational materials for their courses and interacted with students by using 

communication technologies in VEDs. 
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3.5.5 Data Analysis 

The four Rajabhnt institutes were scpilllltely analysed each as a unique site. In each 

case, a brief discussion of background infomtation, objectives and implementation of 

VEDs were outlined. The technique used to examine data in the study was content 

analysis. The questions in the structured interviews were based on the existing 

literature review. Therefore, terms and categories used in the research were 

determined by an inductive approach which was based on the "relationship between 

theoretical and practical perspective" (Berg, 2000). Words and themes based on 

research categories were counted in a frequency distribution and summarised in the 

content-analytic summary table then cross-case analysis te<:hniques were used to 

address similarities and differences of facilitators, inhibitors and coping strntegies of 

VEDs in four Rajobhat Institutes (Miles and Huberman, 1994; Berg, 2000). This 

pattern analysis was utilised in order to gain a better understanding and more detailed 

infonnation about the cause and relationship of critical factors influencing VEDs. 

It was determined that the data obtained from the interviews would be used to 

develop a strategic model fitted to the institute's local context (Miles & Huberman, 

1994). In addition, the summarised d~ta analysis from four case studies was used to 

establish the general strntegic model that would be suited to other Thai universities. 

3.6 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

3.6.1 Questionnaire Survey 

The cover letter outlining the aim and scope of the research was given to all 

respondents with the questionnaire. A copy of its details is shown in Appendix B. In 

this letter, adequate information was provided and respondents were assured that the 

information obtained would be kept strictly confidential and would only be used for 

the reseru:eh purposes. Respondents were also advised of the right of privacy 

(anonymity) and that this right would be maintained at all times. 

3.6.2 Ca~e Studies 

The assurance of respondent's right and anonymity was maintained all the times. 

Before conducting the interview, a copy of the approval tetter from the Edith Cowan 
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University Committee for the Conduct of Ethical Research and a Form of Disclosure 

and Informed Consent for Research (both forms are shown in the Appendix C) was 

provided to the respondents. Respondents were informed of the purpose of the study 

and that the outcomes and recommendations of this study would be helpful for 

developing strategic guidelines for the improvement of the effectiveness ofVED in 

Rajabhat Institutes. They had the right to decline to participate at anytime and every 

answer would be kept confidential and not be made available to any third party. 

3.7SUMMARY 

This chapter described thu research methodology that was used to conduct the study. 

The methodology used in this study encompassed both a qualitative and quantitative 

approach. The use of multiple methods provided convergence and triangulation in 

which the values of the research were enriched (Bryrnan, 1988; Creswell, 1994). 

Moreover, the validity of the research was improved due to the various sources of 

data collection. 

This research placed equal emphasis on qualitative and quantitative approaches. In 

the quantitative approach, the questionnaire survey was used to gather data from 

students involved in VED courses in four Rajabhat Institutes. This was used to 

examine the cause and effect relationship~' of the factors that influence the success of 

Thai VEDs. While in the qualitative approach, multiple case study and interviews 

were used to explore the insights and relationship of the factors influencing on Thai 

VEDs. This methodology enhanced the explorntion ofin·depth details involved with 

administrotor and lecturer group (Bryman, 1988; Cavana. et al., 2001). 

The next two chaptern of this report provide a detailed analysis of data and the 

presentation of the results from the survey questionnaire and case study respectively. 
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CHAPTER4 

ANALYSIS OF THE SURVEY 

4.11NTRODUCTION 

This chapter examines the data resulting from the first stage of the research based on 

the questionnaire survey with students involved in VED cournes in four Rnjabhnt 

imtitutes. Only results from the analysis of data and prior details of findings !lie 

presented in this chapter. The case study and interview stage are discussed in 

Chapter five. The general conclusion outlined in Chapter 6 examines th!l results of 

the research within the context of the literature. 

This chapter begins with an exwninntion of the characteristics of the respondents. 

Descriptive statistics (4.2 nnd 4.3) are used to analyse the demographic infonnation 

in the survey. This provided a better understanding of the characteristics of the 

respondent and a general undwtanding of the data. The validity, reliability, content 

and comtruct validity wem tested (4.4). Content validity ensured that the specific 

points of items in the questionnaire were representative of the concepts. Tills hns 

been attested through the literature and the judgement of a panel of experts. 

Construct validity testified to how well the results obtained from the usc of the 

questionnllire fit the theoretical framework. Two specific fonns of construct validity 

were examined: convergent and discriminant validity. 

The analysis focused on the factors influencing the success of Thai VEDs: 

effectiveness of instruction; course content; outcome and student perception ofVED 

courses. This W!l.'l attained tluough use of Multiple Regression to examine or predict 

the success of Thai VEDs from several independent variables derived from th!l 

research model in chapter 3. 
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4.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE: 

This section examines the demographic characteristics of the respondents in order to 

provide a better understanding of the contextual issues of the research. The 

respondents were selected from students who were involved in VED courses. 60 

questionnaires (trnnslated into Thai) were personally administrated to each Rajabhat 

Institute representing 240 in total while an on-line survey was considered it was 

found to be impossible to administer as the participants had limited accessibility to 

the Internet even at their institutes or at homes. The participants were asked to 

answer the questionnaire while they were learning VED courses in the computer 

laboratories. Due to limited time to allow them to capture the answers, some did not 

return the questionnoircs directly to the administrator (the researcher). Only 167 

questionnaires were returned representing a response rate of 69.5 percent. Of these, 

16 questionnaires were imu:lequately completed, thus tl1e response rate for completed 

questionnaires useable for data analysis was 62.9. 

The survey questionnaire captured background data for studying participants. Table 

4.1 presents a list of the participants' background. 
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Table 4.1 Cbaracterisr:ics of student participants 

Gender 

""' Fcmole 

"'' 18·24 Y"""' 
25-34 years 

35-44 yo= 

Mode 
Nonnnl 
Weekend 

Faculty 
Edu011tion 

Charoc!ertstlcs 

Mnnogoment Sciences 

Te<hnology ond lndustriol Science 
Humrmitics and Social Scionee 

Science and Technology 

Level 
1" yonr 
2"'year 

3nly= 
4~ yoar 

Ooo 

Pcrcont 

56.3 
43.0 

82.8 
13.9 

u 

62.9 

35.8 

'·' 11.3 
25.2 

'·' 57.6 

22.3 

••• 
60.8 

14.2 

u 

As can be seen in Table 4.1, 56.3 percent and 43.0 pcrc(;Jlt of the respondents were 

male and female respectively. Most of them (62.9 percent) were fu!l-timc and 35.8 

percent were weekend-class students. Most of them were between 18 and 24 years 

old (82.8 percent) Wid the majority of respondents, about 57.6 pe~cent were studying 

in Faculty of Science and Technology. Two other major groups were from Faculty of 

Technology and Industrial Science (25.2 percent) and Management Science (11.3 

percent). The others were fairly evenly spread across the remaining faculties. Lastly, 

60.8 percent of total studCilts were studying in the third year Md only 22.3 percent 

were in the first year. 

4.3 DATA ANALYSIS 

In this study, data analysis was developed in tlucc stages. The first stage of data 

analysis began with getting an overview of the data. Tltis was obtained by checking 
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the central tendency and the disper:,'on through the mean, and the standard deviation 

in the data. This provided a better understanding of how the respondents reacted to 

the items in the questionnaire and how good the items and measures were {Cavann. et 

a!., 2001). The second section of data analysis tested the goodness of data. In order to 

strengthen the quality of research design, the validity nnd reliability were examined. 

The final stage was hypotheses testing. This stage of nnalysis focused on factors that 

would significantly influence the success of Thai VEDs. This was attained through 

use of multiple regression analysis, which was used to establish the relative 

importance of factors to the success ofVEDs. 

4.3,1 Sueening of Data 

This section provided descriptive statistics of the data for every single item 

measuring the independent variables and dependent variables. There were two phases 

of descriptive statistics. The first step is to check the central tendency and the 

dispersion of the data, the mean, nnd the stnndard deviation. These descriptive 

statistics provided a good idea of how well the questions W'.lre framed for tapping the 

concept (Cavana. et al., 2001). The second phase was to examine whether the 

dependent variables were approximately nonnul distributed, Skewness was used as a 

statistic to measure the distribution and determine whether the distribution differed 

significantly from a normal S)'IIliiletric distribution. 

• Descriptive statistics for checking the central tendency nnd dispersion of 

data 

The mean and the standard deviation were used to describe the data collected from 

the questionnaire survey. A questionnaire was designed ia which the participants 

were requested to express their opinions on a four-item scale anchored by 1=

strongly disagree, 2 =disagree, 3= agree, and 4= strongly agree. 

)> Independent variable phase 

Descriptive statistics for the independent variable phase are shown in Table 

4.2 which presents the mean and standard deviation of resources, computer 

litet11ey, perceived value of computer-based iufonnation, culture and 

information culture 
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Table 4.2 D~~criptivc statistles o£indepcndeut variables 

Independent variable• Mean S!d.Dev 

Re<our<H 2.78 
Aocc .. ibility to computer focilitics on eompus 2.67 ,822 
Gening synchronous commucicolion !ccbnologies 2.70 .739 
Getting asynchronous communication !echnologios 2.55 .640 
Networkspccd "' .839 
Updated softwure 2.83 .746 
Useful Infom~otion 3.10 .710 
Up-to·da!e informotion on WebPages 3.02 .725 
Computer literacy 3.20 
!Oasy to usc Cllmputer 3.22 .684 
Ability to communicntc by usin_g e-mail, bulletin board, el<:. 3.17 .681 
Pertclvod value of computer-ba .. d Information, 3.13 

Stimulation 3.25 .663 
Fun 3.13 .680 
Pe,..,nal 3,l\ .497 
Efficient 3.07 .555 
Reliable 2.93 .499 
Usolill 3.H .553 
Desirable 3.19 .657 
Culturo In knowledge obarin(l: by using ICT 

EQ_wer disUince 2.52 

-Uncomfonnbk to e:tpress iitorul which conttadict wilh lccturelli, 2.34 "' -Accopting lecturer's inslfUclion rather th!UI questioning tltem 2.71 .708 
Hish uncenointy avoidance 2.78 

-Expe<ting l..:turers to be expert 2.96 .631 
-Learning based ou lccTUren' instruction '·" .729 
·Being reluclant to expr= different id011.1 2.35 .675 
Col!ec!jvi•m 2.79 
·Group-bn•cd olientation roilier thnn work·bnsed orientation 2.79 '" !~formation culture 2.68 

Being comfOrtable to read material oontenlS on·lino 2.48 .782 
Prefer pnrtidpation by using o-moil or dL"uosion board rather lhnn do 
your work nlono. 2.69 .675 
Uniwr<ity environmcnlS aro ,upponivc to learn in VED 2,79 .676 

The results usir.g a four point scale show that computer literacy was 

somewhat enriched (mean - 3.17) as was tho perceived value of computer

based in£onnation (mean= 3.13). This indicated that most of the respondents 

were able to communicate by using communication technologies such as e. 
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mail and perceived that using the computer was stimulating, fun, personal, 

efficient, reliable, useful and desirable. 

Power distance and information eultllre were about average {mean= 2.52 and 

2.68). These indicated tim! there was somewhat high power distance between 

the respondents and their instructors and that the respondents were likely to 

read material on-line and participate or discuss with others by using 

rommunication technologies. 

Resources, high uncertainty avoidance and rollectivism were slightly higher 

than average (mell!l = 2.78, 2.78 and 2.79 respectively). The mean of2.78 on 

the resources indicated the degree of how well the four Rajabhat Institlltes 

provide facilities nnd information to enhance the respondents' learning 

through VEDs. The resources were composed of seven items. Among these, 

four items: Oetting IISynchronous rommunication technologies (mean = 

2.55), network speed (mean= 2.62), the accessibility to computer on campus 

(mean= 2.67) and getting synchronous rommunication technologies (mean= 

2.70) were rather lower when compared with others: updated software (mean 

"'2.83), useful infonnation (mean= 3.10) and up-to-date infonnntion on web

pages (mean= 3.02). 

The means of 2.78 on high uncertainty avoidance indicated that most of the 

respondents expected to learn directly from the lectllrcr's instructions mld 

expected that the lecturers must be the experts and give them all the answers. 

Finally, the mean of 2.78 for collectivism could be interpreted to mean that 

the respondents were more likely to learn by group-based orientation rather 

than individual work-based orientation. 

~ Dependent variable pha!e 

Tnble 4.3 presents descriptive statistics for the dependent variables. Questions 

in this phase were grouped into two main tasks. The first task was related to 

quality 1111d productivity of learning from the respondents' point of view as 
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follow: the effectiveness of instruction, course content and outcomes. The 

second task focused on the respondents' perception ofVEDs. 

Table4.3 Dcs~rlptlv~ stati5ti~s of dependent varinbles 

Dependent variables Mean Std.Dov Varlnnce Skcwnc,. 

The Suoee55 of VEDs 1.86 

Effecllvoness of Instruction 1.76 

WoU organised co\U"Se 2.74 .629 .396 -.704 
Good explanotion 2.77 .637 .406 -.543 

Useful odvicc 2.79 .669 .448 -.537 

Effectlvcncu of counc cuntenl 2.95 

Accessibility 2.95 .661 .437 -.364 

EffecUvcu .. s of outcome ,., 
ln·d'J!th learning 2.76 .680 .463 -.307 

Comprehensive learning 2.93 .650 .442 -.379 

Perception 2.89 

Active learning 2.87 .709 .502 -.374 

Betterleamin "" et:ienoe 2.91 .M, .4!3 -.380 

Table 4.3 presents the mean, the standard deviation of the chmuctcristics of 

successful VEDs. The means on all the success factors: effectiveness of 

instru~tion (2.76), colli"!Ie content (2.95), outcome (2.84) and perception of 

VEDs (2.89) were moderately higher than an average rate of 2.5 on a four

point scale. Additionally, all of the stnndard deviatioll5 and variances are not 

high indicating that most respondents nre very close to the mean on aU 

variables. 

These results do not unequivocally support the view that VEDs are 

succwsful. Firstly, students weighted the effectiveness and perception of 

VEDs overall as less than 3 which was accepted as the "satisfy" scale on the 

four·point scale. Secondly, the questionnElires were conducted while the 

instructors were controlling their classes. The students might have felt 

uncomfortable about evaluating the success of VEDs, despite the responses 

being anonymous. They may have perceived this as a criticism of their 

instructors. 
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• Descriptive statistics for checking the approximately normal distribution 

This phase was to examine whether the dependent variables were approKimntely 

nonnally distributed. The skewness values of the independent variables used to 

measure the distribution are also shown in Table 4.3. These statistics indicate 

whether a distribution differs significantly from a nonnal symmetric distribution. In 

general, skewness values less than one assumes that the distribution of data is a 

nonnnl distribution (Cavana et a!., 2001). Therefore, it is appropriate to apply 

Multiple Regression Testing to variables. 

4.3.2 Testing the Goodness of Data 

To strengthen the quality of the research design, internlll reliability was exiUI!ined in 

tenns of internal consistency of the questionnaire wsponses. Reliability was 

evaluated by assessing the internal consistency of items representing each factor 

using Cronbnch alpha (CnVWia ct a!., 2001). The 33-itcm instrument had n reliability 

of0.85, exceeding the minimum standard of 0.70 suggested for basic research. The 

reliability of dependent and independent factors is shown in Table 4.4. 

Tnblc 4.4 Reliability mcnsurcs 

Foc!ors 

lndopondon! variable 
Reoourco~ 

Computer literacy 
Perceived wlue of compu!or·basod information 
Culture in knowledge sharing by u•ing ICT 
lnforrnotion Culture 

Dopcndcnt vnriable 
Quality Md productivity ofYED• 
Perception 

Alphn 

0.75 
J.78 
0.83 
0.71 
0.78 

0.75 
0.72 
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In order to enhance the quality of research, construct validity and discriminant 

validity were addressed. The basic qualitative criterion concerning construct validity 

is content validity. Content validity implies that the instrument considers all aspects 

of the construct being measured. In applying content validity the factors affecting the 

success of Thai VEDs in th!l questionnaire were supported in th!!\it()!"!lture revi!lws 

(Cavana ct al., 2001; Creswell, 1994; Yin, 1994). Thus, the instrument could be an 

accurate representation of a theoretical concept. 

Discriminant validity for each item is tested by counting the nwnber of times that the 

item correlates higher with items of other factors than with items of its own 

theoretical factor. For discriminant validity, the correlation between independent 

variables should be less than one-half the potential comparisons (Campbell and 

Fiske, 1959). The correlation matri:~: of independent factors is shown Table 4.5. 

Table 4,5: The relationship heffi'ccn independent variables 

(N~ !51) 

Resources Computer Pc=i,•ed Culture Informotion 
litctl!CY volue of culture 

computer· 

"""' informotion 
Pearson corr<lotlon 
Resources -
Computer literacy .462• -
Perceived value of computer-
based information .353• .429° -
Culture .094 .139 .162 -
lnfonnotion culture .063 .007 .149 .260 -

• Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 

The Pearson correlation matrix obtained for four interval scale variables is shown in 

Table 4.5. The data shows low multi-collinearity (Jess than 0.75) with correlations 

between the independent variables (Cavana et al., 2001 p.320). That means that all 

questions measuring each concept were loaded more highly on their intended concept 

than on other concepts; therefore, there is confirmation regarding the validity of the 

measures (Cavana eta!., 2001). 
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4.3.3 Hypothesi! Testing 

Five hypotheses were generated for this study, as stated earlier. Following the 

reliability, constmct and di~criminant validity tests, the researcher used biemrcbicai 

multiple regression analysis for testing the hypotheses. 

Multiple regression analysis is the appropriate method of analysis when the research 

problem involves a single metric dependent variable presumed to be related to one or 

more metric independent variable (Bryman and Cramer, 1999). Further, the basic 

mtionale for using a hierarchical multiple regression is to allow the researcher to 

know whether a set of independent variables would significantly add to the variWJcc 

explained in tl1e dependent variable (Cavana et al., 2001). The independent variables 

in this research showed five factors: resources, computer literacy, perceived value of 

computer-based information, culture and information culture whereas the culture 

factor was defined as high power distance, high uncertainty avoidance and 

collectivism. It was decided to use the three subcultur>:s instead of the single ultimate 

of culture as the results of multiple regression could predict what kinds of culture 

specifically affected the success of VEDs. Therefore, in the multiple regression 

equation, there were seven independent variables. 

The dependent variables were the success of VEDs nwnely, the effectiveness of 

instmction; course content; outcome and the perception in VEDs. Tiris statistic was 

then used to predict the changes in the success ofVEDs in response to changes in the 

independent variables. The objective is most often achieved through the statistical 

rule of ]east square (Bryrnnn and Cramer, 1999). The results of the test and their 

lnte~pretation are discussed below: 

I. Student perception ofVED 

Hypothl!:liS PJ-H0: l11e .<even factors: resourcl!:l, computer literacy, perceived 
value of computer-based information, high power distance, 
liigh uncertainty avoidance, collectivism and information 
culture will not significantly influence the perception of Thai 
VED< 

Hypot!JI!:lis Pl-H1: The .<even foctors: resources, computer literacy, perceived 
value of compl•ter-bO.'led information, high power distance, 
high uncertainly avoidance, collectivism and information 
cult11re will significantly influence the perception of Thai 
VEDs. 
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Table 4.6 Results o£Rcgrcssion Analysis-Student Perception o£VED 

Model ' ' ' Adjuot.d ,. ... Sllod1fllt l'"nl" 
~. ~ 

to<llldoot 
•rB•to 

(Coootaot) 3.246 3.290 0.372 0.139 .097 .953 

Resour<es 
Computer literacy 

.033 .020 .829 

.159 -.038 .673 
Per<eivcd value of oomputer
b08cd infonnatioo 
CuHure 

.036 .180 .042' 

-high power distaocc .096 -.105 .213 
- higb uncertainty avoidllnce .085 -.089 .323 
- Colle<tivism .!31 .053 .517 
lnfonnation culture .065 .325 .ooou 

Dependent Voriablc: Pcr<eption ofVED• 

The outputs in Table 4.6 show the seven independent variables that were entered into 

the regression model, the R (0.372) which was the correlation of the seven 

independent variables: resources, computer literacy, perceived computer-based 

information, high power distance, high uncertainty avoidance, collectivism and 

information culture. The dependent variable in thi~ section was the student 

perception ofVEDs. The interrelation of the seven independent variables was taken 

into account, and the R square (0.139) was significant at the 0.003 level (F value= 

3.290). That means that 13.9 percent of the variance (R squw-c) in student perception 

of VEDs was significuntly explained by the independent variables. Among seven 

independent variables, information culture is the most important in explaining the 

variance in the perception ofVEDs as the highest number in the beta(~) was 0.325. 

The second-rated important variable was perceived value of computer-based 

information in which the beta (j}) wns 0.180. The positive beta weight indicated that 

if student perception was to be increased enhancing infonnation culture by 

supporting useful material content on-line, e-mail discussion and supportive 

univ=ity contexts El!ld perceived value of computer-based infonnation would be 

necessary. 
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2. The quality and productivity ofleamlng 

2.1 Effcctivcne:s$ of Instruction 

Hypothesis P2l·Ho: The seven factors: resources, computer literacy, 
perceived value of computer-based informatioTI, high 
power distance, high ttncertaiTity avoidance, 
collectivism and infomJOiion culture will not 
sigt~(ficantly influer~ce the effec'iveness of instruction 

Hypothesis P21-Ht: The seven factors: resources, computer literacy, 
perceived value of compll/er-based information, High 
power distance, high rmcerlair~ty avoidance, 
collectivism and information err/lure will significar~l/y 
tnjlueTice tire efftctiveness of instruction. 

Table 4.7 Results of Regression Analysis-Effectiveness of Instruction 

Model ' ' ' " Adj"'t Srd. Stoodordl p->otue 

"'' ,_, ~ 
roeffitloot 

olDer. 
(CQns!anr) 2.341 5.7S7 0.470 0.221 .182 1.176 

Resources ·"'' .169 .054 
Compul<r literacy .196 -.097 .259 
Perceived value of oornputer-
bo.sod infomrntion .... .lOS .210 
Culture 
• high power di.<lllnoo .118 -.125 .>u 
• high uncertainty avoidnoce ·'"' -.295 .001 .. 
• Collecrivisrn .161 .ozs .145 
Jnfomration cUlllllt .ogo . 211 .008 .. 

Dependent Vnrioble: Elfeclivcnes5 of instruction 

The outputs in Tables 4.7 show the seven independent variables that were entered 

into the regression model, the R (0.470), which was the correlation of the seven 

independent variables with the dependent variables: the effectiveness of instruction. 

The interrelation of the seven independent variables was taken into account, and the 

R square (0.221) was significant at the 0.000 level (F value~ 5.787). 

Timt means that 22.1 percent of the varianCI" (R sqoare) in the effectiveness of 

instruction can be significantly explained by five independent variables. Thus, 

hypothesis P21-Ho was substantiated (the null hypothesis was rejected). 

Among seven independent variables only culture: high uncertainty avoidance and 

information culture was significant nt the 0.001 and .008 level respectively. The 
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results mean that culture: high uncertainty avoidance was the most important in 

explaining the variance in the cffectivcness of instruction (P= 0.295). The se<:ond 

most important variable was infonnation culture in which the number in the beta (p) 

was 0.211. The positive betn weight of uncertainty avoidance indicated that students 

preferred their learning to be controlled by instructors rather than learning by 

themselves. In addition if the effectiveness ofVEDs instruction were to be increased, 

enhancing infonnntion culture by supporting useful material content on-line, e-mail 

discussion and supportive university contexts would be necessary. 

2.2 Effectivenes~ of course content 

Hypothesis Pll-Ho: T!Je seven factor.;; resources, computer literacy, 
perceived value of computer-based information, high 
power distance, !Jigh 1/DCertainty avoidance, 
collectivism and information culture will not 
significantly influence the effectiveness of course 
contents 

Hypothesis Pll-H1: 'l11e seven factors: resources, computer literacy, 
perceived value of computer-brued information, !Jigh 
power distance, high uncertainty avoidance, 
collectivism and information r:ulture will significantly 
influence the effoctiveness ofcortrse contents. 

Table 4.8 Results of Regression Analysis-Effectiveness of course content 

The outputs in Tables 4.8 show the seven indepcndent Vllriables that were entered 

into the regression model, the R (0.548) which was the correlation of the seven 
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independent variables with the dependent variables: the effectiveness of course 

contents. The interrelation of the seven independent variables was taken into 

account, and the R square (0.300) was significant at the 0.000 level (F value = 

8.751). That means that 30 percent of the variance (R square) in the effectiveness of 

course contents can be significantly explained by resources, perceived value of 

computer·b!L'led information, culture which composed of high power distance and 

collectivism and information culture. Regarding independent variables, resources 

were the most important in explllining the variEII!ce in the effectiveness of course 

content as the highest beta ((3) W!L'l 0.281. While as the number in the beta ((3) of 

information culture was 0.269 and 0.167 for perceived value of computer-based 

information. The positive beta weight indicated that if the effectiveness of course 

contents were to be increased, enhancing resources, information culture and also 

perceived value of computer-base infonnation would be necessary. 

On the other hand, the negative beta weight of high power distance was -0.213 

indicating that if the effectiveness of course contents was to be increased, a decrease 

in the degree of power distance had to be experienced. However, the positive beta 

weight of collectivism was .156 indicating that students working in a group-based 

orientation enhanced the effectiveness of course content. 

2.3 Effectiveness of '"utcome 

Hypothesis P23-H0 : The five factors: resources, computer literacy, perceived 
value of computer-based infonnation, high power 
di51ance, high uncertainty avoidance, collectivism and 
in/anna/ion culture will not significantly influence the 
effectiveness af outcome 

Hypothesis P23-Ht: Thefivefoctars: resources, computer literacy, perceived 
value of computer-based infonnation, high power 
distance, high uncertainty avoidance, collectivism and 
infonnation culture will significantly influence the 
riflcc/iveness af outcome. 
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Table 4.9 Results of Regression Analysis-Effectiveness of outcome 

Mode! ' ' ' ' }.djoll ... s""dor ,.. .. t •• 

"'' ~. ~ 

"''m"' otor ... 
(Cons!ant) !.325 8.681 .546 .298 ,,M .809 

Rcsourcos .028 .ISS .099 
Computer literacy .135 -.193 .094 
Perceived vnlue of Computer-
b!IS<d information .030 .270 .002° 0 

'"'-• high power distnncc .081 -.032 .516 
-high uncertainty nvoid!mce .072 -.009 .758 
-Collectivism .Ill -.01>4 .834 
Information culture .055 .413 .000 .. 

Depcndcnt Varioblo: Effectiveness of outcome 

The outputs in Table 4.9 show the seven independent variables that were entered into 

the regression model, the R (0.546) which showed the correlation of the two 

independent variables: information culture and perceived value of computer-bnsed 

infonnntion with the dependent variables: the effectiveness of outcome. The 

interrelation of the two independent variables wns taken into account, and the R 

square (0.298) was significant at the 0.000 level (F value~ 8.681). That means that 

29.8 perCllllt of the variance (R square) in the effectiveness of outcome can be 

significantly expl!lined by information culture and perceived value of computer

bnscd information. Among the two independent variables, infonnntion culture was 

the most important in explaining the varinnce in the effectiveness of construction as 

the highest beta (p) WitS 0.-413. The second-most important variable wns perceived 

value of computer-based infonnation in which the number in the beta (Pl was 0.270. 

The positive beta weights indicated that if the effectiveness of outcome was to be 

inCTCIISed, enhancing information culture and perceived value of computer-based 

infonnation would be necessary. 

4.4 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

As hypothesised, the foUowing results were obtained: I. Infonnation culture and 

perceived value of computer-based information were significant influeneers on the 

perception of Thai VEDs. Students were likely to accept that their VEDs were 
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useful and provided them with better learning experiences if they believed in the 

value of collecting, recording, storing, rearranging information to furmalise 

knowledge and enjoyed taking part in discussion with others by using 

communication technologies such as e-mail and discussion board. Additionally, the 

more they felt that using ICT was comfortable and desirable, the greater 

understanding and appreciation they achieved on VED learning. 2. The results 

showed that the following independent variables: resources; perceived value of 

computer-based information: culture: high power distance, high uncertainty 

avoidance, collectivism; and inforrnution culture were significant influences on the 

quality Wid productivity oflcaming on VEDs. Among these independent variables, 

only high power distance showed a negative beta weight This indicated that if 

students were likely to accept lecturers' instruction and feel uncomfortable in 

expressing ideas that contradicted those oflccturers, the quality and productivity of 

learning on VEDs decreased. For the others: resources; perceived value of computer· 

based inforrnation; culture: high uncertainty avoidm~ce and collectivism; and 

information culture, they all showed positive beta weights. The results implied that 

if the quality and productivity of VEDs were to be increased, the need to enhm~ce 

these five factors would be necessary. 

However, the results of the survey reflected views only from the students involved in 

VED courses in four Rajabhat Institutes. It would be of interest to explore which 

factors influence the succe:ss ofVEDs from the administrators' and lecturers' points 

of views. In the next chapter, case studies and interviews will be used to examine the 

cause and effect relationshlps of these factors that affect the perception, quality and 

productivity ofVED learning. 
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CHAPTERS 

CASE STUDIES AND INTERVIEWS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the da!EI, which was bnscd on interviews 

wdh administrators and lecturers in 4 Rajabhat I:nstilntes. Results in this chapter are 

limited to the presentation and analysis of data (Emd do not attempt to address a 

conclusion). A detailed discussion of findings in Chapter 4 and S are sununarised 

and compared within the context of the Jitlli'IIture in Chapter 6. 

Each of the research sites is examined ns a separate case. The analysis begins with a 

discussion of background infonnation for each of the Rajnbhat Institutes including a 

brief discussion of the objectives 1111d the implementation of their VEDs. Tiris is 

followed by a description from the secondnry data and interview questions as 

outlined in Chapter 3. 

Structured interviews were conducted based on the existing literature reviews and 

theoreticai framework to determine the relationship and patterns of the factors that 

surround VED events. Thll narrative and process models are summnrised in the fonn 

of a case dynami!ls matrix. Cross-case analysis teclmiques were used to address 

similarities and differences across CIISCS (Miles and Hubennan, 1994). The 

conclusion and a revised strategic model, which could fit the institute's local context, 

w:e discussed later in Chapter 6. 

Thb chapter begins with a discussion of the implementatio:t of VED goals for each 

Rajabhat Institute. The a<;;tua\ names of the respondent organisations are revealed 

with their pemtission, but the names of the interviewees arc not disclosed and the 

sources of secondary data have not been referenced 



5.2 CASE STUDIES 

5.2.1 Rajabhat Institute Phamakhon 

Background 

Rajabhnt Institute Phamakhon (RIPN) is an old institute lo~ated in Bangkok, 

Thailand, which started ns a Teacher-Training School in 1924. After 1966, it was 

transformed into a Teachers' College. On February 14, 1992, King Rama IX, kindly 

named the 36 teachers' College "Rajabhat Institute". Following the Rajabhat 

Institute Act 1995 and the rapid changes in society, Rajnbhat Institute Phamnkhon 

became the institution responsible for providing educational services across various 

disciplines. 

RIPN has more than 10,000 students undertaking study in full-time and \. ~clcend

c\asscs at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels in Education, Science wd 

Technology, Humanity and Social Science, Management Science, Art and Industrial 

Science. There are 9 centres providing educational services. Among these only one 

centre hns a network linked with the main centre. 

The institute began to use ICT to support the teaching nnd learning by establishing an 

Jnfonnation Technology Development and Service Centre (lTDS centre) in 1996. 

The respomibilities of the ITDS centre were as follow: 

I. Developing digitnl cont-ent for virtual classrooms; 

2. Service and maintenance hardware, software, network, Internet service centre 

and knowledge centre for lecturers and students; 

3. Tmining Md motivating imtructom and students to use !CT to enhance their 

knowledge. 

Because of inadequate tccbnical staff to assume these responsibilities to obtain a 

good c.~ucationnl service, the imtitute decided to outsourcc to a private company. 

The company had a five-year contract to implement the VED and training support 

teclmologies to lecturers nnd students. There were two groups of people involved: I) 

the imtitute that comprised of 6 staff and, 2) the outsourced company that comprised 
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of 5 people. These fanned a committee managing the ITDS centre, which was 

separate from the management of the Institute. 

VED Goal5 

The goal of the ITDS centre in providing VEDas an alternative choice is to 

I) reduce cost in terms of locations and number oflecturers; 

2) increase efficiency of teaching and learning; 

3) reduce lecturer's teaching load; 

4) provide self-studying mytimc and anywhere. 

"This will help to reduce lecture's leaching load, at t/Je same lime. il helps students 
with independent slr•dy from home, but lecturers will no/ have lime for 
administration. We will then, have to outsource tlrisfunction to privatr companie!!" 
(lnlen'iewee Associate president RlPN). 

"The reasoru we have esrab/ishcd the /TDS ccmre is because we are undergoing 
transjormalian into a tmiversity under the gavcrnmcnl control. We need /o Improve 
our /Caching and /earning rcchnologies. We do need to look at the problem and 
Te!!olve il" (Inten•iewce Direc/or of/TDS cenlre RIP!,~. 

VED imJ,"Iementatlon 

The company operated a VED project as a part of the lTDS centre. It provided 

hardware, software and the network 1'lmt comprised of a modem with 180-line 

bandwidth and 2MB senrice. The digital content and infonnation are also available 

ou the website 

"www.edutoday.com: which is shown below: 
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Figure 5.1 Virtual learning WebPages- www.edutoday.in.th 

Every student was provided with an ID and password to log into this set of 

WebPages but they could search only general infotmation on the Internet. Special 

digital contents and infonnation in the knowledge bank were available for students 

who enrolled in 13 fundamental courses. They obtained another ID and password to 

log onto course content or to work on exercises or exams on-line. The company was 

responsible for students' assignments and submitted them to instructors by usmg 

digital systems or paper. The system of ITDS centre is shown below: 
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Figure 5.2 Inf11rmation Technol11gy development and service centre 

To determine the complex network of events and processes i!! a VED 

implementatilln 11f RIPN, n conceptually clustered matrix was used. Tills matrix 

provides an initinl explauation of what inhibitors and problems were encountered 

during implementation ofVED and what strategies were employed to deal with the 

inhibitors. There was also an exploration as to what· facilitators were used to enhance 

VED learning environments. 
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The conceptually clustered matrix in Table 5.1 analyses the interview data of 

administrators and instructors of RIPN. It relates to four main items: facilitators, 

inhibitors, coping strategies and evaluating the success of VED. The outcomes in 

each item were clustered in two ways: conceptual which is related to the theoretical 

model and empirical which is based an the interviews that adhere to the conceptual 

themes. 
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Table 5.1. The conceptually clustered matrix: Facilitators, Inhibitors, Coping strategies and Evaluating success of VED points of instructor and administrator views at 
(RIPN) 

ac a ors F ilit t Inhib" I tors c t opmg s rateg1es - porn 1 5 . t I sea e eva uatmg success 
.I Resources-ITDS centre support ICT facilities and Computer literacy-lacking com-lit in I'' year students. Quality Productivity Percepti 

::; training( outsourcing to private company) Information culture- instructors have e-mail address and -Providing students training and on 
c: Size of market- a great no of students Internet access but most of them don't use it. compulsory courses ., 

Task interdependence- good cooperation (The degree of using ICT to communicate- somewhat -Motivating instructors to use ICT '"0 ·;;; 
specifically in 13 VED courses low) 3 4 4 ., .... 

"'"' 
Resources- ITDS centre support ICT facilities Computer literacy- lacking com-lit in 1" year students. -Training 
and training. Knowledge sharing - Changing instructors' attitude 4 4 4 .... .... Task Interdt:<Pendence- full cooperation -students prefer direct interaction with instructors - Offering remuneration .8 

~ .§ ., specifically in 13 VED courses. -Instructors feel their roles as lecturers is threatened . ., ·= Perceived value of computer-based information :~ Q 

'"0 b -difficult to accept (can't reduce work load) 

< -lack of time to learn new technologies. 
Information culture- students lack self-efficacy 

Resources- ITDS centre Computer literacy-lacking com-lit in I" year students. -Training .... ., Task Interdt:<Pendence- full cooperation Knowledge sharing -www. edutoday.in.th. is designed as a mix of on- 4 2 4 c: ., specifically in 13 VED courses -Instructors and students are not familiar with the line and classroom-based learning ( provide manual, e 
.£ systems and learning on VED books for students and paperwork report to 

,§ Perceived value of computer-based information instructors. 

b -can not reduce work load) - Offering remuneration 
Mean=3.6 Mean=3.3 Mean=4 

Resources-ITDS centre Insufficient resources- too many demands in using - Motivating instructors by offering a remuneration 
Task interdt:<Pendence computers 3 2 4 - -Full cooperation Knowledge sharing .... 

Students and instructors-Teacher centre- students are at .8 
(.) 

·tertiary level or under so they need advice. 
~ -Instructors and administers-accept unequal role (used ,.s 

to receive order & follow without comments 
., Information culture- admin never used e-mail to .... 

communicate. ~ 
~ Resources- ITDS centre Knowledge sharing 

Task interdependence Students VS instructors- Teacher centre -Training 2.5 4 4 ,.s 
- Supportive environment -Instructors VS administrators-good attitude and agree 

<;:! -Full cooperation. with. 
~ Information culture 

~ -Administrators never used e-mail to communicate. 
,.s Perceived value of computer-based information 

- Instructors have over load teaching and other 
respousibilities except teaching. 

Mean=2.7 Mean=3 Mean=4 

(underlining denotes independent variables as identified in Figure 2.5) 
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Summary of fmding~ 

Facilitators 

l. Resources arc accepted to be an important factor that facilitates VED learning in 

RIPN. This has been achievOO by establishing the liDS centre and outsourcing to a 

private company. The view was held that an outsourcing company would enable the 

institute to provide better educational services. 

2. The size of market was not seen as an importWlt condition at RIPN because there 

was an over demWld from students who enrolled in both full-time and weekend

classes. 

3. Task interdependence was considered to be an important issue; the interviewees 

commented that the Institute had a supportive environment with full cooperation for 

implementing VED across 13 VED courses. 

Inhibitors 

Four issues hod a strong imp.1ct on whether or not the VED imp\ementotion would be 

successful. These were 

I. Computer literacy 

Students lacked basic knowledge of computer systems, specifically in the 1 ~ year. 

This seemed to be an important inhibitor for VED learning. 

2. High power distance in knowledge sharing among students, ill51ructors and 

administrators were seen to be a barrier to the success ofVED. 

Instructors VS students 

The interviews of two instructors from different faculties showed that the 

teacher-centre approach was suitable for their students as RIPN students were 

at the tertiary level or under. This view was supported by the IT director who 

pointed out that instroctors felt their roles were threatened if they let sllldents 

learn through VED courses. To support this view, instructors also suggested 

that students preferred direct interaction with instructors rather than learning 

through VED alone. 

Instructors VS administrators 
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Instructors accepted their unequal role and the control of administrators. 

"11Jey look a/things from a d!fferent angle and if they don 'I like it, they will 
just leave it withal// any comments. lMtructors are used to receiving orders 
and follow the iMiructioM"(lnterviewce instructor RJPN). 

3. Perceived value of computer-based infonnntion. 

Although administrators 1111d instructors perceived that the VED was useful, they had 

an over loud of teaching and other responsibilities. They lucked the time to karn new 

technologies and could not reduce thcir workload. 

4. Infonnation culture. 

The intmviewee indicated that students lacked self-efficacy and found it hard to 

study VED courses without the support of a traditional classroom-based teaching. 

Further, udministmtors never used e-mRil to communicate 3lld under valued 

electronic use of Information. 

Coping strategies 

RIPN overcomes the above impediments as follow: 

• Providing students regularly with training 3lld compulsory courses 

• Changing instructors' and students' attitudes to accept teaching and \earning 

on VED. 

l> Changing students' attitudts 

Students were required to participate in a computer laboratory and were 

supported by using textbooks. Students were also provided manuals with step 

by step on-line courses. Following these, students could gain a better 

understanding and accepted learning with VED. 

l> Changing instructors' attitudes 

Teaching and learning on VED was designed as a mix of on-line and 

classroom-based learning. The !IDS centre provided digital content and on

line exercises or exams, following instructors' requests Wid submitting them 

to instructors through paper reports. 
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• Motivating and encouraging instructors to use ICT and produce VED courses. 

For example, using YEO will give relief from a normal teaching workload, 

l!lld staff will be given credit l!lld rewards for developing on-line units. 

Evaluating the Su~ceu of VED 

Using a 1-S point scale for evaluating the success, three administrators: RIPN vice 

president, the IT director and the manager ofVED company weighed the qunlity of 

VED higher thl!ll instructors (mellll- 3.6, 2.7), and productivity nearly the same 

(mean= 3.3, 3}. However, they oil perceived VEDas useful and accepted that it 

could be used as a supplement in educational services. This will be discussed is 

greater detail in the next chapter. 

5.2.2 Rajabhat Institute Suan Dusil 

Ba~kground 

Rnjbhat Suan Dusit (RISD) is located in the centre of Bangkok, Thnilnnd. As 

mentioned, it originated from n Teacher-Trnining School in 1933 and WIIS then 

transformed into a Teachers' College in 1940. In 1992, King Rama IX named this 

Teacher's College as" Rajabhat Institute Suan Dusit" (RJSD) which cutTCnlly offers 

mllliY courses in five faculties" Education, Science nnd Technology, Humanity and 

Sociol Science, Mnnagcment Science, and Art and lndustriol Science. 

RISD has 47,744 students (data at 24/05102) undertaking study in full-time and 

weekend-classes at both the graduate nno.i postgraduate levels. The institute provides 

education through 8 centres in Bangkok and 12 centres across Thailand. The network 

system links every centre to the main centre using fibre optic and wireless zones in 

some nrcns for Internet usage. The location of20 centres nrc shown in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3 Location map of Rajabbat Suan Dusit centres ( 8 centres in Bangkok 

and 12 centres across Thailand. 

VED goals 

Because of the large number of students on the main campus and the other 20 

centres, it is necessary for RISD to provide educational services for students in 

different areas to achieve the equivalent quality of learning. To achieve the goals, 
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RISD integrated ICT to deliver VED courses to serve the increasing number of 

enrolled students. Course materials and information were available through a virtual 

library. RlSD students could access their materials on-line and interact with 

instructors anytime and anywhere. 

"Regarding the distance learning system that RJSD provide to a great m1mber of 
s1ude11ts across Thailand, the institute decided to use ICT to &!liver VED courses 
thra11gh Internet sa our enrolled students can access their lessons and infonnatian. 
111ere is no need for them w attend in cillSSI<Iom" (Interviewee Vice pre!!ident RISD). 

VED implementation 

RISD provides on-line edue<ltional services by using synchronous (videoconferencc) 

and asynchronous communication technologies (VED courses through Virtual 

library). The institute has managed educational services through two departments. 

The first is the Computer Centre, assuming responsibility for offering 

videoconferencing and training and providing instructors training courses for using 

Blackboard5 to create their VED courses and offering students various courses ;n 

using computers; and the Academic Resource Centre, providing database services 

and VED courses through a virtual library. This is summarised in Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.4 Edueational service and administrative grant chart 

VED courses were run on S()ftware named Blnckbo!lld5, an e-leaming software 

platform. It was used to deliver a cours!l management system, customizable 

institution-wide portals, on-line communities, and Web-based intt:grotion with 

administrative systems. 

The enrolled student~ including external and internal Clllllpuses could access VED 

courses by using their usernames and passwords to log onto the institute network 

through the vittual library WebPages, digital content and 10 on-line information 

services such as ABI Inform ful! text, Emerald Insight, etc. 

Table 5.2 shows the intetView data from administrators and instructors of RISD 

related to four main items: facilitators, inhibitors, coping strategies nnd evaluation of 

the success ofVED. 
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Table 5.2. The conceptually clustered matrix: Facilitators, Inhibitors, Coping strategies and Evaluating success of VED points of instructor and administrator views at RISD 
Facilitators Inhibitors Coping strategies 1-5 point scale evaluating success 

.... Resources- sufficient and advance ICT facilities Information culture- administrators and instructors in Quality Productivit Perception 
0 

(hire system) Technology and computer Science using ICT to -Training instructors to use Blackboard 

= 
y 

" Size of market- a great no of students communicate. The others don't use -Motivating instructor to use ICT by -<>ffering a :"S! 
"' Task interdependence- good cooperation (The degree of using ICT to communicate- somewhat low) remuneration and replacing teaching load 
~ 3.5 3.5 4 p... -Encouraging instructors to create VED courses 

.... Resources Knowledge sharing -Training 
-§ = sufficient computer laboratory -Teacher centre-students prefer direct interaction with 3.5 3.5 4 

" - well designed software (Blackboard) instructors .... 
.... i5 Task Interdependence- good cooperation . -Instructors feel their roles as lecturers is threatened. 
.8 t: Information culture- use ICT in unprofitable manner eg. chat. "' l;j 

:~ Resources- sufficient ICT facilities to serve on Knowledge sharing -Training 
demand Instructors VS students- Teacher centre-student prefer direct -Motivating instructors to accept VED 

""0 

< Task Interdtmendence- good cooperation interaction with instructors usefulness. 
.... Instructor VS administrators " = -high power distance- instructors usually accept orders " e without any comment 
" 1 Perceived value of computer-based information 3 3 4 

-Students and instructors lack confidence in using search 
t: tools ( Eng language problem) - -unfamiliar with using Blackboard 

Information culture- never used e-mail to communicate with Mean=3.3 Mean=3.3 Mean=4 
administrators( no opportunity to do) 

Resources- sufficient and advance ICT facilities Knowledge sharing 
;::: Student VS instructor- educational systems do not support .8 

c..> Task interdependence students to self-learning £ 
"' - supportive environment -Instructor VS administrator-dare not to express an idea 4 3 5 ..s - good cooperation. (The degree of using ICT to communicate- somewhat low) 

Resources Knowledge sharing 
=sufficient ICT facilities and supportive IT team Students VS instructors-teacher centre (difficult to use 2 2 1 

<;::! student centre) 
~ Task lnterdtmendence .Information culture 

~ - good cooperation. -unfamiliar with reading on computer screen 
.... -supportive environment -never used e-mail to communicate with administrators (no 
~ 

c ...... 

2 opportunity to do) 
t; (The degree of using ICT to communicate- somewhat low) 
c ...... 

Resources- sufficient ICT facilities to serve on Knowledge sharing -Training 
demand Instructors VS students- (Teacher centre)-student prefer direct -Motivating instructors to accept VED 4.5 4 5 
Task Interdtmendence interaction with instructors usefulness. 

«"> - good cooperation Instructor VS administrators .... 
-supportive environment -high power distance- accept and follow if it is a policy .8 

c..> Perceived value of computer-based information £ 
"' Instructors do not accept to use VED -lack of time- over load ..s teaching 

Information culture- never used e-mail to communicate with 
administrators (prefer face-to-face) Mean=3.5 Mean=3 Mean=3.7 
(The degree of using ICT to communicate- somewhat low) 
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Summary of rmdings 

Facilitators 

1. Resources 

According to administrators and instructors, the media richness are key technologicnl 

115pects to be considcred by VED facilitators. RISD decided to hire hardware from a 

private company to minimise problems dealing with a rapidly changing technology 

and insufficient setVices. In particular, the network was linked by using fibre optic 

and wireless zones in some areas to boost Internet usage. 

A sophisticated software package name BlackboardS was used to make course 

materials accessible anytime anywhere. The implementation was undertaken by the 

Academic Resource Centre while the training courses were organised by the 

Computer centre. 

2. Size of market 

RISD has a great munber of students who enrolled in both full-time and weeken,l

clnsses. It was not seen to he an important condition for RISD to extend the market 

size, 

3. Task interdependence 

Task interdependence was uccepted as an issue from the views of administrators and 

instructors. The view was held that RISD had good cooperation throughout the 

implementation and made the VEDa succes~. 

Inhibiton 

I. Computer literacy 

Computer literacy was seen to be the first issue to impact the effectiveness of 

learning on VED. To ottrnct the use ofVED, the instructors had to have o high level 

of competency to use Blackboard to crente course materials. Although RISD 

provided their instructors with training courses all the time, there were some that sUU 

had problems with using this software. 



2. Perceived value of computer-bw;ed information. 

The view WIIS held that instructors had inadequate time to learn new technologies and 

were overloaded with teaching. This is confirmed by interviews with the IT 

Implementer who stated that instructors were unfnmiliar with using Blackboard due 

to having classes in both full-time and weekend sessions. In addition, it was reported 

that students had problems with ti1c English language. 

3. Information culture 

The interviews showed that there were negative values and attitudes about 

information processing, publishing ll!ld communication. With respect to RISD 

information culture, only the administrative staff and IT/ IS instructors were keen to 

usc ICT to communicate but it was not popular for non-JTnS instructors in other 

faculties. The interviewee commented that the degree ofnsing ICT to communicate 

ww; •omewhat limited and none of them used e-mail to contact their administrators. 

Further, students were" unpr<J!itablc" in their usc oflCT, eg. Chat Rooms. 

4. Culture in knowledge sharing 

There was high power distance in knowledge sharing between students and 

instructms. This was considered as the fourth issue which impacted on the quality <Jf 

learning on VED. Students appeared more comfortable with learning in the 

traditional classroom-hosed npp.roach rather thll!l with individual interaction using 

!CT. 

This culture was found to impede the knowledge sharing between instructors and 

administrators. Two instructors ofRISD stated "/dare not express my ideas when it 

is opposite to tile administrator's view" and "I think we arc still1mder Merarchica/ 

systems which sometimes prevent us from presenting ideas or exchanging 

infarmatiml ". 

Coping strategies 

RISD overcomes the above inhibitors as follow: 

• Providing instructors and students training in using Blackboard and lCT t<J 

communicate and exchange information. 
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• Providing facilities to support teaching illld learning on VED such as personal 

computers for inslnlctors, computer laboratories, Internet wireless Zone, 

advanced software: Blackboard and data base information systems. 

• Motivating instructors of VED courses by offering remuneration and 

considering it as a part oftheir teaching load. 

Evaluating success ofVED 

Using a 1-5 point scale for evaluating the success, three administrators: the vice 

president, the IT/IS training director weighed equally the quality, productivity Wld 

perception of VED (3.5, 3.5 and 4). The Virtual Library Implementer weighed the 

quality and productivity of VED a little bit less thWl the vice president lllld IT/IS 

director (3 and 3). However, he perceived VEDas useful at the same score (4). 

Instructors diversely weighed the quality, productivity and perception of VED, two 

instructors were more likely to perceive VED as useful as it could improve the 

quality lllld productivity of learning. While one instructor weighed the quality, 

prcoductivity and perception ofVED lower than the others (2,2 and 1). The view was 

held that she had only been experienced for teaching one year and was 

uncomfortable with reading from a computer screen. This might present a physical 

barrier to her to perceive the usefulness ofVED. Comparative evaluation of success 

will be further discussed in Chapter 6. 

5.2.3 Rajabhat Institute Rojanagarindra 

Background 

Rajabhat Institute Rajanagilrindra (RIRC) is located in Chachoengsao province, 82 

kilometres from Bangkok, Thailand. It was developed from a Teacher-Training 

School in 1940 and then transformed into a Teachers' College in 1970. In 1992 King 

Ranu IX named this teachers college as Rajabhat Institute Chachoengsao. In J()gg 

The royal princess change its name to "Rajabhat Institute Rajllllagarindra" (RIRC) 

which has provided educational services across various disciplines including 

Education, Humanity Wld Social Science, Management Science, Science and 

Technology, and Industrial Technology. 
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RIRC has 13,026 students (data at 2003) undertaking study in full-time and 

weekend-classes at both graduate and postgraduate levels. Students cun leum in the 

main campus at the city of Chachoengsao and the Bangkla campus, which is 25 

kilometres from the city. The Institution network links together with fibre optic and 

has an effective router provided by Uni-Net (undertaken by The ministry of 

University Affair). This facilitates the institute by providing educational services 

through VED and Video Conference between the city and Bangkla campus. 

VED goals 

With emphasis moving towmds a learning society, the demand has accelemted for 

mass higher education in the east part of Thailand, apart from the Bangkok area. 

RIRC realised that providing better education service to meet these demands required 

a change from traditional classroom-based setting to a virtual delivery edwJation. 

This enabled R!RC to reduce costs in tcmJ of numbers ofleeturcrs. 

VED implementation 

This was obtained through three stages as follow: 1) educating and training 

instructors in !Cf; 2) developing the information technology systems; and 3) 

producing various courseware on-line. 

1) Educating and training 

RIRC focussed on human re.source development as the first priority. In this stage, 

17 instructors were encouraged to further their study in developing VED, and 8 

instructors and technicians had IT training at Edith Cowan University (ECU), 

Western Australia. 

2) Developing the ICT systems 

The institute realised that to provide a quality distance education required a high 

speed network so students could access information and on-line course material 

anytime and anywhere. RIRC had invested in Infonnation technology 

infrastructures such as telecommunication systems, a distance learning data base 
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system, the high speed network system with 2 Mbps for transferring data in the 

country and 256 Kbps for connecting to overseas and VED conference systems 

between the main and Bangkla campus. 

3) Jmp!ementingVED 

RIRC and Edith Cowan University (ECU) collaborated to provide a Knowledge 

Server System named Thai On-Line Automated Curriculum System (TOACS) 

for Thailand. TOACS is a software system provided by ECU free of charge. The 

system identified opportunities for the Rajabhnt Institutes in the provision of 

curricu\wn materials on a server network. The system facilitated the 

development of virtual course materials by the instructors and therefore 

minimised the use of specialist and technical staff. 



Table 5.3 The conceptually clustered matrix: Facilitators, Inhibitors, Coping strategies and Evaluating success of VED points of instructor and administrator views at RIRC 
Facilitators Inhibitors c . 15 oping strategies - , pomt sea e ev al uating success 

Quality Productivity Perception 
Resources Information culture- students lack self-efficacy. -Training instructors to 

<1) 

-sufficient ICT facilities for be able to teach on VED ... > 
0 ·.:::: 

~~ instructors (allocating budget) Knowledge sharing- students prefer the traditional classroom-based teaching (know what more than -Development ICT to 
2 2 2 ~ <1) -good software- TOACS (no knowhow) support teaching and ·-"' 

"' <1) cost) learning on VED <1) ... 

~! -human resource development 
Size of market- a great no of 
students 
Resources Computer literacy- Iustructors lack computer literacy. - Training instructors to ... 
-Human resource development Perceived values of computer-based information- Iustructors don't accept the use ofVED (less useTOACS 3 3 4 .8 

~ ... effective than traditional classroom-based teaching) 
"E .8 Knowledge sharing 
"§ C) 

Iustructor VS student ~ "'0 Q -Students prefer the traditional classroom-based teaching < 
t: Information culture 

-Students lack self-efficacy and do not extensively use ICT. 
-Iustructors prefer face-to-face interaction rather than use ICT to communicate. 

Task interdeoendence-Conflict between instructors in Science and Technology and others. 

... Resources Resources - Inadequate computers for students -Clearer project with 

E - sufficient ICT facilities for Computer literacy- Iustructors lack computer literacy. promoting and offering 2.5 2 2 
<1) instructors in Science and Perceived values of computer-based information- Instructors don't accept the use ofVED (less remuneration t: 5 
'a Technology. effective than traditional classroom-based teaching) because lack of time and over load teaching. - Replace teaching 

.§ - good software (TOACS) Information culture- students lack self efficacy and use ICT in unprofitable manner eg.chat hours. Mean=2.s Mean=2.3 Mean=2.6 

Resources- good network to Resources- inadequate ICT facilities for students Technical staff to 

- supportVED Com-lit- Iustructors lack computer literacy. support instructors ... Information culture l.Create WebPages 2 2 2 
~ - never nsed e-mail to communicate with administrators (administrators do not use) 2.Create digital contents 
~ Knowledge sharing 3.Graphic design .s Student VS instructor- teacher centre( difficult to use with tertiary students or under) 

(The degree of using ICT to communicate- somewhat low) 
Resources Com-lit- students have inadequate knowledge to use computer efficiency 
- sufficient ICT facilities for Knowledge sharing -Training and support a 

~ instructors Student VS instructor-teacher centre (difficult to use student centre) technical team 4 3 4 
... ... Task Interd~endence Iustructor VS administrator-lustructors accept unequal role-dare not express opposite ideas 
~ B 

C) 
- Moderate cooperation. Information culture-Students lack self-efficacy and use ICT in unprofitable manner. 

~ E 
"' - never used e-mail to communicate with administrators (administrators do not use) 

.s .s Perceived value of computer-based information-Instructors do not accept VED cause they have 
inadequate time to learn and have over load teaching(The degree of using ICT to communicate-
somewhat low) 

Resources- -Training 
-sufficient ICT facilities for Knowledge sharing -Motivating instructors 

"' instructors Instructor VS student- Teacher centre-students prefer direct interaction with instructors to accept VED 4 2 2 ... 
B - good software Iustructor VS administrator-instructors accept unequal role-accept and follow if it is a policy usefulness. C) 

E Task Interdependence Perceived value of computer-based information-Iustructors do not accept the use ofVED -lack of time -Supportive VED 
"' - Moderate cooperation and have over load teaching learning environments .s 

Information culture- never used e-mail to communicate with administrators (prefer face-to-face) cooperation with admin Mean=3.3 Mean=2.1 Mean=3.0 
(The degree of using ICT to communicate- somewhat low) more meeting 



Summary of fmdings 

Facilitators 

I. Sufficient resources were provided for instroctors from the RIRC budget with the 

software (TOACS) that the institute was granted from col\aborntion between RIRC 

and ECU for the purpose of providing improved on-line learning in Thailand. It was 

believed that the institutes could focus on human resource development, as it was a 

fundamental resource necessity for delivering a virtual education. 

2. The size of market was not seen as a signifiCWit factor as RIRC had a great 

number of students who enrolled both full-time and weekend-classes. 

Inhibitors 

Table 5.3. The conceptual clustered matrix shows that RIRC had 5 factors that 

inhibited their success on the implementation ofVED: 

1. Resources 

Although the institute provided sufficient ICT facilities for instructors to use, there 

were inadequate computer facilities for students to access VED. 

2. Computer literacy 

RIRC focussed on human resource development; therefore, the institute provided 

regular training via the Internet using TOACS. Nevertheless, inadequate computer 

literacy of instructors seemed to be an important issue that inhibited the success of 

VED implementation. 

"The majority of instructors do not have good computer literacy. 111a1 mokes it 
difficult to develop. Instructors who received training did no/ apply this /o bring 
abolll benefits" (Jntcrvicwcc IT director, RIRC). 

3. High power distance in knowledge sharing among students, instructors and 

administrators was seen to be another significant inhibitor. 



Instructors VS students 

The interview of two ndministrntors (the President and the IT Director) 

showed tha• student!; preferred the traditional classroom-based teaching (they 

want to know what rather than know how). 

"Students are nat enthusiastic enough to perceive and search information 
from the Internet. They prefer to be provided knowledge rather than learn or 
search by themselves" (lnten•iewee rr director, RlRC). 

'This culture was confinned by three instructors who had been teaching on 

TOACS. They pointed out that the teacher-centre was the appropriate 

approach in knowledge sharing because students were at the tertiary or lower 

level. 

Instructors VS administrators 

There was some high power distance between RJRC instructors and their 

administrators: the interview of two instructors showed that they accepted 

their unequal roles but dared not express an idea that was opposed to their 

administrator's view. 

4. Perceived value of computer-based infonnntion 

The interview of two administrators and two instructors showed that instructors 

accepted the use ofVED as less effective than traditional classroom-based teaching. 

They all pointed to tlucc issues for not using VED: students' inability to self-study, 

lack of time to learn new technologies, instructors had a teaching overload and other 

responsibilities. 

5. lnfonnation culture 

It was indicated by "Jrec administrntors and one instructor that students lacked self

efficacy and did not extensively use ICT to enhance their learning on VED. Not 

surprisingly, the culture to use ICT to communicate b:twcen instructors and 

administrators was really hard to find in RJRC as administrators never used it and 

instructors preferred face-to-face interaction rather than using ICT to communicate. 
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Coping Strategies 

RIRC overcomes the above barriers as follow: 

• Training instructms to be able to teach on VED by using TOACS. 

• Motivating staff by promoting the system and offering remuneration. 

• Allowing instructors to use their on-line lessons to replace their teaching 

loads. 

• Motivating instructors to accept VED usefulness by supporting a VED 

learning environment by providing a technical team to help them to create 

Web Pages, digital content, :md graphic design. 

• Organising more meetings to gain a better understanding of the institute 

tasks. 

Evaluating the Success ofVED 

Using a 1-5 point scale for evaluating the success, three administrators: the RIRC 

president, the IT!IS director, and tl1c IT Implementer weighed the quality, 

productivity wtd perceptiou ofVED quite low (mean 2.5, 2 and 2.6 respectively) as 

they were not s~tisfied wi!h the outcome of VED implementation. This was similar 

to the instructors who weighed the quality and productivity at low levels (mcan=3.3 

and 2.1). Their perceived the usefulness of VED was not high (mean"'3). In 

summary, the implementation of VED in RIRC has not yet been successful. The 

details will be discussed in the next chapter. 

5.:Z.4 Rajabhat Imtltutc Valayalongkom 

Background 

Rajabhat Institute Valayalongkom (RIPV) is located in Pathwnthani Province, 48 

kilometres from Bangkok, Thailand. Named after Prince Valailongkom, RIPV was 

established to be a TcacheT-Training School in 1932 and then transformed into a 

Teachers' College in 1970. In 1992 King Rama IX kindly muned the 36 Teachers' 

colleges Rajabhat Institute. Following the Rajabhat Institute Act 1995, the 

educntional services expanded to include Agricultural Technology, Humanity and 
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Social Science, Management Science, Industrial Technology Science !llld Science 

and Technology. 

Since its first intake of students in 1992, RIPV now bas more th!lll 17,000 students 

(data at 2003) undertaking study in full-time and weekend-classes at both graduate 

!llld postgraduate levels through three campuses. Students cnn Jearn in the main 

campus in Pnthumthani pmvince, Bangkok, or in Sakeaw province which is 268 

kilometres from the main campus. Regarding the remoteness of these campmes, 

RJPV bas not yet provided a network linking together all three campuses. Only the 

main campm in Pnthumthani has a network linked with fibre optic and has an 

effective router provided by Uni-Net (undertaken by the ministry of University 

Affairs). However, students in the other campuses cnn log onto the Internet and arc 

able to access on-line lessons provided by RIPV instructors. 

VEDgoab 

RIPV bas a commitment to offering educational services at least cost through 

advanced and sophisticated ICT on a large scale for delivering a qualitative VED. 

However, RIPV differs from the previous cases since the process is still developing. 

Although, the institute is not yet ready to implement VED, two virtual classrooms arc 

presently available. These ure www.krunoi.com. artd www.ripwlearning.com. Both 

virtual classrooms were developed by two instructors from faculty of Science and 

Technology. The goals of two virtual elussrooms are to provide approaches and 

methods of teaching and learning on VED that match the nature nnd background of 

RIPV students nod instructors. 

VED implementation 

The first virtual classrooms ncmed www.krunoi.com was designed and managed by 

an in.<tructor who bad a background in Information Technology. Inspired by the 

usefulness of a virtual classroom but concemed with an inadequate institute budget 

for buying e-lcaming software, he decided to create his own virtual classroom. At 

www.Jcrunoi.com, RIPV instructors could create their own virtual courses by using 

tools that were available on the WebPages. However, mostly virtual courses were 
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undertaken by the webmaster and students who enrolled in his courses were 

specifically allowed access to materials on-line. This is shown below: 
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The second VED www.ripwleaming.com. originated from the research project of an 

instructor from the Faculty of Science and Technology. The purpose of this VED 

was to provide the model for the institute asynchronous on-line learning. This 

supported instructors' ability to create course materials and utilities on-line. RIPV 

students who enrolled in each unit could access these materials and interact with 

instructors by using e-mail or discussion board via Intranets and Internet at any time 

and place. Surprisingly, most virtual courses were created by the webmaster. This is 

shown in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6 Virtual learning WebPages - www.ripwlearning.com 

The conceptually clustered matrix m Table 5.4 analyses the interview data of 

administrators and instructors of RIPV. It relates to four mam items: facilitators, 

inhibitors, coping strategies and evaluating the success of VED. The outcomes w 

each item were based on the interviews that adhere to the conceptual themes. 

These are shown below. 
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Table 5.4 The conceptually clustered matrix: Facilitators, Inhibitors, Coping strategies and Evaluating success of VED points of instructor and administrator views at RIPV 
F ilit t Inhib. C t t 1 5 . t I I tin ac a ors I tors opmg s ra egtes - porn sea e eva ua l2 success 

.... ·.;::: Resources Computer literacy- Instructors lack computer literacy. Quality Productivity Percepti 
0 "' -sufficient hardware -buying from Perceived values of computer-ba~ed information- Instructors don't accept the use of -Training instructors to be able to on C11 the institute budget VED (less effective than traditional classroom-based teaching) teach on VED "' "' :9 ~ Students don't realise the important ofleaming on VED -Motivate instructors to teach on 
~ ~ 2 4 
~~ Size of market- a great no of The degree of using ICT to communicate- somewhat low VED 3 

students 
Computer literacy - Instructors lack computer literacy. 

Resources Perceived values of computer-based information- Instructors don't accept the use of -Training and motivateing 3 3 4 .... 
.8 -sufficient hardware -buying from VED (less effective than traditional classroom-based teaching) instructors to realise the 
u 

the institute budget Task interdtmendence-lack of supportive environment- the institute is at a remote usefulness and be able to teach on .... "' .8 ·= 
~ 

Cl location. VED 
t: Information culture- students prefer face-to face rather than use ICT to communicate 

:~ with others. 
'0 The degree of using ICT to communicate- somewhat low 
< Resources Resource 

- sufficient ICT facilities Software- No unique software (underdeveloping) -Clearer project with promoting 
.... Humanware- inadequate IT staff ( IT staff have no time to develop tools for VED cause and offering remuneration 
~ 
"' of undertaking other responsibilities. -Teaching load replacement. 
s Perceived values of computer-based information 
~ 

.§ Students_ don't accept to use ICT in searching information because lack of influence in 
Eng. N/A N/A N/A 

t: Information culture- students and instructors prefer face-to face rather than use ICT to 
communicate with others. Mean=3 Mean=2.5 Mean=4 
The degree of using ICT to communicate- somewhat low 
Resources- no unique software as it is costly and administrators don't see as a priority to Technical staff to support 

Resources- Sufficient ICT to invest. instructors 
support VED learning Information culture-Instructors and students prefer face-to-face interaction rather than l.Create WebPages - use ICT to communicate. 2.Create digital contents 4 4 4 .... 

-Students do not fully utilise ICT 3.Graphic design .8 
u 

Task interdependence- no clear project and commitment to develop and using available B 
"' software. 

..El Knowledge sharing 
-Instructor VS administrator- considering the administrator' s personality before 
expressing opposite ideas. 

.... (The degree of using ICT to communicate- somewhat low) .8 
u Resources- no unique software as it is costly and administrator don't see as a priority to I Establishing the training centre 
~ Resources invest. to take responsibilities for 4 3 4 
..El - sufficient ICT facilities Knowledge sharing providing training with a suitable 

Student VS instructor software. 

<;::J -teacher centre as students still depend on instructors Instructor VS administrator 
.8 -Instructor obligate to administrator's decision. 2.Administrators should perceive 
u 

-the institute has an hierarchy in line management value of ICT usage. B 
"' Information culture 3. Create a supportive 

..El - never used e-mail to communicate with administrators (administrators do not use) environment (organise training 
Perceived value of computer-based information courses and remuneration). 
-Instructors do not accept that VED be able to replace the traditional classroom-based 
teaching. 
(The degree of using ICT to communicate- somewhat low) Mean=4 Mean=3.5 Mean=4 
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Summary of findings 

Facilitators 

I. Resources 

The interview of three administrators and two instructors showed that there were two 

facilitators: !CT facilities and size of market that influenced the effectiveness of 

VED. Reganling the first facilitator, computer laboratories, Internet access, a 

bnndwidth and better delivery platform were sufficiently provided to make VED 

feasible by using the institute budget. 

With respect to the ~ I facilitator, RlPV had a constant demand from students 

who enrolled both in full-time and week-end classes. It appeared to be worthwhile 

for the institute to usc technology since standards were revised to fadl\!ate 

compatibility and useability ofVED products. 

Jnbiljtors 

Six issues had a strong impact on whether or not the VED implementation would be 

successful. These were 

I. Resources 

Although RIPV invested a large amount of ICT facilities, the institute did not 

implement special softwar~ or a high quality VED product and service, as it was 

costly. !t is possible that the institute could authorise IT staff to design the VED 

software or tools that would be suitable, flexible and easily used. In nny case, it was 

still under development as IT staff did not see this commitment as a priority. 

"VED sof/ll'are is being de••e/oped to be more Stlitable and flexible sa that it can be 
easily ttsed. The tool developed will focilitale instructors to design VED cotlrses in 
addition to the set frameworks. The obstacles arc no enough staff, we hove to take 
care of other projects and Jwve a limiled time to develop the tool" (/nten•icwee IT 
Implementer. RJPV). 

"At the present/he institute has a VED available a/ Wllw.knmoi.com de1'Cloped by 
an instructor in the department of Computer Science" (Jmcn•iewee IT director, 
RIPV). 
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2. Computer literacy 

Computer literacy was seen to be the second issue to impact on whether the VED 

implementation would be succc~sful or not. Most instructors of RIPV lacked skill 

and knowledge in computer usage. The vice president and 1T director reported that 

although the institute provided regular training on how to put course materials on

line, the majority of instructors still lacked skills and motivation to develop their 

materials, and only a small number of them had npplied what they had learned in 

their training. 

3. High power distance in knowledge sharing 

Instructor VS Stndeat 

The interview of an instructor who used VEDas a tool to provide their digital 

materials showed that teacher centre was suitable to use as students still 

depended on instructors. 

Instructor VS Administrator 

Instructors were more likely to accept their role ns a subordinate. 

"1 consider the administrator's pers011a/ity before 1 express an apposite idea 
to them" and ·· The instiwte has an hierarchy in a line management, it is 
really hard to express an idea opposite to tilem. Thus we are normally 
obUgated Ia follow administrator's decisions" (Inturviewee instructors, 
RJPV}. 

4. Perceived value of computer-based inlimnntion 

The interview indicated that instructors and students did not accept the use ofVED 

as they estimated that this was Jess effective than the traditional classroom-based 

learning. Also, the students were too low in English fluency. 

"The problem in management facilities to provide an effective VED is about the 
lmlg11age. Students are notjliiCnt in English "(lntervic>.,.ee IT Implementer, RIPV). 

5. Infnnnation Culture 

The interview indic:Jted that instru~tors and students did not fully utilise ICT 

facilities such as e-mail or discussion bonn!, because they preferred face-to-face 
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interaction rather than using ICT facilities to communicate with others. In addition, 

the interview of an instructor showed that the administrntors were unlikely to use 

ICT to communicate with instructors. 

6. Task interdependence 

The interview held that there wns no supportive environment for students to learn 

through VEDas the institute wns in a remote area. 

"The institute has more thon 600 computers in service and there are labaratorlcs 
sufficient for students. I11e problem is the campus is qrlitefar away from the city 011d 

closed at 6 pm. As a result. students have no oppartunitics to use it" (Interviewee IT 
Director, RIPV). 

Furthermore, the interview with instructors found that the project to develop and use 

available software had not yet been cleared. 

Coping strntcgies 

RIPV overcomes the above impediments as follows: 

• Providing training to instructors to be able to use the utilities on available 

VEDs particularly www.krunoi.oom 

• Motivating instructors to realise the usefulness of VED by promoting and 

offering remuneration. 

• Supporting instructors a technical team to create WebPages, digital content 

and graphic designs. 

• Establishing the centre to take responsibilities for providing training on 

suitable software. 

• Creating a rornmitment in administrative and instructor groups to provide an 

effective VED. 

Evaluating the Success ofVED 

Using a 1-5 point scale for the evaluation of success, three administrators: the RIPV 

vice president, the IT director, and the IT Implementer weighed the quality and 
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productivity ofVED lower (mean"' 3 and 2.5) when compared to the two instnJctors 

who had used VED to facilitate their teaching ( mean "' 4 and 3.5). Nevertheless, 

they all perceived VEDas useful. This will be discussed further in the next chapter. 

5.3 SUMMARY OF CASE STUDIES 

The facilit&tors, inhibitors and the coping strategies of VED implementation were 

explained in individually conceptually clustered mntrill.. The Content-Analytic 

Summary Table was used to examine the similruity and difference of our findings 

(Miles and Huberman, 1994). The purpose of this analysis is to determine how much 

of the various cases shared similar characteristics. The tactics used were: making 

contrast; comparisons; and counting from the original matrill. in each case and 

generating a meta matrill. incorporating the reduced data (Miles and Huberman, 

1994). The meta mal!h of facilitators, inhibitors and coping strategies of the VED 

implementing environment in four Rajabhat Institutes is shown in Table 5.5. 
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Table 5.5 The Content-Analytic Summary Table of the four Rajabhat Institutes. 

RIPN RISD RIRC RIPV 

Resources-sufficient and advance ICT Resources-sufficient and advance ICT facilities(hire Resource- sufficient ICT facilities for Resource- sufficient ICT facilities for 
., facilities( outsourcing) ( 4) system) (6) instructors( 5), good software (TOACS) (3) and instructors( 5) .. Size of market- a great no of students (1) -well design software (Blackboard) (1) human resource development (2) Size of market- a great no of students (1) .s 
.5 Task interdependence- cooperation ( 5) and Size of market- a great no of students (1) Size of market- a great no of students (1) 
== supportive environment ( 1) Task interdependence- cooperation ( 6) and Task interdependence- Moderate cooperation (2) ·;:: 
"' supportive environment (3) "" 

Com-lit- Students lack computer literacy(3) Info-culture-Students use ICT in unprofitable Com-lit- Instructors and students lack computer Resources-No unique software and 
Info-culture-Students lack self-efficacy. manner( I) literacy(3) insufficient IT staff (3) 
Admin and instructors- somewhat low in using Admin and instructors- somewhat low in using ICT Info-culture Com-lit- Instructors lack computer literacy 
ICT to communicate (3) to communicate ( 4) -Students lack self-efficacy ( 4) and use I CT in (2) 
Perceived com- Instructors do not accept VED Perceived com- Instructors do not accept VED (Eng unprofitable manner(2) Info-culture 
(inability to reduce work loads (2) and inadequate barriers to searching information ( 1) and inadequate Admin and instructors- somewhat low in using -Students and instructors prefer face-to-face 
time to learn (2) time to learn new technologies ex. overload teaching ICT to communicate (4) ex. prefer face-to-face rather than use ICT to communicate (3) ., 

(1) Perceived com- Instructors do not accept Admin and instructors- somewhat low in .. .s Culture in knowledge sharing Culture in knowledge sharing VED(inadequate time to learn and over load using ICT to communicate(5) :E :a Student VS instructor- Teacher centre Student VS instructor- Teacher centre(5) teaching ( 4)) Perceived com- Instructors do not accept 
.s (student prefer direct interaction (3) and (student prefer direct interaction (3), instructors feel Culture in knowledge sharing VED(less effective than the traditional 

instructors feel their roles as lecturers is their roles as lecturers is threatened ( 1) and the Student VS instructor- Teacher centre classroom(3)) 
threatened ( 1) educational system do not support ( 1) (student prefer direct interaction (5) and be Culture in knowledge sharing 
Admin VS instructor- instructors accept unequal Admin VS instructor- instructors accept unequal difficult to use with tertiary students or under( 1) Student VS instructor- Teacher 
role (2) role (3) Admin VS instructor- instructors accept unequal centre( student prefer direct interaction ( 1)) 

role (2) Admin VS instructor- instructors accept 
unequal role ( 1) and consider 
administrator's personality ( 1) 

., -Training (4) -Training (4) -Training (4) -Training (3) 
-~ -Supporting facilities( I) -Motivating instructors (3) -offer a remuneration -Creating a supportive environment ex. -Motivating instructors (3) -offer a 
~ -Changing instructor's attitude by designing a and replace teaching loads. development ICT to support teaching and remuneration and replace teaching loads 
"' ..:: mixed VED (1) learning on VED (I) and providing a technical -Creating a supportive environment ex 
"-' -Motivating instructors -using a reward system staff(3) provide a technical staff (2) bl) 

= (4) -Motivating instructors ( 1 )-offer a remuneration ·a 
= and replace teaching loads u 

-Increasing a cooperation 
evaluating 
success 
Quality 3.1 3.5 2.9 3.5 
Productivity 3.1 3.2 2.2 3 
Perception 4 3.5 2.8 4 

Note: Each item represents a factor (facilitator, inhibitor or coping strategy) affecting the VED implementation of one interviewee. Factors affecting more than one have numbers appended. 
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Table 5.5 showed the facilitators, inhibitors and coping strntegy in each of the 

research sites. 

Facilitators 

This study found that in the majority ofRnjnbhatlnstitutCE, resources, size of market 

and task interdependence are the dominant facilitators for the success ofVEDs. Most 

intetviewees indicated that sufficient hardware, sophisticated VED software and 

human development projects cnhUIJced the effectiveness of learning on VED. They 

also claimed that having a larger number of students would levernge their budgets. In 

this way the institutes wonld be able to provide better educational services by using 

ICT facilities. The study also provides evidence that members had a commitment and 

a high level of cooperation in implementing VED. However, one Rajabbat Institute 

bad some conflict between instructors who had more experience in ICT fields 

(teaching in JCT courses) than those who did nc·t. Nevertheless, the level of 

cooperation in VED implementation was still considerable. 

Inhibitors 

There were several issues that emerged from the case studies that were seen as 

inhibitors of the success of VEDs. The first of tbCEe was the fact that a lack of 

computer literacy by students and instructors decreased the effectiveness ofleaming 

on VEDs. The second issue was that the majority of students had low levels of self

efficacy. The case studies provided evidence that they did not use the information 

systems to facilitate their knowledge creation, for example, they did not spend time 

on Chat and were unable to carry out searches due to their low level of English 

fluency. Further, administrators and instructors in four Rajabhat Institutes were 

somewhat low in using ICT to communicate with others, preferring facc-to·face 

interaction rather than using e-mnil or even chat rooms. The third issue was the 

instructors' low perception of the value of computer-based infonnation. It is 

probably not too surprising th3t most instructors in all cases believed that the use of 

VED was less effective tl11m the traditional classroom. This was due to high teaching 

loads and other responsibilities so they had inadequate time to learn new 

technologies. 
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1bree aspects of culture in knowledge sharing were found as barriers to the 

successful implementation of VED. First, the interviewees commented that Thai 

students had high uncertainty avoidWJce. They were polite and accepting of what 

instructors said. Not surprising then that the teacher-centre was the appropriat!l 

approach for Thai students, particularly as they were in tertiary or lower level. 

Instructors felt that their roles as lecturt:rs were threatened if the students had self

learning through VED courses. The second cultural barrier to knowledge sharing was 

high power distance. It was discovered in three case studies that instructors accepted 

a hierarchical authority system with an emphasis on status differentiation and 

unequal power distribution. Hence, they dared not express ideas that opposed the 

administrator's views. All they did was receive orders and follow the instructions 

without any comment. One interviewee reported that before cxpres&ing any ideas lie 

needed to consider the administrators' personalities liS to whether they were willing 

to listen or not. 

Lastly, the results indicated that the level of collectivism in Thai students wiiS high as 

they prefen·ed to study in classroom-based teaching rather than study individually. 

They were more likely to participate in-group with their friends and to have direct 

interaction with their instructors. 

Coping strategies 

The case studies provided evidence that the strategies used to overcome the problems 

in VED implementation were training, changing instructors' attitude and motivating 

instructors by offering remunerntion and replacing teaching loads. Additionally, a 

supportive environment should be created by providing technical staff, increasing 

cooperation, and developing ICT fucilities to support teaching and learning on VED. 

Evaluating success 

In the last phase, the success of VED in each case is evaluated. Essentially this 

consists of indicating administrators' and instructors' satisfaction with the results of 

VED implementation in their Rajabhat Institutes. Decision criteria (nt 1-5 point 

scales) responses for the evaluation ranged from 2.9 to 3.5 in improving quality of 
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learning, 2.2 to 3.2 in productivity of learning and 2.8 to 4 in the perception of its 

usefulness. The way in which four Rajabhat InstitutCE differed in their level of 

succCEs can provide insight into how they implemented VEDs. The following table 

provides criticnl points where the four Rajabhat InstitutCE varied in their reasons for 

implementing VEDs. 

Table 5.6 Critical issues for VED implementations in four Rajabhat Institutes 

rueN .,, ruRC .,, 
Outsourcing VED learning service Tcchnologiell Technologios VED none 

and skills npplicotion 

ICT roadincss high high low middle 

Skills high high middle middle 

Ongoing plans ond strategies high high low low 

Membcfs commitment high high low low 

Supporting environment bigb high low low 

Stage of implementation dcploy deploy ini~ate design 

The summ(ll)' in Table 5.6 5hows that RIPN was the most success in implem~ting 

VED following with RISD as the second ranked. This was supported by the 

evaluation scores of improved quality, productivity and perception of VED of 

administrators, IT staff, and instructors of RIPN and RISD at satisfactory levels. 

RIPV was in the process of creating a plan to design a unique VED application. 

However, RIPV had two WebPages for providing virtual learning and obtained 

satisfactory ranking from their member's assessments. The least success was RIRC 

with regard to its initiation stage. Although, VED application (TOACS) ofRIRC was 

outsourced from ECU, it appeared that they bad not yet developed strategies to 

deploy this application such as ongoing training, 11 tcchnicnl team who support 

instructors creating material contents and/or supportive VED learning environments. 

This phase will be discussed by comparison with the student's assessment in Chapter 

6. 
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5.4SUMMARY 

This study shows the differences rutd similarities in implementing VED in four 

Rajabhnt Institut¢S. The view was held that administrators in four Rajabhat realised 

that to provide educational service to a great number of students needed emergent 

VED. Not surprisingly, they all invested a large amount of money in developing 

resources such as computer laboratories, bandwidth and on·line applications which 

they expected could help them to facilitate their successful VEDs. It appeared that 

some of them focused on the technology implementation and neglected other factors 

specific to culture nnd instructor's perception. The study also points out the 

importance ofstrategies in implementing VEDas a key success. 

The quality, productivity and perception of VED in RIPN, RISD and RIPV were 

evnluated overall at satisfactory levels although different strategies had been used. In 

order to provide better services, RIPN selected to outsource to 1111 e-leaming 

company and motivated imtructors to usc VED by offering rcmunemtion. RISD 

established the IT centre and Virtual library assisting with rrns and tcchnicnl 

support such ns help desk, multimedia services nnd content development team. 

The main finding was thai RISD administrators act as role models in using ICT to 

share information nnd knowledge. This could be justified as a key success in 

implementing VED as a successful collaboration learning environment. RIPV had 

not yet implemented the unique VED however, two WebPoges with various on-line 

subj~cts designed by IT instructors were available for students to have self-paced 

learning. 

RIRC found that administrators, IT stuff nnd instructors accepted that VED 

implementation in their institute had not been yet successful as the evaluation ranged 

in the lowest score. The main finding resulting from this study is that RIRC lacks any 

strategy to implement VED as a success. Although, their on-line application was 

outsourced, only the softw11re and initial training were obtained from ECU. Further, 

most of instructors had little experience in using ICT and still believed that VED was 

not suited for their students. Tills confirmed the need to develop strategies specific 
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to the cultural context of the institute in order to achieve successful implementation n 

VED. The implications nrising from the key findings of the study wi!J be discussed in 

tl1e next chapter. 
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CHAPTER6 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Titis chapter discusses the conclusions and implications resulting from the analysis of 

data presented in chapter four and five. In section 6.2 the finding from each research 

question is examined using a comparison of the quantitative and qunlitative findings. 

Then the results are discussed within the context of the research in this study and in 

reference to the previous studio1s outlined in Chapter 2. The qualitative findings 

along with the insights of the case studies nre explored in section 6.3. In the next 

section, the researcher focuses on the strategies of the case studies used to analyse 

the problems posed in the study. Then the implications arising from the key findings 

of the study are presented, as well as a strategic framework for incorporating Thai 

culture. Finally, the limitations of the research and the implicatio:~s of this study for 

further research are discussed in section 6.5. 

6.2 DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

The research questions examined in this study were: 

I. What are the factors influencing effective implementation of VEDs in 

Thailand? 

2. How do these factors facilitate or inhibit successful implementation? 

3. How can these be incoiJlOTnted into strategies for implementation in the 

oontext ofThai culture? 

Research question I and 2 were investigated through the use of a quantitative survey 

(Chapter 4) and interviews (Chapter 5). These are further discussed in this section. 

Research question 3 is then discussed after some emerging issues from the study are 

examined. 

The results of the survey obtained from the students who were studying VED courses 

in four Rajabhat Institutes showed several factors influencing the success of VEDs. 

These factors are: resources; perceived value of computer-based information; 

information culture; and culture in knowledge sharing including high power distance, 

high uncertainty avoidance and collectivism. In addition, the study examined the 
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impact that perceived value of computer-bnsed information and information culture 

had on student perception oflearning on VEDs. 

Further, the study explored whether thC:Se factors influenced quality, productivity, 

and perception of learning on VEDs from the administrators' and instructors' points 

of view in the same four Rajabhat Institutes. The results from the interview data 

found that resources and task interdependence are the dominant facilitators however, 

computer literacy, perceived value of computer based-information, information 

culture and culture in knowledge sharing seem to be the inhibitors of its success. 

The comparisons of what the study found from the questionnaire survey and 

interviews are summarised in Table 6.1 

Table 6.1 Tbe comparison oft"mdlngs from questionnaire survey and 
interview data. 

QuoUty and Produc~vity and Pcroep!lon of Lcorning to VED 

FaciUtntcllDhlblt 
Factors 

Student Admloiltrator & 
instructors 

T<t<hnotoglcot de!crmini<m 
Rewun:es Facilitate Fociliuue 

Sodnl-nsycbologlcol opproocb 
Computer Uterncy No influence Inhibit 

Perceived volue of compu!Or-based 
information Facilitate lnlubit 

Size of market WA No influence 

l!uman relotion •!!Pfonffi 
Task interdependence WA FociUtate 

Culture context 
Information culture Focilitntc Inhibit 

Cultuml ospects in knowledge sharing . High power distance Inllibit Inhibit 

. High uncertainly avoidiiiic~ FaoiliiAtc Inlubit 

• Collectivism Facilitate Inhibit 
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The overview of results from Table 6.1 shows that there were some conflicts 

between student Wld the instructor/administrator group over factors that facilitated 

and inhibited the effectiveness of quality, productivity and the perception of VED. 

From the survey with students, resources, perccivcd valu.~ of computer-based 

infonnation, infonnation culture, high uncertainty avoidar,ce and collectivism 

facilitated the quality and productivity of their learning on VEU. This is contrary to 

the intenrlcw results obtained from the administrators, IT and inst.-.:!<:tor:s, which 

show that resources and task interdependence were the only two fucilitator:s. 

However, it was found that high power distance wus accepted as a significant 

inhibitor to improve the quality and productivity of learning in VED by both groups. 

The survey results show that perceived value of computer- based infonnntion and 

infonnation culture facilitated the perception of learning on VED wlule the interview 

results indicated these as inhibitors. The following sections discuss these findings 

from Table 6.1, beginning with a discussion of the findings in regard to technological 

detenninism. 

6.2.1 Technological Determinism 

The results from both the survey and interviews show that resources, including 

computer laboratories, network biUldwidth, online application and implementation 

skills of the application, are important determinants of the effectiveness of VEDs. 

These findings confinn other research that suggests the quality and reliability of 

technology can support collaborative learning on asynchronous and synchronous 

communication technologies (Seng and Al-Hawamdeh 2001; Haghirian 2002). The 

view was held that the efficiency and effectiveness of the system design and 

implementation arc the dominant facilitators. This concerns not only technologies 

that enhance the successful VED, but also the way that VEDs are implemented and 

serviced (Mowshowitz 1997). 
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6.2.2. Social Psychological Approach 

This approach is classified under two headings: the computer literacy of students and 

instructors, and thcirperceivOO value of computer-based infonnation. 

Computer literacy 

The results of the questionnaire survey showed that students' capability of using the 

computer and ICT neither facilitated nor inhibited the effectiveness of learning on 

VEDs. This perception differs from the interview results which showed that students 

in the first year had little experience in using cmbputers to perfonn basic tasks. 

However, the students surveyed were mainly in year 2 or 3 and had alreudy 

completed a computer-training course. It has been suggested by Fenske (1998) that 

students must have basic computer skills, including an understanding of hardware 

components and software programs and the ability to usc telecommunication 

software (eg. E-mail and discussion boards) so they can operate and usc a computer 

to facilitate their learning on VEDs. This is also confinned by Winter et al. (1997), if 

studCIIts have both basic and advanced knowledge of computers, they can then apply 

their knowledge to enhance their learning. 

Further, the view was held that most instructors in two of the Rajabaht Institutes 

(RIRC and RIPV} also had inadequate computer literacy. Teaching on-line was a 

new instructionol implemcntotion for them and they hod little experience to design or 

run interactive VED courses. This is obviously seen to be an important inhibitor to 

provide an effcrtive learning in VED in which the instructor must have a good 

control of the technology and is able to pcrfonn basic troubleshooting tasks and 

present an interactive teaching style (Valery and Lord, 2000). 

This result of the study is important for pmctical reasons since effcrtive learning on 

VED is the aim of Rajabhat Institutes. In a VED environment, students often feel 

isolated since they have no direct interaction with the instructor (Volery and Lord, 

2000). For this to work, students need to have good time management, sclf~disciplinc 

and computer skills in order to master applicntiow such liS e-mail and digital 

presentation and communication to enhance their learning in VEDs {Volery and 

Loard, 2000; Haghirain, 2002). In order to increase students' computer skills and 

competency well-p!!llllled and ongoing lnlining including the support of lCT tools 
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such as computer laboratories, network accessibility, Internet availability are 

essential for institute administration support to VED. Students who ore comfortable 

with computers will adopt and use it effectively (Jarvenpaa and Staples, 2000). 

In order to increase instructors' computer skills and competency effectively a design 

instructor to assist the development of VED courses and ongoing training must be 

identified and committed to the institute schedule at an early stage (VolCI)' and Lord, 

2000). Further, universities integration of computers with daily work is required to 

sustain instructorn' computer usage (Jarvenpaa and Staples, 2000). 

Perceived value of computer-based information 

The survey results showed that students' perceived value of computer-based 

infonnation was a significant infloence on the quality and productivity of learning on 

VEDs. Previous research (LilTSon and Bruning, 1996; McCollum, 1997; Jarvenpaa 

and Staples, 2000) concluded that if students realised that ICT provide them with 

benefits, such as accuracy, and desirable and up to-date information, their abilities to 

assimilate and use infonnation to enhance knowledge creation would be increased. 

However, the interview data showed that most instructors did not perceive computer

based information as valuable. They did not accept that VED would provide students 

with an enhanced learning environment. There W!ll'll four reasons that instructors did 

not accept that VED was more effective than a traditional classroom-based learning: 

I) inability to reduce teaching hours; 2) hmguage barriers especially for students in 

understanding information in the English language; 3) time inadequacy to learn new 

technologies; and 4) having an overload of teaching hours. 

6,2.3. Size of Markel 

In the survey the research~r did not investigate the size of market as an independent 

variable because it was not a student issue. However, size of market was examined in 

the interviews with administrators who had responsibilities to incrense and maintnin 

a significant number of enrolled students. The results showed that all Rajabhat 

Institutes hnd large numbers of students who enrolled in both full-time and weekend

classes and administrators did not deem it important for them to extend the market 
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size in order to gain more profit. Their concern was how !he institutes could c:~:tend 

educational services to all of !heir students. 

6.2.4. Human Relations Approach 

In the survey the researcher also did not investigate task interdependence as an 

independent variable. This was obtained from the interviews with administrators and 

instructors in the four Rajubhat Institutes. The agreement and cooperotion of 

members in tl1e organisation was seen as a requirement for providing an effective 

VED {Culver ct al., 2001; Haghirian, 2002). The study found that RIPN and RISD 

had better perfonmmee in cooperation in providing VED than RIRC and RlPV. The 

in-depth interviews with IT/IS managers and instructors showed that leadership 

played a vital role in motivation and encouragement. Thus, there was a high degree 

of agreement and cooperation among members in these institutions. However, the 

study found that there wus no unique on-line application fur providing VED in RIPV 

and that there were conflicts between ITIIS and non-IT/IS instructors in RIRC. 

Therefore, the view was held that there was less cooperation in order to usc VED in 

these institutes. It is also noted that there was a Jack of a supportive environment for 

teaching in VED us there was no incentive for using VED. 

6.2.5 Cultural Context 

Culture a~pects of participants in knowledge sharillg 

• High power distance 

The survey results showed that there was high power distance between 

instructors and stud-ents which was a significant inhibitor to knowledge 

sharing in VED environments. This was confirmed in the interviews, 

indicating that usc of a teacher centred approach was accepted as the 

favourite learning style among Thai students. Previous research {Komin, 

1990; Mckenna, 1995; Rohitrntuna, 1998; Hofstede, 2001) confirmed that 

Thai people accepted a hierarchical authority system with emphasis on status 

differentiation and unequal power distribution. In a high power distance 

society, students nonnally !>:eat their instructors with respect since they prefer 
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to have hilmlonious relationships (Vance et al., 1992; Triandis, 1995). 

Therefore, the direction and control of instructors was accepted by students in 

all case studies. 

This stu.dy 11lso provided empirical evidences in three case stu.dies that 

instructors accepted a hierarchical authority system. The view was held that 

most instructors dared not usc iL"T to express ideas that <"pposcd the views of 

administration. All they did was receive orders and follow commands without 

any comments. The results of this research thus support the inference that 

high power distance in organisations inhibits knowledge-shElling perfonnancc 

in most organisations (Shore and Venkatachnlwn, 1996; Davenport and 

Pruzak, 1998; Erich and Williams, 1998; Jarvenpan and Staples, 2000). 

Particularly in Thai hieriU'chical organisations, such as Rnjabhat Institutes in 

which workers are government officers, there is a tendency to preserve good 

relationships with those who are in higher positions {Rohitratana, 1998). Thai 

iustructors usually show respect and feel obliged to their administratorn, 

similar to a father figure in their family. They believe that to reciprocate'' 

Bhun khun" (the administrator's help or kindness) is an obligation they have 

(Komin, 1990; MaK.enna, 1995). 

o Uncertainty avoidance 

The survey results showed that high uncertainty avoidance in a VED learning 

environment was a significant factor that facilitated the success ofVED. This 

inr.licated that students believed that learning based on precise and detailed 

instructions could enhance their success in VED learning environment. 

However, this is contrary to the theoretical views that to achieve success in 

VED, students musL have the ability to self-learn and know what to learn , 

how to learn and develop their collaborative skilis in knowledge sharing by 

using ICT to enhWJce their knowledge creation (Volcry Wid Lord, 2000; Seng 

and AI-Hnwwndeh, 201}]; Haghirian, 201}2). In this learning environment, the 

instructors need to assist WJd motivate students to an active participation !eve! 

rather thWJ perform as information broadcasters. This is confirmed with the 

instructors' views which show that for the majority of students in tertiary 

education, precise and detailed instructions were their favourite structured 
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learning situation. Students were much more familiar and comfortable with 

this type of learning style ns they expected their instructors to he the experts 

who had Ei!l the answers {Abdon and Rabb, 2001; Hofstede, 2001). The study 

also confirmed that Thai students were polite and accepting of what 

instroctors snid. Not SU!]lrising!y then that a learning style directly controlled 

by an instroctor wns more acceptable rather than a self paced learning style. 

In this learning environment, they normally kept their suspicions to 

themseivrs and maintained a peaceful situation as they " Kreng jai" (were 

reluctant to b.;, the cause of discomfort of the feelings of others) {Rohitratann, 

1998). Accordingly, in this culture knowledge sharing is inhibited because 

students nre uncomfortable telling instructors what they think or feel 

(Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner, 1998, Rohitratana, 1998}. 

• lndlviduallim/C.o\lectivl.!m 

The survey results showed that collectivism in Thai students influenced a 

VED learning environment. The interviews of instroctors and administrators 

supported the view that students appeared to be familiar with learning in a 

traditional classroom-bnsed approach rather than with individual learning 

with JCT. Thus the findings were confinned that Tiuli culture shapes 

knowledge sharing environments since students prefer to work in groups 

rather than as individuals (Triandis, 1995; Hullinger and Kantamara, 2001). 

Therefore, Thai students were more likely to study in classrooms with their 

friends as they needed "Kam lang jai" (spirit and mom\ support) from their 

in-group to encourage their self-confidence in learning. This cultural context 

wns another inhibitor to knowledge sharing in VED learning environments 

which require students to be willing to act as individuals. In the VED learning 

style, students lacked confidence to ask questions or to present their ideas, 

which was 11 barrier to knowledge creation. 

Information culture 

The survey findings showed that information culture signifiCIIJit\y influenced the 

quality, productivity and perception of VED. In order to enhance the infonnation 

culture by supporting useful material content on-line, a supportive VED learning 
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environment with students motivated to use ICT to share knowledge with instructors 

and their peers was a necessity. However, some of the findings from the interviews 

indicated that the majority of students lacked self-efficacy and used ICT (such as 

chat rooms or ICQ) in an unprofitable manner. Furthermore, use of ICT for 

communication was somewhat low for administrators, instructors and students. Much 

of the justification for enh.ancing knowledge sharing by administrators, instructors 

.and students is based not only on having IT equipment embedded in the system, but 

also in fostering positive values and attitudes about infonnation processing, 

publishing and communication (Pettigrew, 1990; Cronin and Davenport ,1993; 

Davenport, 1994; Nonaka, 1994). The study also found that instructors had negative 

feelings about the use oflT/JS because they feared that students were more likely to 

depend on IT !iS and their role as instructors would be threatened, and they would no 

longer be important to their students (Claver eta!. 2001). 

6.3IMPLICATIONS FOR THEORY AND COPING STRATEGIES 

6.3.1 Implication for Theoretical Framework 

The results of this study suggest several important strategies for developing policy 

and practice in implementing a successful VED. These are shown in Figure 6.1. 
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The strategic framework for Thai VEDs 

Factors affecting VED implementation 
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Figure 6.1 The strategic framework £o:~r Thai VED 

The research outcomes o:~f this study showed several factors influencing the success 

of VED implementation, particularly in Thai VED. These factors are resources, 

computer literacy of instructors and students, perceived valu!l of computer-based 
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information, cultures in knowledge shEiring, information culture and task 

interdependence. 

Resources are seen to be the most important factor thnt can enhance or inhibit the 

learning outcome. Two issues are involved: the first is the quality and reliability of 

the ITflS infrastructure, and the second is the way VEDis implemented nnd serviced. 

Computer literacy of students and instructors involves an ability to we the computer 

and its facilities to enhance studying and teaching on VED. The perceived value of 

computer-based information by the participants is also ncccpted as being critical to 

the success and further, administrators, instructors and students mwt realise that 

wing ICT provides them with value and usefulness. Task interdependence and 

collaboration of members in an organisation is also essential. 

Three aspects of culture of knowledge sharing are found to influence the success of 

collaborative learning in VED. Firstly, there is high pcwer distance between students 

and instructors and between instructors and administrators. Secondly, high 

uncertainty avoidance is found to be characteristic ofThai students, and thirdly, Thai 

students tend to be collectivist rather than individualist. Information culture is the 

final influencing factor found from the study. This refers to students and instructors' 

attitudes to usc information processing, publishing and communication to perfonn 

knowledge shnring in VED 1 earning environment 

Coping strategies for overcoming numerous bnrriers to successful VED are 

established and added to the model. This are improving technologies and providing 

technical support, increasing IT/IS competency and skills of students and instructors, 

changing students and instructors' attitude to accept VED wefulness, and enhancing 

the members' cooperation and commitment. 

6.3.2 Coping Strategies 

In this section, the discussion focuses on the coping strategies that could be useful 

and lead to best practice, not only in specific case studies but also generally.ln order 

to achieve learning objcdives and to succeed in VED implementation, the research 

outcomes of this study suggested four main coping strategies that can be used to 

overcome the problems. These are J) improving technologies and providing technicnl 

support; 2) increasing IT/JS competency WJd skills of students and instructors; 3) 
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changing instructors' attitudes and motivating them to adapt VED as an interactive 

teaching style; 4) enhancing the members' cooperation and commitment. 

1) Improving technologies and providing tcehnica1 support 

Sufficient IT infrastructure for delivery of VED courses is of critical 

importance to the success and student acceptance ofVED. TI1e technical IT 

staff must be qualified and the infra3tructure reliable to support collaboralive 

learning which requires both asynchronous and synchronous commw1ication 

technologies (Seng and AI·Hawamdeh, 2001). These include computer 

laboratories, network bandwidth, netwotk accessibility, network security, 

integrated suites of on-line application, Internet availability, nudio and video 

plug-ins, vidcoconfercncing 110d technology standards which facilitate 

compatibility, and usability ofVED products (Urdan and Weggen, 2000). 

Although reliability of the IT infrastructure is a part of the success ofVED, 

the effectiveness of implementation is also important. Two components need 

to be embedded in a VED project: I) construction of an effective infonnation 

technology infrastructure in order to facilitate Web access, e-mail, course 

management system and other VED services; and 2) technical support, such 

as Jibmry services, help desk, multimedia services are required to support 

students and instructors. it is believed that if the technical support is lacking, 

VED learning projects will not achieve their goals. RIPN is a good exrunple 

to show how technical support can enhance the effectiveness of IT. The 

results of the case studies showed that the institutes that provided irutructors 

with technical assistance in creating on-line course materials had higher 

student and insttuctor perceptions of VED than the case studies that did not 

provide technical assistance. 

2) Increasing IT/IS competency and skiD~ ofstudcnts and instructors 

Proficiency in computer skill of students and instructors is a critical factor in 

the success ofVED. Rajabhat Institutr.s should ensure that their students have 

adequate training to be able to usc computer technology as it is applied to 

learning. To achieve these goals, institutions should add multi level and 
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regular computer literacy courses to the curriculum in both compulsory and 

supplementary subjects, 

The results of the study showed that most i!lslnlctors lacked rompetency and 

skills in Using ICT. To rorrect this problem, institutes tried to solve this 

problem by providing them with regular training programs, but only a small 

number of them applied their knowledge to produce VED course malerio.!s. 

To cope with this problem, all training courses should be designed to match 

with the nature of learners. Basically, the majority of instructors are adult 

learners who already have much knowledge and experience. Thus, the 

contents must be designed for practicnl know)cdge rather than theory, 

Moreover, they need more motivation and collaboration in order to develop 

their problem-solving skills (Weinstain, 2000). The study indicated that 

administrators played a vital role in encouraging instructors to apply what 

they had bCCII. trainOO in. The effective incentives included having a short. 

term and long-tenn plan to improve instructor's computer skil!s, offering 

romputer and ICT facilities and integrating teclu1ology with day-to-day work 

activities. 

3) Changing students and instrncturs' attitudes tu accept VED use£ulness 

Several problems inwlvcd with the adoption and usc ufVED were found in 

the case studies. Fir:st, teacher-centre approach was more acceptable for 

learning rather than individual study.lt was clear that these students preferred 

precise and detailed instructions and that the traditional classroom with direct 

interaction with instructors was their favourite structured-learning situation. 

Scrond, students lacked self-efficacy and used lCT in an unpmfitab\e 

manner. Third, Thai students needed strong support from their in-groups to 

encourage self-confidence to enhance collaborative learning. This is in 

contrast to the structure of a VED learning environment in which individuals 

are active and participate in their out-groups. Lastly, most instructors did not 

really appreciate usefulness ofVED and further may have selfish reasons not 

tu pursue the uptake of VED such as perceived diminishing of their own 

importance and value. 
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Strategies to increase students' and instructors' positive perception and the 

eventual adoption of the usc ofVED in Rnjabhat Institutes could be suggested 

as follows. 

a. Providing student orientation prognuns to introduce them to different 

teaching and lcuming styles using VED. 

b. Establishing VED learning support systems 

• VED courses should be a mixed design between on-line and 

classroom-based learning. 

• Providing students and instructors with manuals with step-by-st~'P 

instructions on how to use VED courses. 

Promoting synchronous environments to motivate students to use 

VED. 

c. Motivating and encouraging instructors to perceive VED usefulness and 

use collaborative VED tools, such as e-mail, discussion boards to enhance 

knowledge sharing and integrating the use of!CT in day-to-day work. 

d. Using appropriate on-line applications that provide students with less 

te~:hnically complex and user friendly s}'Stems. 

c. The success of collaborative learning is dependent on how much 

participants, including students and instructors share infonnation and 

competencies through VED tools such as e-mail and discussion boards. 

Administrators can enhance the usc ofVED through behavioural change; 

they must act as the model in using e-mail and discussion boards when 

conununicating and sharing knowledge with others. 

4) Enhancing members' cooperation and commitment 

To achieve the cooperation and commitment of members, it is necessary that 

members understand how VED can be utilised and fits with their tru:ks. In 

this way, its usage will become part of the institute's value system (Jarvcnpaa 

and Staples, 2000, Claver et nl, 2001). 
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The findings showed that encouragement from leadership by offering 

instructors remuneration of various types, such as giving relief from normal 

teaching workloads and giving credit and rewards for instructors who develop 

VED courses were seen to be successful strategies to enhance the usc of 

VEDas an alternative educational service. 

6.3.3 New Strategic process 

Based on the results of this study, a new strategic review process including audit 

checklists for administrat'lrs and IT staff, instructors and students are developed to 

evaluate their strategies. This process is shown in Figure 6.2 

Each yoar Each semester 

Inotnn:tor VED 
Mldll<hr.klllt 

Flgur< &J Port II 
MoJorVED 
AudltCh"klllt .I vm (Admlnlllrotor and 
ITotofl) otrategy 
Flgu,.,i.JPort t 

S'"d"'t VED 
Audit <bt<kllot 

t 
Flgu«6.J Port 1!1 

! 
Each semester 

Figure 6.2 VED Strategic Planing Cydc 

For implementing VED,it is important that the audit checklist is C(lmp\etcd by a 

sample of all usern of the system and not just the IT or administrative staff. in this 

way the univer:sity may discover that stakeholder groups perceive different problems 

and require different solutions. 
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This booklet contains questions about good practice in the process of preparing for 
successful VED implementation, and is to help you make a self-assessment of your 
project. The purpose of this booklet is to ensure that you include in your plfn all the 
necessary access policies, resources, facilities or modifications needed to create an 
environment which will improve quality, enhanced productivity of learning and 
perceived success ofVED. 

You must complete the relevant checklists and answer all the questions. Rate your 
own unique circumstances on a I to 5 scale with 5 being best. We suggest that you 
retain this rating and use it to identifY the priority actions which are required within 
your own institute. 

Part 1: 'fo be completed by administrators, IT staff. This part contains 4 sections:!) 
resources; 2) ICT skills; 3) attitude towards ICT; and 4) gaining commitment. 
Part II: To be completed by instructors involved with VED courses. 

Part III: To be completed by students who are learning through VED mode. 

Fora~m M ' ' ' • ' Are there computer laboratories 11W111able with the Internet 
access? 
(/[laboratories with Internet access are available for 14 hours 
per7 days (your scale should be$), 5 days per week(your scale ' •hould be 4), bemeen 3- 5 days (your scale should he 3) 

I x:•ifico.lly in VE!J co;;··· (your scale should be 1; and not ar all 
our mile should be I 

What Is the level ajyour staff a"d student's comp<lency and s/d/1• 
In ~alng ICT? 

' (I/ their com~~~F,cy and·~~~}." ~Jng JCT are low and.•tlll need 
m~re tralnln , lease tick as allow 

Totalpoints_6_ 
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Part I Checklists for administraton and IT staff 

If the 1oml is below 30 (nveroge), your ins1irn1e needs to consider !he !Cf issue as n priorily for 
developing po~<ililo solutions in outsour<ing to e·leoming companies for full services, establishing a 
tecbnicol suppon team, investing in more exlensivc infrnstrucrurc and so on. 

Section II ICT skills 
IT/IS com ctcncv nod skills • ' ' • 
How well do.s the in•titute prcpnw (skills, know lodge, and . 
motivation) for the workforce to im lemtnl VED? 

What is the level ofyonr institution' o•portisc in instrnctionnl a.nd 
information desi , 
What is tho level ofstudcnll and instructors' ICT ,0011.<"1 How much 
do !he re uire in terms ofVED ttainin ? 
How ciTcclivc are the instirute's shortt and long-term plii!IS to 
im rove student ond instructor's com uter •kills? 

How often are srudcn!l nnd instructors provided with trnining 
ro r.uns? rc lai""S. oflen-4 sornetimos="3 seldom-2, not at all~! 

How well do the trnining courses motcb the background of the 
loarners e .. ex crt novice. interrncdinte7 

How well an: the ICT facilities integraled with day-to-day work 
activities- i~ e-mail the mo<t common mode of communication? 

How well does the VED learn undertake the responsibilily for 
devclo in and deliverin trainin Coll1"1les? 

~pop7 weU do instructors gain lmowledge frol!l training and pmclicnl 
iC!ltions? 

How ell defrncd ore Lhe prooessos and level of skills for OVll!ualiDg 
VED? 

Total points 

lflho tolal acore ts bdow 30 (nvernge), your msbtuiC netd• to have a plan lo orgnruse trarnmg co\II"1les 
and inlegrnte JCT into work activities. 

' 
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Section III Attitude towar d HCT 
lnstllute •• a Jaoe to learn ' ' ' ' ' How e!T<etive islhe institute in plonning to rnoouragc students 
ond inslnlotors involved in VED? 
How effeotive is lho institute in providing intr<)ductory coursos 
or orientotion seotions for students before learning in VED? 
Are there reword systems tluu support VED learning and 
toachin ? How well do they work? 

How effective are odministrntorn in acting ns role m<>dels in 

"" '"' Are times set aside for instruc10n1to loam new tec!molo ies? 
How •uitoble are tutorS in undcrtakin on on-line su ort roM 
What level of on-line tutor 011 ort fs rovidod for each s!lldont1 

How effective ore face-to-face worksho • int mted with VED1 

What level of enthnsiosm do insuuctorn have in motivating 
students b tcochin in the VED CourSe 

What love] do instructorS rely on VED tool• such o.s on-line 
"""""' poMing e·announccment.s, nnd encourage the students to 
use the VED tools ombedded in the course? 

Total poluts 
If the total pomt " below 30 (overage), your IIIS11tute needs to have a plnn to orgon"e tr.unmg colll':'les 
ond inmgrnte JCT in work octivitic~ Slnltcgies to clumge students ond instructors' attitude to accept 
VED usefulness ore also required. 

Section IV Gnlnin~~: Commitment 
Commitment to uform the took ' ' ' ' ' How committed ore ou, crsooall toVED? 

How W<lli do th~ members understand the benefit ofVED7 
At who! level do yon think members ore willing 10 be invo!vtd 
with im lomcntin VED? 
To wbot level hrul tho institute developed de:u- goals and 
cb · ectiv" for im lementin VED? 
How woll are the policies and stntcgies developed, rcviewod 
""d ~ted on are ul:u- ba.<i•? 
Do you hove mensurable objective or t""k statements for 

' one involvtd in im lomontaticn? How clear it is? 

How well do you keep smkcholdorn informed by 
eommunioatin m re" and chullcn es~ 

Does the institute hove o stmtegy to encouroge instruotoro in 
term of communicating and shoring ideas tltrnugh VED tool•? 
How weU docs the strate work? 

Do you have a rcw11rd system to enhance members' 
en a ement? How does it work? 
What level of success in term of using follow-up plnns to 
enhance member'• conunitmont7 

Total point• 
lf the total pomt "below 30 (ave:rage), a well plan mcludmg pohe~es und <ITI>tegtes for Implementing 
VED is noeded to develop stall's -commitment. 
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Part II Checklists for instructors 

Eff•ctlven .. s orvt:D learnln ? ' ' ' ' ' How well or< resouro~ organised 1o provide easy access for 
studonts? 

Doos ~te institute have de~~oal•, directions ond pions to 
im lcmcntVEDsue<essli.oll Howdeari•it? 

Do your studonts hJvc the opponunicy to work colloboralively? 
To what level- ollen somctlme.Ji, never? 

How well does the institution provide teclmical support to assist 
OUrtcnchin ooVEm 

How much interaction ocoun; with studonts vin e.rnail or 
di•cussion boords? 

Is thoro n f001s no student Jeaming rather th1111t<aching 
~~~~nt-oontrcd environments}? How slrong is your role in this 

I'Iloch? 

How well doe• the VED envirorunent •limulnte students' 
intorcst? 

Whnt is the level of your administrntoCs suppon ofVED 
Jeamin environments? 

Whnt is the level of your satilfaction for VED coun;c• in term 
of uolit •• roductivi ' 
~.:;u obtnin student feedback. on the !<aching sc,.ions1 How 

uentl do ou ather this feedback? 

Total points 

If the l~lal "below 30 (average}, there "room for tmproVlllg mstnlctoons and enhoncmg collaboral!vc 
learning environments ofVED. Funher, increased i"'tirutionnl support ""'also eosentinl. 
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Part lll Checklists for students 

A«o,.lblllfV coUoborllth'c Jeo:rtlln '"' erce tlonofVED? ' ' ' ' ' How much access do ou !lave to !he Web an ime an here? 

Wllat is the level of your VED system in '"rms of user-
friendliness? 

What is tlte level of your VED system in terms ofup-t<>-<late 
content? 

How useful is VED in rovidin relevant content? 

How valuable do ou fmd VED in ""islin ou to lenrn? 

How effecliV< is VED in cnobling you to discu,. questions or 
shore idens with other studrnts? 

What effoctivc i; VED in enobling you to discuss questions or 
sh!lfe idens with our instructor.;? 

Are your iustruetor.; enthu•ia.<tie in providing o VED lciiilling 
environment? 

How well do your iustructo" use VED to provide stimulntiog 
and chnllen in instruction? 

How highly do you rnnk your VED courses compared to 
slllndord tenchin mode? 

Total points 

If lite toto! " below 30 (average), your lllSl!Nte needs to !lllprove VED tooL< and estnhhsh the tenmw 
mandate information and eour.;e eontcn~ There is oiso a nocd to motivate instructors to provide a 
collaborative learning environment through VED. 

The maximum score for this Audit will be 300 points. However, a score of200 and 

over would represent an extremely satisfactory evaluation ofVED services. Scores 

below 300 need to be examined critically, especially for items where the score 

consistently is 2 or le:;s. Reviewing these scores on a regular basis will allow you 

to prioritise the areas for improvement over the coming year and to update these on 

a regular basis. 

Figure 6.3 Audit Cbeckli5t for Developing VED Implementation in Rajabbat 
Institutes. 
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6.4 EMERGING ISSUES FROM THE STUDY 

This section explores the implications for further understanding of the research 

questions that emerged during the course of the study. The discussion included in 

this section incorporates insights from the case studies and the comparative results of 

the VED evaluation hetween two groups; students and also the administrators and 

instructors. 

6.4.1. Case Study Results and Research Issues 

There were several issues that emerged from the case studies that had not been found 

in the literature. 

Resources 

The first of these issues wus that the majcority of Rajabhat Institutes recognised that 

the technological capability enhanced thdr educational services. Resources such us 

computer laboratories network bandwidth, on-line applications and others that 

facilitated VED learning environment were a good investment for their institutiom. 

However, the study found that there were problems with the efficiency Wid 

effectiveness of the system design and implementation. The success of VED is not 

only dependent on technologies, but also on the way that VED is implemented and 

serviced (Mowshowitz, 1997). 

The cuse studies indicated that RIPN facilitates the quality and reliability of 

technologies for providing VED by outsourcing to private companies. The view WIIS 

held that instructors had teaching overloads and other responsibilities. Thus, an 

outsourcing company would enable the institute to provide better VED services. 

RISD provided VED services by using synchronous (videoconfcrcncing), 

!lSynchronous communication technologies (VED courses through a Virtual library) 

and e-learning platform (Blackboard 5). The infrastructure, including hardware 

facilities that served network systems Wid on-line application (Blackboard 5), were 

thus hired and bought from private companies. For the mm~agement and 

implementation, RISD employed technical staff assisted by instructors who were 

expert in IT/IS. RIRC and RIPV allocated the budget to buy the infrastructure Wid 

its facilities; thus, IT/IS instructors played a major role in VED implementation and 
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its services. Not swprisingly, the view in both instilutes was held that they had 

inadequate IT/JS staff tO undertake the VED courses IUid insufficient hardware and 

services were still serious problems. 

This study reinforces the view of the implicit stmtcgies that effective VED outcome 

is achieved through outsourcing rather than by being administered by institute staff. 

One Rajabhat institute (RJPN) decided to outsourcc to a private company to develop 

digital contents, service and maintenance of !Cf and undertake training and 

motivating instmctors and students to use ICT to enhance their knowledge. There 

was also found to be an association between outsourcing and the improved quality, 

productivity and perception of VED. 'This was evident in evaluating the success of 

VED by RIPN administrators, IT staff. inslluctors and partiC'Jlariy students had 

higher satisfaction levels than the others without outsourced services. From this we 

could suggest outsourcing as a key stmtegy for success. 

However, the result of this study also brings itl!o the discussion the unclear relation 

between costs 11rtd benefits of outsourcing. There are pros and cons to outsourcing. 

Many reasons have been identified to encourage outsourcing such as saving money 

in IS staff costs or tcchnology-rel=lted costs, increased flexibility of services, 

minimising IT problems and passing risk of equipment obsolescence on to the 

service provider. In contrast, the disadvantages of outsourcing ere lower levels of 

security involved with the senrices, variable qualifications of the provider, hidden 

costs that may be incurred in the contract and excessively strong dependcnce on tho 

provider (Clnver eta!., 2002). Further research Is required In order to determine 

whether outsourcing can be an effective strategy ror success In Thai universities. 

Computer literacy 

It became evident that most Thai students lack basic knowledge of computer 

systems, specifically in their firnt year of studies because they had inadequate 

tmining and insufficient computers for use at home. However, the four Rajabhnt 

Institutes tried to solve this problem by offering first year students regular training. 

This may be why the survey results indicated that computer literacy was not a 

significant factor influencing the success ofVEDs; the majority of participants were 
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third-year students and had had several years of computer training (stated earlier in 

demographic of participants section, Chapter4) 

Confidence in advanced computer skills, however, seemed to be an inhibitor fur 

instructors to produce VED course materials. Most instructors lucked the skills Wid 

experience to develop on-line course materials. Although the imtitutes provided 

them with regular training, only a small munbcr of them had applied what they had 

learned. Many reasons were given as to why the knowledge gained from training 

courses had not yet been utilised. Firstly, the institutes bud not integrated technology 

with day-to-day work activity and so there was little need to usc technology. 

Secondly, there was no supportive environment, that is, there was a lack of 

computers for use and insufficient encouragement from leadership. Finally, 

imtructors had techno stress and felt that they had no time to !cam new technologies. 

It is clear that instructional stuff require supportive training facilities to improve their 

confidence in usc ofVED. 

Per~cived value of computer-based information 

A positive perception of computer-based iufommtion is critical to the success of 

implementing VED. The mode of this educational delivery is based on the 

experience of instructors and students in developed countries where even there some 

might have keybow-d phobin or l!Ulguage bEUTiers (Eveland, 2003). This is obviously 

the case for Thai students and instructors who were unfamiliar with learning and 

teaching on VEDs. The view was held that students had problems with the English 

language so they had only a little understanding of the information that was provided 

on the Internet. Consequently, they did not perceive positively the value of 

infonnntion searching or self-learning. Further, most instructors did not accept VED 

as an alternative educational approach to teaching since thcir teaching loads could 

oot be reduced. Administrators, instructors and students need to realise that using 

ICT can provide them with accurate, up-to-date, and useful information (Jarvenpaa 

and Staples, 2000). In addition, software packages to facilitate t.I:Je design and 

delivery ofVEDs nlso require to be less teclmically complex and more user friendly 

(Arbaugh, 2000; Brown, 2000). 
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Task interdependence 

Another key to providing an effective VED is that the members of an organisation 

need to share the view that VEDis useful and fits with their tasks in providing on

line education. Then its acquisition and usage will be part of the organisation's 

values (Jarvenpaa and Staples, 2000; Calver et al, 2001; Haghirian, 2002). The study 

found that two Rajnbhat Institutes had a commitment to providing an effective VED; 

this was because the leadership encouraged the use ofVED through a reward policy. 

For example, RJPN and RJSD offered remuneration and gave relief from normal 

teaching workload for instructors who developed VED cour:ses; however, RJRC nnd 

RJPV did not have a clear project to offer credit or provide rewards as yet. There was 

evidence of conflicts betwe-en experienced IT and non-experienced IT instructors in 

RJRC. 

Culture In knowledge sharing 

Three aspects of the culture in the institutions were considered to he important 

inhibitors to knowledge sharing, that is, in the process of knowledge creation 

(Davenport and PruZBk, 1998). The view was held that there was high power 

distance in two groups: between instructors and students, and also between 

administrators and instructors. Regarding the former, students were more likely to 

rrspcct the direction and control of in~tructors and therefore, it was not surprising 

that a teacher-centred approach was found to be more acceptable as the preferred 

learning style among Thai students, in the latter, instructors accepted a hierarchical 

authority system with emphasis on status differentiation and unequal power 

distribution (Komin, 1990; Mckenna, 1995; Rohitratana, 1998; Hofstede, 2001). 

They usually presenre good relationships by working on norms of friendliness nod 

politeness (Rohitrntnna, 1998). The psychological bond between people in these two 

groups can be defined as the ''Bhun Khun" concept which is broadly accepted by the 

majority of Thais (Kamin, 1990). According to this concept, Thai students or 

instructors are not encouraged to transfer knowledge through the institution:ll 

networks, such as e·mail, -chat rooms or bulletin boards. In these enviroruuents 

instructors who performed as controllers or administrators made decisions without 

any comments from their subordinates; thus, the attempt to share ideas or knowledge 

through collaborative media in order to solve problems was rare (Shore and 
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Venkatachnlam, 1996; Davenport and Pruzak, 1998; Erich and Williams, 1998; 

Jarvenpna nnd Staples, 2000;>. 

The second aspect seen to l:e .m inhibitor was high uncertainty avoidance. It is 

considered inappropriate for Thais to share knowledge in the collaborative media 

(Trompennnars and Hampden-Turner, 1998) as they are reluctant to be the cause of 

discomfort regarding the feelings of others" Krl'ng, .. " (Rohitratana, 1998). In this 

culture, Thais arc polite, accepting and afraid ,., c .use their superior to lose facc in 

front of others. Tile results sh.-,wed that Th..t ~11.dents preferred a learning style in 

which precise and detailed i· :structions ,. elf a•.ailable as they expected instructors to 

be experts and to give ther.t all the a·•sw•·.s. This was accepted as another cultural 

banier to knowledge sharing, a> students and instructors were uncomfortable in 

expressing their ideas or .>pinions that contrasted with that of the others. 

Third, Thai culture exhibits collectivism mther than individualism (Hofstede, 200 !). 

Thais need strong support f;om their social group" !Cam langjai" in order to express 

ideas or share knowledge with others (Ballinger nnd Knntamara, 2001). Students III'C 

more likely to study in classrooms with their friends rather thll!l studying alone on 

VED (Triandis, 1995). This was obviously true when the study found that most 

students preferred to have direct interaction with their instructors in rather thll!l to 

study as individuals in VED 

In the Thai cultural context where high power distance, high uncertainty avoidllllce 

and col!ectivism were the component issues, students found it was difficult to 

develop dynamic and interactive on-line discussion. These culture factors arc the key 

inhibitoJS of effective knowledge sharing (Komin, 1990; Mckenna, 1995; Triandis, 

1995; Rohitratlllln, 1998; Trompennlli'S and Hampden-Turner, 1998; Thanasankit, 

1999; Hofstede, 2001). To overcome these issues, the implementation of VED 

should be designed to match students' needs ll!ld to encourage their knowledge 

sharing. Instructon; play n central role to motivate students to participate through 

collaborotive media in VED. This implies, instructoJS must be enthusiastic about 

teaching on-line, fiiendly towards individual students, frequently using e-mail and 

discussion board and giving rapid feed hack to students or even rewarding students 

who have active participation (Volery and Lord, 2000). 
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Information Culture 

The factual findings from the case studies indicated that the majority of students in 

Rajabhat Institutes lacked self-efficacy and used ICT in an unprofitable manner. 

Further, administrators and instructors gave low asse:;sments of information 

processing, publishing and communication with respect to knowledge sharing in 

VED learning environments. They preferred face-to-face interaction rather than 

communicating through ICT facilities such as e-mail or discussion boards. Moreover, 

most instructors showed negativity towards IT !IS because their role as instructor was 

threatened since students were more likely depend on the VED learning 

environment. 

6.4.2 Evaluating Success ofVED 

This section C)[amines the success of VED implementation in four case studies. In 

order to determine a VED success, the learning environment must provide evidence 

that the VED implementation will add value to the institute. Following the theoretical 

framework, which is shown in chapter 2, the value of VED implementation was 

meaEured in tenns of educational outcomes. The outcomes of VEDs included 

improved quality, productivity of learning, and perception ofVEDs measured from 

students, instructors and administralol's were seen as the indicators of successful 

VEDs (Hiltz, 1994; Dulworth, 1996; Ale:·.ander and McKenzie, 1998; Borthlck and 

Jones, 2000). 

EvalWlting quality and productivity of learning provided by VEDs was examined in 

two groups. First, students' evaluation involved measuring sh1dents' reaction or 

feelings about accessibillty, course design and content, desirable information, 

collaborate learning, learning style that met their needs and knowledge creation. All 

of this qu~:Stions in this section used four-item scale anchored by 1= strongly 

disagree, 2= disagree, 3= agree and 4= strongly agree. The reason that convinced the 

researcher to usc four-item scale to obtain data from students was based on the 

aspects of culture in Thai students. They were more likely to feel uncomfortable 

towards their instructors {Kreng jai) if they weighed the instructions low and so 

preferred to compromise in order to keep in hllllllonisation with their instructom 

(Rohitratana, 1998). Thus, omitting "neither disagree nor agree" was the 

appropriate scale to obtain the fact from Thai students' point of views eg. by forcing 

a choice. 
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Second, administrntors, IT staff and inslnlctors' evaluation measured the extent to 

which students' knowledge, skills in critical thinking, and collaboration learning 

experience changed as a result of VED learning. In this section, the interviewees 

were asked to evaluate their VEDs with five-item scale. They were confirmed as 

their names were anonymous and they felt more comfortable to discuss their views 

personally. 

In order to gain the precise results in comparison between two groups: l) student; 2) 

administrntors, IT stnff and instructors. The five-item scn!e was re-weighed to four

item scale and the results of the suocess of teaching and learning on VEDs as 

reported by instructors, administrators and students are summarised in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2 Tbe evaluation ofVED in fuur Rajobbat Institutes 

"''" "''" ruRC RFV 
StudCflt Admin Studont Admin Studrnt Admin Student Admin 

& & & • 
Instructor Instructor Irutructor Irutructor 

Improved 
quality& 

'·' '·' '·' '·' '·' "' '·' '·' productivity 

Perception ' '·' '·' ' '·' u "' '·' 
In each Rnjnbhnt Institute, average scales of students' evaluation are shown in the 

firnt column and those of all interviewees' evaluation are in the second. The results 

show !hut students' evaluation of improved quality and productivity varied from 2.7 

to 2.9, moderntcly higher thElll the average value of 1-4 point scale (mean =2.5). On 

the other hand, administrntors, IT staff and instructors evaluated improved quality 

and productivity from 2.1 to 2.7, somewhat lower and a little bit higher than the 

average sr.ore (mean=2.5). The results suggest that administrntors and instructors 

who have vital roles in providing VED learning environments believed that there 

were still problems in implementing VED and the quality and productivity of 

learning had not yet improved; however, students agreed that the quality lllld 

productivity ofleaming on VEDs were moderately satisfactory. 

Administrators, IT staff and instructors weighted the perception ofVEDs from 2.2 to 

3.2, while students weighted it 2.7 to 3 This suggests thnt administrntors, IT stnffand 
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instructors had greater variety of perception of the usefulness of teaching and 

learning on VEDs than their students had. 

The results indicated the quality, productivity and perception ofVED in all Rajabhnt 

Institutes were moderately satisfactory from students' point of views. How!lvet, to 

obtain in-depth details requires other supportive views especially from 

administrators, IT staff and instructors with a key role in implementing VED. 

Further, Thai students were more likely to feel uncomfortable towards their 

instructors (Kreng jai) if they weighed the instructions low and so preferred to 

compromise in order to keep in hannony with their instructors (Rohltrutana, 1998). 

This might e11:plain why avemge scales between students' and administrator, IT staff 

and instiuctors' evaluation were quite different. RIRC results showed that 

administrators, IT staff and instructors accepted that VED implementation in their 

institute had not yet bet:n successful as the evaluation ranged in the lowest score. The 

main finding resulting from this study is RIRC was outsourcing on·line application 

(TOACS) from ECU (ECU provided only the software and initial training), it 

appeared that they bad not yet developed strategies to deploy this application such as 

ongoing training, a technical team who support instructors to create material contents 

and/or supportive VED learning environments. Further, most instructors bud little 

experience in using ICT and ~till believed that VED was not suited to the needs of 

their students. 

In RIPN, RISD and RIPV, .average scales of administrators, IT staff and instructors' 

evaluation were moderately higher than the average value of 1-4 point scale (mean 

=2.5). This indicated that the administrators, IT staff and instructors in tluee 

institutes perceived in VED usefulness and ngrl'~d that it can improved their quality 

and productivity of learning. From these, RIPN seems to be the most successful 

when the higher average scales from both groups are considered. Students, 

administrators, IT staff and instructors in RIPN agreed that VED improved the 

quality and productivity of learning. This would seem to confirm as successful 

strategies that RIPN selected outsourcing to e-loaming company and motivated 

instructors to use VED by (}ffering remuneration. 

The case studies provide evidence that the implementation of VEDs as altcmntivo 

educational services has not yet been successful since the evaluation from the 

students, administrators, IT staffandinstructors in improved quality and productivity 
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of VED were not in satisfactory level (average scale =< 3 or more). However, 

successful VEDs can be implemented, but there are numerous obstacles to be 

overcome. The result of this study also provides the strategies that each institute used 

to cope with the obstacles. 

6.5 LIMITATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

6.5.1 Limitations 

This section outlines limitations that became apparent during the process ofreseru:ch. 

The first af these is that the researcher had limited time and resource constraints, 

since the focus of this study was on 4 Rajnbhat Institutes from 41 institutes a~ross 

Thailand. The small nwnber of responses from these organisations precludes th~ 

gcncralisability of these results across different types of Rajabhat Institutes. 

Moreover, the length of time for this study does not nllow for any longitudinal data 

to be gathered. This means that the information given is at only one point of time. 

However, for the purpose of this study the information sathcred can be used to 

answer the reseru:ch questions and cun also serve as a reference point for future 

research. 

According to Thai culture, students feel an obligation to instructors and feel reluctant 

to be the cause of discomfort to instructors (Krcng Jai) (Rohitratana, 1998). 

Therefore, the results of this survey could be biased as they may over-evaluate the 

quality, productivity and perception of VED in a positive way. However, this 

problem was particulru:ly overcome by using interviews to explore these conCC)l8 

furth~. 

Although the interviews provided broad views and in-depth details, the sampling 

frame focused on instructors who had been involved with VEDs. Previous research 

Cox ct a\. (1999) has suggested that the regularity of instructors using ICT and their 

perception of its usefulness could influence VED implementation in a positive way. 

This is a limitation to the research in that the evaluation results could be 

overestimated. It would be interesting to interview other instructors who were not 

involved with VEDs from different point of views. 
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6.5.2 Implication for Further Research 

This study has examined the factors influencing the success ofVED implementation 

from four Rajabhat Institutes that were more advanced in using !CT. Additional 

studies using a methodology similar to that in this research but with a larger 

population are needed to provide generalisations. 

This study examined VED in four Rajabhat Institutes that were at the initial stages of 

implementation. Further research is required to WJalyse the VED implementation 

for long term. The more that students WJd instructors regularly experience WJd use 

VED, the greater perception ofVED usefulness and outcomes they achieve (Cox ct 

al., 1999). 

Finally, the results of this study pointed to cultural factors such as high power 

distance, high uncertainty avoidance and collectivism which were accepted as critical 

inhibitors to the success ofVED. It is questionable ifVED had been implemented for 

a longer time, whether these cultural factors would have continued to affect its 

success. 

The results of this study did vot provide detailed insight into the relationship between 

the strategies each Rajabhat Institute used to implement VED and its organisational 

performance. One of the case studies in this study used outsourcing to a private 

company for implementing VED, while the others employed teehnh:al staff or 

provided assistance for their IT/ IS inslructorn. Further research is needed in order to 

provide a better understanding of which strategies work and how these could lead to 

better practice for Rajabhat Institutes. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A. Questionnaire items 

Item Item wording 

Resources Items used to examine VED have resources to facilitate learning-
source: Dulworth {1996) and Alexander and McKenzie (1998) 
&5y to get access to computer facilities on oompus 

a) In class b) Aftor class 
YournetwoTk ollows you to use 

a) Synchronous communication technologies (eg. video and audio 
confercncing, chat room) 
b) As}'IlcbronOIL• communioation teohnologies (eg, e-mail, nom groups, bulletin 
boord) 

Your network is high speed in data trnnsmiso;ion and documrnt excbiUige 
Thoro nre an adv1111ce nnd up-to-date software to facilitate your leruning 
Your web page is o useful source of infrumation. 
Information on web poges are updated oU tho time 
You improve your leorning by using !Cf faeilities 

Contputer Items used to examine experiences associated with tbe use and 
Uteracy implementation o£1CT- source: Winter ct al. (1997) 

Easy to use computer 
Easy for you to communicate with others by using e-mail, bulletin 
board, etc. 

Perceived Items used to examine currents feeling about using computer-
valuenf source: Lamon and Bruning (1996) and Jarvenpa and Staples (2000) 
cnmputcr- Stimulating 
based Fun 
infnrmation Prn;onal 

Effioicnt 
Reliable 
Usefulness 
Desirable 
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Item Item wording 

Culture in ltemo used to cum!ne o•pcricn<el assodotod with the use of the oyncl!ronouo ~. 

knowledge video or audio couferendng and asyuchronous <ommunlraUon teehnologlcs ~· 

~baring 
e-maU, bulletin board, etc. to facllltote knowledge sbarlDg- source: Hofstede 
(2001) Md Song ond AJ-Hnwrundeh (2001) 
Power dlstan<e 
To express your views or ideos that contradict what in.structorn say i• not comforuble 
for you to do 
You ore more likely to ncceptlecruros' instruction rather lhno resist them. 
Uncortnlnty OV<>idaacc 
Your instructors should be expert Md con give you oU the answern. 
You still need some instructio~s fmm in.structon: rather t1um control your own learning 
procoss. 
If your views are different from othm in a group, you nee relucUinllo express it ou~ 
Coll<ellvhm 
You nee more likely to discuss .,signmenlli with others ~>Mod on relationship rather 
thon group work. 

Information lteruo uoed to eumlne uporleaces ""odnted with lnforma!iun processing, 

culture pubU&hlng and communlcallon..,ource: Claveret al. {2001) 
You enjoy rend in£ motcriol contents on-JU.c mther lhno Ustoning to instructorn in 
clossroom• 
You like to tnkc par! in discussion about your subjocts with instructors. or other 
students by using e-mail or di.cussion bonrd rntber thm do your wolk nlono. 
Your university context such"" rules. system or daily environments nee supportive to 
you to learn on-line. 

Evaluation QuaUty and productivity • source' Dulworth (1996), Alc•onder Md McKenzie 
•u«eS5 ofVED (1998) Md Bortbick ond Jones (2000) 

• Effectiven= of insln!ction 
lnstructoror_gnnises the cou= well. 
lnstructorpre.>enlli material clearly nnd summarises points. 
Instructor critiques my work in n constructive ond helpful way. . Effectiven= of course contonts 

You COil access to nny information nod motorial< provided online. . Effectivenes.s of outcome 
1 gain n good understanding in this field. 

My skill in critical ~tlnking is incr=ed. 
Perocptlnn 
Thio helps you 10 incre .. e your knowledge. 
I found We cours.e to ben better learning e,:perience rllllll normal face-to-face coune. 
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APPENDIXB 

EDfi'H COW AN UNIVERSITY 
Fonn ofD!sdosurt ~ud lnfonned Coo,•nt for R .. carcb questionualr••· 

Stratcgi"" for Effective VIrtual Eduontlon DoHve'1' In Tballand 

Dear participant, 

M o DBA reseon:ber at Edith Cowan University, Austmlio, 1 would appreciate your suppon in thi.< 
project, which look; at some issu~• wnceming vinuol cducotion delivccy. 

Aim and •cope o[thi.r~seorch 

The aim oftltis study is to detcnnine the sig.nificant and dominant facititlltors and inhibitors for vinuol 
education delivery. These factors will b<: synthesised with Thai culture fnctors to deYelop a 
comprehensive strategic fromcwcrk for Rajabhatlnstitutes, whicb can be used successfully to meot 
tho noe<ls of students 

Thc outcome 1111d rccommondotion of tltis study will be helpful for educational administrntom to 
develop stmtcgic guidelines for the improV<ment of the eiToctiveness ofVED in Rajobhot !nstilules 

Comple~ng the onached questionnaire should not take longer than 20 minut ... This questions will 
gain nnd unders!IUiding of how you viow your VED rnvironmonl1l and how you evoluote the quality, 
productivity and perception in your virtual education delivecy. 

A good response will help to gain a Cllmprcbenolve picture of the Issues lilted above so I would 
apprcdate your sapporl by completing lhl< qucs!lonnalre and returning U to the person who 
dl<lrlbutcs this qu .. tlonoolre. You are assured tbot tbelnformatlonoblalncd will be kept 
strictly confidenllaland will be only used for I"Esearch purpos ... Data will not be made a\'liUablc 
to any tblrd party. 

Any quosliono concerning the project C!ltitltd "'Virtual Educotion Dolivocy in Thailand: Application of 
Models nnd Strnlegics 10 Rnjobhat Institutes"' con b<: directed Assistant Professor Nolinoe 
Thmgprascrt, Faculty of Mnnogemrnt Science, l4jobhnt Institute Ubon Rntchotho:ni Tel 045·252423 
e>U300 

If you hnvo any conceras about the projoct or would like to talk to on indcpendont person, you may 
contoct Assil Prof. Jimwot Sulhipat Dean, Faculty ofMan.tlgement science, Rnjobbat Institute Ubon 
Ratchoth.imi Tel 045-262423 ext. 1300 

Thonking you in advnuce, 
NJ!il!oc Thongprasen 
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· · ~cul EDITH COWAN UNIVERSITY 

. . 
• 

STRATEGIES FOR EFFECTIVE VIRTUAL EDUCATION DELIVERY 
IN THAILAND 

This i.< an anon;mous questionnaire. P!ea<e cnsme that you do not writc yo\lf name, or any other 
comments lllat will moke you identifiable, on the atulch<d. By completing the questionnaire you an: 
consenting to toke part in this reseorth. As guch you should fmt read the enclosed. Disclosure 
Stat<ment carefully ns it explains fully the intention of this project. 

Aim und ~·cope of thiJ; research 
The nim of this study is to determine the signilicnnt Olld dominant focilitmors and inhibitors for 
virtual education delivtcy, These factors will be synthosised with Thai culrnrc factorn to develop a 
comprehensive stnuegic fromework for Rnjobhn! lnmitutes, which can be used successfully to mttt 
the needs of students. 

To .::ample::: I his q11estfonn4ire 
For the purpose of u.i~ re50llr<Oh, virtuol cduCI'tion delivcty is defined ns an instructional model that 
u•ing the fnoilities of information nnd communicotion todmology (ICT) O!ld notwotk collaboll!tiOn in 
teaching IIIId loaming. Tho instnJcticm WJd looming cOil occur whenever lltld wherever the leamcrr; 
need to learn. Those questions ore related to your virtual clasm~. Plea.<e mod c,..fully Dnd !UlSWer all 
the questions. You are w.sured that the info111l!tion obtained wiU be kept strictly CONFIDENTIAL 
1111d wiU be only used for 10seo:eh PUlJlCSOS. Datil will not be rnado availoble to nny lhird porty. 

To return tltis questionnaire 
Pte ... complete lhis questionnoirc nnd return to lhe penon who distributca lhi.< quostio!IDIIiiO. 

NaUnoe Tb•nGPrasert, DBA Caodldote 

l'rofo!50r Janice Burn- Prindpal Supervisor 

All correspondence to: 
Nalinee Thongprasert, School of Management Infonnation Sy5lem5, Faculty of 

Busine55 and Public Management, Edith Cowan University, Pearson Street 
Churchland5, 
PtrthWA6018. 
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Emmplo ([) ill 131 ® 
Please read these slatements coreruJly and tick the circle tho! corresponds to how much you agree or 
disagree with the following slatoments o.nd pleMe llll5WOT every guostion. 

Section I: Factors lnllucnciDg vlrltlal education delivery. 
I. How much do you agroe or disagree your online courses nre avnilable resource• to facilitate your looming 

Rcsourc .. Strongly Strongly 
disorroe Dlso reo A A "' 

Easy to getocceas to computer focilitiea on campus m • • ® 

Your network allows you to usc . , synchronous comrnunicati<>n technologies (cg • m • • ® video and audio confercncillg, cbnt mom) 

"' osynchmnous communication technologies (cg, m • • ® e·mnil, ncwsgmups, bu!lctill board) 

Your network is high speed in dota trnnsrnission ond m • • • document el<clumge 

Thoro om nn ndv1111ce nud up-to-dnte software I<> fndliuue m • • • your learning. 

Your web page is n useful source of inf<>rrnotion. m • • • 
lnfollllntion on web pilges nr~ Yp~~~~ n!llhc lime m • • ® 

2. Pl..,.c indicate how much you agree or diSIIgree to the following experiences associotcd with the use 1111d 
implementation <>fiCT 

Cnmputerllteracy Strongly Strongly 
disa rce Disa reo A "' A = 

Ensy for you to use computer m • • • 
Easy for you to communi cote with othe:rs by using e-mail, 
bulletin boord, etc. 

m • • • 
-
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3. For each of the fnlloo.ing pairs of words, please tick the response tho! repres<nts whe<e you fall 
on the soale in terms of your currc>L< feeling about using computer 

Per«ivd value of computer-hosed loformatlon Slnmgly Disogrce ""' disn = 
Slimulntillg 0 • • 
""' 0 0 • 
Personal 0 • • 
Efficient 0 • • 
Reliable • • • 
Useful • • • 
Deoirable 0 • • 

S1rongly A..;_ 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

4. Please indieat<= how much you ogree or disagree to the following experiences associated with the use of the 
synchronous eg. vidoo or audio confcrenclng nnd asynchronous communi011tion !ethnologic! eg. •·moil, 
bulletin board, etc. to foc~"tllte ynur .'illlll"Od ideas nnd lmowledge with oth.,.., (Characterlstle of otudonts In 
ktlowlcdge •h•rlng) 

PoWEr dhtanoe S1mngly Dilllgree Aooo ~:nglY disng;;,e "' 
To express your views or ideas tho! contradict wh.ot • • • • inslroctors soy is not comfonable for you to do 

You are more likely to accept lectures" instroction rather • • • • than questioning them. 

Uncertainly avoldnnce Strongly Disagree A•= Strongly 
disa roe A "' 

Your inslroclors should be expert nnd can give you oll the • • • • 
~~MWers. 

You still n.cd some instroctions from instrnctors rnthor than • • • • comrol your own learning process 

If your view:'l nre difforcnt from others in a group, you arc 0 • • • reluctant to express it out. 
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CoUe.:tivlom Strongly Di.sagrt¢ -•• ' 
You ure more likely to discuss assig!llllcnts wilh olhers ID • ID 
based on relotionsbi rnlher thwl roo work. 

5. PJ ... e indicate how much do you agree or di;e.gree to lhe following experiences EISSOcia!ed wilh 
inforrnotion proce;e.ing, publishing and c ommunicotion 

Inforn~atlon culture Strongly Disagree A•= 
di;e. ree 

You enjoy reading m•!erl•l contonl< on-line ralher lhon ID • • tistcning to instruclors in classrooms. 

You like to take port in discussion obont your subjects wilh ID • • instructom or olher students by usin£ e·mail or discussion 
bo:ml mlher than do our work n!one. 

Your university conto~t such as rut .. , syslcm or daily ID • • environments nre supportive to you to learn on· line. 

Strongly 
A = 

• 

Strongly 
A ' 
• 

• 
® 

6. Thore me th.rcc sots of itoms in this :<e<tion th.e.l indicme quality and productivity of learning from a 
Sludcnt poinl of view; we would like you to try to separale them out in your thinking. The fust relales to 
the leaching or presentntion style ond cffccti••em:ss of your irutructor; the second, 10 lhe c<:nme content; 
Olld the third to the outcomes of the course for you. 

For cru:h oflhe followin lease tick " re• onse thnt co ends to c fo!lowiu scale 

Course ln•tructlon Strongly Disngree Agree Suongly 
disn A reo 

l!l!ltructor org1111im lhc course Will! ID • • • 
ln<tructor pments ma!erlol dearly and summarises points • • • @ 

lnslnlotor critiques my work in a coastructivc ond helpful • • • @ 

~' 

Course cont<nt Strongly Di!l!lgrec A.- Strongly 
dis.a ree A '" 

You can access to any information and malerials provided ID • • @ 
online 

Outcomes of!be colll"SI: Strongly Disagree A'"' Strongly 

'"' A reo 

I lo&m a great deal of factual material • • • • 
My skill in criticallhinking is increased • • • @ 
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7. Pleose indicnte your feeling about your virtual course. 

Porcopllon Strongly Disagree Ao= Strongly 

"" ' = 
I fetl more "involved'" in lllking on active pan in Lhe course m • • • 
I found the course to be a beuer learning experience lhnn • • • m 
nomW faee.to-faee cournes. 

Section 2. General qn••llons 
8. This ~ection allows you Lbe opportunity to provide your comments ond lhe ;,ues lhm were mil<d. Please 

also provide demils of any !s.;ues Lb~t you feel were not addressed nssoointed with your virtual eoursts. 

Section 3: Student bockgronnd 

The following question• Ofe designed to provide o background ••!ll11lal)' of the •tudcniS taking pnrt in virtual 
clnssroorn. 

9. Gender: <D Mole 

10. Age Group: 
(JJ Underl8 
IZl 18-24 
<ll 25-34 
® 35-44 
Gl Over45 

IZl Female 

11. !lUll •tudying in the FoculLy of: 

<D Education 
IZl Humanity and Social SciMce 
al Management Science 
® Science and Tc<hnology 
Gl Art Science 
liJ Technology and Induslrial Soi.,ce 

12. Mode: (JJ Noi!IIal S..:tion IZl Wc<kcod Section 

13. Your level: (eg, fm;t yeafundcrgmduate, 5econd Y""' postgraduate etc.) 

0 Undergraduate 
(!)firntyeor 
IZlSccond yenr 
<llThifdycm
®Fourthycm-
GlMor< tban fourth ycnr 

0 Post groduole 
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APPENDIXC 

EDITH COW AN UNIVERSliT 
Form ofDisolooure and lnformNI Consent for Rc5<arch lntcrvle-1,.., 

STRATEGIES FOR EFFECTIVE VIRTUAL EDUCATION DELIVERY IN 
THAILAND 

The oim of this srudy is to determine llle significant ll!ld dominl!llt fooilitotors ll!ld inhibitors for virtual 
roucotion delivecy. These factors will be S)'Jithosised with Thoi culture factors to dovelop a 
comprehensive strategic frlllllework for Rojobhot Institute•, which cw1 be used successfully to moet 
the needs of students 

The outcome l!lld re<:ommondotion ofthi• study will be helpful for educotioool odministratolli to 
develop strntegic guidelines for the- improvement of the effeclivcnc" ofVED in Rojobhat lnstirules 

A series of que•tion.< will be asked ond will take oppro~imo1ely 30 minutes. , This que<tion will gain 
and undorstanding of how you view your VED environments and how you e\"Oluote tl1e qUIIIity, 
productivity ond perteption in your virtual education delivery. 
The interviews will be recorded and topes will be e111.<ed ot llle end oflbe rouorch 

If you havt rmy questions about lhe srudy, pleose osk the interviewor ot any sLOge. You may decline to 
partidpote if you so desire. The intorview will be kept oonfidentiol, l!lld only oggregote results orc 
sought 

Any questions concerning the project entitled ''Virtual Education Delivery in 1l!oilond: Application of 
Models Olld S!flllegie• to R.ajobhat lnstirutos" con be directed Asst. Prof. Nalinoe Thongpi'OSI:rt, 
Foculty ofMrmo.gemenl Science, Rajabhot Institute Ubon R.atchatloani Tel 045-262423 ext.l300 

If y~u hove rmy concerns about the proje<t or would like to talk to an independent person, you moy 
contoo\ Ass~ Prof. Jirawot Suthipal DCI!ll, Faculty ofMano.gernent science, R.ajobbot lnstitutc Ubon 
Rolchathani T e1 045-262423 1\Xt. 1300 

I (tile portioipant) ltovc rcod tile information above ond ""Y question• 1 hove o<ked ltove hoen 
answered to my satisfucticn. 1 ogrtc to participate in thi.o activity, realising that I moy withdrow ot ony 
time. 

1 agree !hot doe researth data gatileo:ed for lhio study may be publishod provided llllll net identifiable. 

I understand that I will be interviowcd Olld llle interview will h<: audio toped. I olso underntand !hot the 
recording will be emsed once the interview is transcribed. 

Porticip;IIIt or oullloriscd rcpro•cnlative Dale 

Investigator Dale 
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Section I. Interviews for administrative staff 

Daleo ____ _ 

Age: 0 20-30 

031<-40 
041-50 

051-60 

00ver60 

Depanmcnt:>~~~~;;,~;~;~~U:•:·:·:'"~·~i~~·~~~~~~~~:--Respondcnl: Position: 
Responsibilities: 
Yean; of experience in odministtative work 
What i< your involvement in the Univ.m;ity VED? 

Scct!onl Rcooun:~ (cbaracterlnlcs of oofm·ore. bordware and bumonwarc) 

The following foe tone may nffoot to the success of VED. How are these orgonisod to provide on 
effective VED in your university? 

Resources: hllrdware, soft"""" nnd humnnware to suppon VED. 
Increa~ing tlte number of student's enrolment based on wing VED ns an education tool. 

Improved Computer literacy ofinsuuctors Md students. 

Improved perceptions in the value oflT-based information of students 011d university 
memberships 
Do you have ony problem in monogement to provide facilities to provide an effective VED? 

Section 2. Culture context in knowJOOge obaring. 

To what level of success do y.ou think thnt!CT cnn facilitnte inforrnoti~n wtd knowlodge shoring 
environment? 

Very much Modcmte Somewhat Not atoll 

0 0 0 0 

Whot in your opinion are the critical probl=• to impede infonnntion or knowlcdgo oharing? 

Soot!on 3 Task intudepcndoncc 
A major tnsk of education is to c=te knowledge, Do you think that your VED bns been designed to 
utilise and fit that I.Osk? Why or why not1 
In your opinion. Do members in each ocodemic Md each mnjor unit agree nnd feel comfonoblc to 
provide VED? 
What in your opinion ore the impediments of the members' agreement? 
D.o you hove lillY suppon to encouroge momhciS confom>ing to provide "" effec~vc VED? Please give 
me on exnmple of your project or phm. 
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S.cUon 4. Snoo<>Ssflll VED 
In your opinion, whot level do you evoluate the success of univer.;ity VED in this following tenns: 

N~tbor 

''" S.m"'l"" .. u.n..toor s.., ... ~~.~, ''" 
QuoUty 

,.,,r,,d utl1fi«< dt ... u.o,d dinolll~<d dlnoU.D«< 

Students' .:tom pcrfotma.nce 0 0 0 0 0 

Students' level of interes1ing Olld 
0 0 0 0 0 

involvement 

N~lbor 

''" Som...,.h.ot ""'""'""' S.tn..,II.&L '~ Productivity ""'""' .. u.n«< dluoll1U«< dln01hH«< dlllllllfi«< 

Studrnts' skilt. in cliticallhinking 0 0 0 0 0 

Collobornte learning experience 
Studenl!l' exam perfomumoo 0 0 0 0 0 

Nollh<r 

''" S.OLowll01 oou.nodoor Somowluol "" Petl!t'ptlon ""'"'d ""'"'d dluoii•Uod <ll! .. u.n..t dt,,n.n«< 

f-
U•efulness os an nltemative tool to 0 0 0 0 0 
mvide educati011al •ervices 
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Section II. Interviews for instructors 

Part A: Baokgro~nd 

Date';:=== 

"'""' 
Age: 0 20-30 

0 31-40 
041-50 

0 51-60 

Oovor60 

Faculty: 0:~~~~;~~~U~•:•~;,·~;=,,~,~~~~~~~~ Respondent: Position: 

Resp<msibilitio" 

Y= of o•pcrionce in teaching 

Wlm is your involvement in the U~ivcrsity VED? 
Secllnnl Re50nro .. (cbar~oterl•ll•• of ooflware. Hardware and bumonware) 

To whnt c>tent ho.• your u0;v..,.ity provide JCT to ""I'P"r1 your teoching in vinuol courses? (eg, your 
personal CO!Jl!Uter, up·to-dnte software, acce'" to Internet or !mining courses) 

In your opinion, who! ore your r...,ling about the facilities you use? (r~. helpful, intensting or wnste of 
time) 

Are there ony problem with tho nvailobility of fociUties or with the lob ussig11111ent's ability 10 help 
you provide m•terial on virtual courses? 

Whnt advice would you give to university to do with 1CT in order 10 enhw!ce the e!fectivcncso of 

""" 
Section 1 Computer llkracy 
How maJ1y yean; hove ofe,perie:nce have you hnd in using compuler? 

What level do you think your abilicy to uso compute,- is'/ 
Fundnmentallevel eg. abilicy 10 use keyboard in !j'Jiing, set control panel, use file manager 
Mdcopy filo etc. 

Mode,-ate level cg. obililj' to use Micro,oll office such "" windows, excel and power point 
etc. 

• Advance love! eg. ability to create progr:un, crealC web page, eto. 

Do you lulve any tcchniCIII difficulties wilh the use of computer? 
Do you still need oome more training courses to strengthen your nbility to use computer? Could you 
give me an exomple what lcind of training coLU"Sea do you think that will be useful for you? 

Sl'<tlon 3, Perceived value of computer-baocd infonn•llon 

How do you feel with tbi.• sentence" compute,- make work more interesting"'/ 
To whnt extent do you use inforrnntion avnilnble on Intern•! to improve your teaching? (eg. s=hing 
information for your teaching, learning to crealC wcbsites, etc.) 

In your opinion, Do you think th.at infonnotion techno10gi .. can provide you higher qunlity 
infonnn1ion (eg. more precise, new and up-to.date) Md greater accessibility to dnli! (eg. easy lO get tn, 
comprehend, Md Malyse)? 
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Section 4. Culture rnntnl In knowledge shoring. 

Geneml question 
How often do you oommunicm" with Jollowing group of people by using ICTI (cg e-mail, chat, 
groupwise etc.) 

Withcollcogue.s 

Withstudenls 

Power dislanoo 
How would you describe your t:oching styles? 

(eg. provide students lessons nr,d ""cn:iscs on the web ond let ~oom foiicw your way (teoch.r-oOIItre), 
providestudents !henries nnd let rllem discuss &ecly nboutlh•; cose study. You juslllssist them when 
they have a problem or need some odvico (s!udent·cetre)) 

Con you give ~amples of whnt style works be.stto help students gain knowled.~e? 

Do you beliovo that !he quality of srudent's learning is virtu.ally ••elusively d"''endent on the 
e•cellenoe oftoae.~ers? 

Very much 
0 

Moderate 
0 

Somewhat 
0 

Not atoll 
0 

Do you provide studcnts any channel or media to moke a disoussion relote to <epics in 
VED courses? If yes plea'" give a cbonnel do you use and how it works? 

Power distance betw~n tnstruclon and admlnlstralive staff. 
Have you ever sometimes disagreed with your odministrative sta(fl What did you do? 

Uncertainty avoidance 

Do you feel comfortable to confront by U<iug ICT to ~press your views or opinions? 
How could things be improved so &.ot there i• more communication with you und your 
adminislnltor:s1 

CoUectlvlsm 
To what ~tent do yon need admi;,isttator's support to provide VED courSe.< eg. motivation, rewards, 

'"· In your opinion. Do your univerrily goals, rules nnd mgulotion support or inhibit your knowledge 
sharing with othcu;? 

SocUon S Information cultur<: 
What kinds of information c~~ls or media do you prefer to shore information or knowledge? eg. 
telephone, face-to-face, eleettonie moil, etc. 
In your university. Do you hnve supportive information culture where infonnati011 is vlllued as a 
resoun:e that should be shnre openly 011d freely witl1out mgord to the hien~r~:hy or pm;onal class? 
Wbat1s the impediment in your view that impocl on information cr knowledge sharing? 

Section 6. Ta•k lnterdepondone<> 
A major t!lsk of eduoation is to create bowledge. Do yon think that your VED has been designed to 
utilise and fit that task? Why or why not? 
In your opinion. Do members in e~ch ocadcrnio ond eoclt major unitagroe Md feel comfortable to 
provide VED? 
What advice would you give to university for encouraging members to agree that VED ore useful Md 
""" use as an oltemative tool to provide educational•crviec1 
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Soctlon 7. Succe.,ful VED 
ln your opinion, what level do you evalu01e the IUcce.,. ofunivemity VED in this following terms: 

Nollbor 

'~ S.mowbll Utbfitd"or Somewhat ''" lltltfl«< tatbfltd di11albfl«< dluoUtfi«< dltiOUtfi«< 
Quality 

Students' ~nm performan~ 0 0 0 0 0 

Srudent s' level of interesting and 0 0 0 0 0 involvctncnt 

Ndth« 

''" Som..,b>t .. u,n«<nor s. ......... "" Productivity ,.tltfitd taUtfied dit .. lltfitd dl,otltfied dltlltltfl«< 

Srudents' skill~ in critical thinking 0 0 0 0 0 

Collabomte looming e•periencc 
Srudents' exam perforntance 0 0 0 0 0 

Ndtb« 
\'ory Somowh>l IOtlofitdnor S.mo~bal ''" Perception ull>fltd .. u.ntd diiUtltfled lilt,.Utfitd dluolltfitd 

Usefulness as an ttltcmalive tool to 0 0 0 0 0 
rovide educational sorvices 
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